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ABOUT THE PRODUCTION OF ÉCHANGES 

The production of an issue of Echanges is unfortunately a difficult matter - 
complicated by a lack of economic means and by the fact that the small numbers of 
comrades taking charge of this (discussions of material to appear, writing of 
mate rial, correspondence, typing, editing, translating, printing, distribution, etc.) all 
live far away from each other and mostly in different countries. When practical 
problems cause a delay for any of these comrades, the bulletin easily gets delayed - 
as bas been the case with this issue no.65 appearing manymonths afterschedule. We 
can only regret this. 
However, the time which bas elapsed bas also been used to complete or nearly 
complete a numberof other projects, such as: The . no.59 in English, 
which is a translation, plus updated material, of the analysis of the 1988 UK Ford 
strike already published in the French edition of Echanges -The production of an 
Echanges presentation pamphlet - A long text in French analysing the French 'co 
ordination committees' - Reprints of a number of old pamphlets -A new pamphlet 
on the UK - Meetings between Echanges comrades and with comrades from other 
journals. · 

l 
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INDIA 
Debate with Kamunist Kranti 
In Echanges no.63 we published an analysis of a textile workers strike from 
an issue ofF.M.S. (Faridabad WorkersNews), a Hindi paperof the Faridabad based 
group Kamunist Kranti- followed by a critical letter to KK about the article from a 
Dutch comrade. This debate bas continued, but will due to lack of space be 
publisbed in Echanges no.66. 
We also tried to include some remarks, based on a talk with an lndian friend, about 
Kamunist Kranti, F.M.S. and Faridabad (p.ë). In connection with this we have 
received the following corrections and additional remarks from KK (letter nn /90): 
"Faridabad is a majorindustrial city of northem lndia. lt bas come up after 1947. lt 
is a 22 kms long industrial complex and the distance of its centre from the heart of 
Dehli is 30 kms - in continuity with this sprawling industrial complex is an industrial 
area in Dehli which extends well into the capital city. In the industrial ring 
surrounding the Indian capitol, Faridabad is a major factor and of strategic impor 
tance, especially during revolutionary situations. There are around four thousand 
factories and more than ten thousand workshops in Faridabad. These factories 
cover a very wide range of industrial production - tractors (Escorts, Ford, Eicher, 
Pratap, more than 40 percent of production in India), motorcycles (40 percent of 
production in India), refrigerators (major portion of production in India], mini 
steel plants, tyres (Good Year), textiles, footwear, chemicals and plastics, rubber, 
printing, asbestos sheets, pharmaceuticals, ceramics, glass, paper, electronic, etc, 
etc. Workers from all parts of India and Nepal work bere. And unlike most old 
industrial areas and some new ones as well in India, in Faridabad workers of 
different regions, religions and castes live and work together with région-religion 
caste-language having not become major barriers to workers unity today. Thus 
favourable conditions for the development of revolutionary working class move 
ment exist in Faridabad. 
And Faridabad Majdoor Samachar (FMS) is a one page monthly paperin the Hindi 
language. lt bas no subtitle since two years, instead it carries classical positions - 
"Workershave no country of theirown", "Workersofthe world, uni te", "Liberation 
of the workers is the task of the workers themselves" and "To transform the world 
the workers will have to transform themselves" - on its mast head. FMS carries 
reports and analysis ofworking class struggles in India and abroad." 
The Accumulation of capital by Rosa Luxemburg. Kamunist Kranti bas published 
an abridged version (in English) of thiswork, with an introduction and a number of 
appendixes - alltogether 240 pages. The price is 6 dollars plus postage. KK calls for 
help in the distribution of the book. 
Re marks about this· publication will follow in a la ter issue of Echanges. 



Contents of FMS 
An Indian friend has translated for us the titles of the articles in a number of 
issues of FMS. To know this complements the remarks above about Faridabad and 
could be of interest to those who might be interested in contacting Kamunist Kranti, 
so these contents lists are reproduced below. 

Letters to KK sbould be addressed only as follows: Majdoor Library, Autopin 
Jhuggi, Near Bata Chowk, N.I.T. Faridabad - 121001, India. 

~'l>Tar'AT'I\'\(~~~· 

tfifr~~ 'f"\Jf c'f, ij if 1-êf 1 < 
·" 

~1987. RN42233 1/· 

Faridabad Mahoor Samachar 1988: Dec: Human society today and itsevolution from 
pré-historie times - View on workers' struggles today - Batanagar lockout -Struggles 
in Faridabad factories: Sovrin/Escorts/E.S.I. (health service )/Gadore/Thermal power 
bouse 1989: Jan: Changing faces of representatives of capital- Workers struggles in 
the world today - Position in Jute facto ries - Strike in a compressor factory - Position 
in Kamla Cinetax - Letter from a worker, highlighting connections between trade 
union leaders and Hindu fundamentalist organisations Feb: reality and its demands 
Workers struggle in the world - Changes in the workers' movement- Industrial strike 
in Haryanna for 3 days - Situation in Kerala - Situation in Autopin factory- Situation 
in Bumpy factory March: Social turmoil and workers - Workers struggles in Iran - 
Kanpur, 35000 cotton mill workers stopped trains- On a left stalinist/maoist group in 
Nagpur called Spark - Letter from a worker/reader - Report of small strikes and 
struggles April: Escorts factory-East India cotton mill-Ietters from workers/readers 
-Strikesoflndian migrant workersin Quwait May: Meaningof the 8 hourday-Article 
about the situation in a nearby factory- Workers' struggles in Korea June: Russia and 
China - Comments on the situation in certain factories July: Workers movement and 
technology - Commens on the situation in certain factories - Letter from a worker/ 
reader Aug: Workers and country- Strikes in USSR -Reports on small strikes around 
Faridabad Sep: Guns or bread (Bofors scandai) - Reporting from some factories - 
Workers movement and technology Nov: Religious festivals and workers - Elections 
and workers - Strikes in Canada - Report from a factory- Letter from a worker Dec: 
Bourgeois elections, a circus - Strikes in USA - Certain struggles during elections in 
Faridabab 1990 Jan: Programme of Faridabad workers group/party/forum - Trade 
unionists in Faridabad- Strike of workers in Dehlî-Letter from a worker Feb: The 
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'other' way of seeing things-Fake communists - Reporting March: The 'other' way 
of seeing things - Strikes in USA - Reporting. 
CommunistlntemationalistThisisagroupadheringtothelnternationalCommu 
nist Current (ICC) - see Echanges 55 and 63. They have put out the first issue of 
their journal (Jan-April 90) with the name Communist lnternationalist, and the 
translations from Hindu of the titles of the articles are: East or West: Capitalism 
is bankrupt: Communism is the future - Communist Internationalist, a new begin 
ning - 'National front governemt', a new economic crisis - Kashmir - 'Workers 
participation' in management; self-exploitation - Communism is the future - 
Romania - Poland: from stalinism to democracy. 
Those interested in contacting this group, should write via the British ICC section 
-letter to be addressed as follows: BM Box 869, London WClN 3:XX. 

INDIAN WORKERS FIGHT RUNAWAY SHOPS:· A report from the Kamani 
Employees' Union notes that employers roùtinely shut down operations either to 
relocate production in (even) lower-wage areas (often to cash in on government 
subsidies aimed at luring industry to impoverished areas), or to cash in on rising 
land values. Many more workers lose their jobs as a result of modernisation and 
automation, despite legislation purportedly protecting Indian workers' rights ta 
job security. The Kamani workers successfully combatted the planned closing of 
their factory, but found in the process that it was practically impossible for 
workers to gain access to the necessary technical, financial and legal advice . 
. They condemn the Indian government, which "is not concerned with the plight of 
workers," and argue that workers establish their own centre which would bring 
together experts to aid unions and workers in fighting plant closings and layoffs. 
They conclude by calling for "national campaigns to ensure · that unions and 
workers are able to check the 'mismanagement' by the management and 
contribute to the health of the industrial 'life.' They can do this as theyare more 
concerned 'about the industries than the so-called owners, whose sole motive is to 
ensure their persona! gains and prosperity, irrespective of the damage they inflict 
upon social resources in the process." (Kamani Employees' Union, l.b. shastri 
marg, kurla, Bombay -400 070) 

Libertarian Labour Review #8 Winter 89-90 

aass struggles in lndia 
Finally, we reprint an article on class struggles in India from no.9 of the US journal 
Midnight Notes (on M.N., see USA section). 
Laterwe hope to be able to publish a summary in English of a long text by a German 
comrade about India and the International Monetary Fund. 

RH 9/90 
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Resistance To The Plan Has Been Heavy: 
The Class Struggles of the Green Revolution of India 

The two most important staples of 
the Indian diet are wheat and rice; 
wheat most commonly consumed in the 
fonn of an unleavened Oat bread and 
rice in the form ofboiled white rice. 
These were the two crops lndian capi 
ral"s planncn, in conjunction with 
Western global planncn, targeted after 
1965 10 devdop under the direct contrai 
of the govemment. The strategy went 
under the namc New Agriculrural 
Strategy or under the more popular 
term, the Grun Revolution(G.R. 
from now on). This article i.t a brief 
survey of the circ:uit of wheat and rice in 
Iadia, that i.t 10 say, a survey of the 
various struggles over wheat and rice. 
By analyzing the circuit as a whole, 
from production to consumpùon, wc 
will be able to sec how seemingly 
disparate suuggles are rclated. and 
ultimaœ.ly how these sauggles are re 
lated to international capital. It bas now 
bccn twcnty years since the G.R. was 
adopred as capital·• primary plan 10 
conuol the two basic mcans of subsi.tt· 
ence of the Indian worlcing class. What 
wc are now witncssing i.t the full 
explosion of the contradictions of tbis 
sirategy; the chickens have come home 
CO roost. 

The Green Counterrcvolution 

FoUowing lnclependencc the fini 
srrategies Indian capital devdoped for 
agriculture wcre the Cornmunity De 
velopmenr program (C.D.) and land 
rcform. After spending at least threc 
decadcs crying 10 channd peasaru pro 
tests into a solely an1i-Briti.th move 
ment, and after spcnding the tirst four 
vears oî lndepcndcnce U)'ing to rnili 
tanlv defca1 a large scalc peasant rebel 
lion (T elangana), capital'• planners 
sou~ht ro create and enforce "equalitar 
ian" social relations in the villages. ln 
looking for a pracucal social peace in 

l,yjoltn&osa 

From th, ....,â, lllffyday at swud 
• TM r,potflrs ~hl th, nua of g,rzi,t 

~- 
Alltltou rallS ._, laid befr,rr"" King, o.w,,, ~ -,-,;,,,. 

- The poet/historian Ishami 
(1350 A.D.) on the priœcontrol 
system of the king Alauddin Khalji 
(1296-1316A.D.) forthcciryof 
Delhi. 

which agricultural production and 
growth could talce place, they envi• 
sioned a villag,: system based more 
upon owner proprieron and Canner 
cooperatives than on large landlords 
and tenants. The landlords would be 
bypasacd so the govcmment could or 
ganize, amalgama.te, and control far 
men directly. (The land reform lcgisla· 
ùon was called "abolition of intcrmedi• 
aries.')1 

But the planncrs' airy dreams barely 
had an impact in the villaga and where 
their plans wcre implemented the lower 
castes and small landowncn waged 
their own form of a "non-coopcnuion 
movcmen( with the govcmment's ee 
operativc strategy. Every C.D. projca 
becamcmanipulatedatthevillag,:levd 
for the bcnclit of the large landlords. 
There was hardly ever a possibility tbat 
the vi11agen wcre going to perform 
"voluntary labor,' which was one of the 
prinàples of C.D., when the labor wcnt 
unpaid and the bcnefit aa:rued to a 
landlord. And ccnainly the landlords 
were not going to willingly givc up any 
propcrry dcspite the moralistic exhorta· 
rions of the Gandhians. R.egardless of 
the facts tbat the villagers would not 
cooperate with their ovcrlords and the 
ovcrlords would not coopcrate with the 
govemment, the planncd primary dis 
appeintment with the C.D. sttategy 
was that agriculrural growth remained 
stagnant. 
ln 195 7, whcn the priœ offoodgrains 

soared and the govemmcnt was forced 
into imponing evcn more wheat, the 
planners hcaded back 10 the drawing 
board. Their rethinking went along two 
paths: one was a refurbi.thing of the 
C.D. program to make it more 'demo 
cratic," (this was the "pandiyaJi ra.f pro 
gram'); and the other was the Intensive 
Agriculrural District Program (IADP). 
The latter was designed 10 target indi 
vidual farmers in limiced rezicns of the 

counay, unlikc the C.D. program 
whose effects, at lcast in thcory, were to 
bcnefit villages as a whole and whosc 
covcrag,,wa, to be nationwide. • 

The initial appeal of the C.D. rttate 
gy for the plannen was tbat the goal of 
agricultural growth wa, combined with 
the goal of pacifying the counayaide. 
The planncrs counted on obtaining 
cnough food for the urban and indus· 
trial worlcing c1asa whi!c also stabilizing 
rural class relatiollll. ln the context of 
Telangana, China, the Philippines, 
ete., the Aaian pca.saru revolution wu 
frightcn.ing reality for both Indian and 
global plannen. The aa:wnulation of 
an urban population could aoc proceed 
controllably without fint artanging 
agrarian social relations into some 
worlcable pattern. Y et within a decadc 
the planncn recognized that thcir 
mctbod ofkilling two birda with one 
sœne dicln't evcn bag one bird. The 
social relations in the villaga were not 
cvolving into peaœful villag,: republics. 
Nor was a markctable surplus fonh· 
coming. · 

The clTcccive cmphasi.t in the first 
two Fivc Y ear Plans ( 1952-62) was 
indusaialization, cspecially of'heavy 
industry ,' e, g. steel, coa1 and cernent. 
Buc the crisis of 1957•8 revcaled what 
one U .S. chronicler of India's State 
Plans called the "contradictions of rapid 
industrialization and gradua! agrarian 
reform . ., The growth of a rnarketable 
surplus was not kecping pace with the 
growth of the urban worlcing clasa. 

Indian factory owncn considered 
themselves blessed by God with a 
sccmingly infütlte supply oflabor from 
the villages. ln the brutal nomenclature 
of ncoclassical cconomics, which i.t put 
to good use by sociali.tt state planncrs, 
there were too many workcrs in agri 
culture. Many people could be •si· 
phoned off' - 17 million according to 
one cconomist in 1966-·withoui ad· 



vend y affCCW.)g agricultural output. - 
The promotion of indusay would pro 
vide a 'pull• away from agriculture. Y et 
;i.ftcr expropriaCÏllg people &om the 
villagel, che goveramcnt thm faœd the 
problem of fceding tbem in the ciàes, at 
lcast at a subsi.su:na: lcvd. For the 
govemment, unconaolled pric:c tises in 
foodgrains meant demands for higher 
wages, looting of grain shops. sœeee 
pro1esu, etc. With the rapid accumula 
tion of a proletariat in the eities, the 
food ahoruges we:e bccoming acute. 
One U.S. economist writingin 1962 
thought that the food "unavailability" 
could cause a "bacldlow; an entire 
disrupùon of the ~pull model," meaning 
the people would n:cum to the villages.' 
However, the more lilcely possibility 
wu tbat they would continuewhat they 
bad been doing: tearing up the cities. 
Thus, despite God'1 generosity in 

la.bor power, the factory ownen and the 
state plannen comidered thernselves 
cuned with an inability to induce 
cnough surplus food &om the villagers 
that remained behind. The orùy way 
they coped with this problem up to the 
laie 1960's was through importing tons 
of US wbcat and rice through the 
Pl.ASO program (Food for Peaee), The 
fint sbipments wcre made in 1956. The 
sum total of these sbipmenu was enor 
mous: about S5 billion worth. By 1973 
the debt the Indian govcrnment bad 
incum:d on the PL-480 account, which 
was repayable in rupees, equalled one 
third or India's total money suppl y. 
A second round of price inaeases in 

foodgrains in 1962. threatening "anoth· 
cr inllationary price spiral"' ( with aU iu 
coMot.aùons of an infinite unconaolled 
progression), forced the plannen inro 
some further rethinlcing. They decided 
10 concenuate on the IADP scrategy for 
quick agricultural growth. 1962 was 
a1so the beginning of the war with 
China which was anothcr factor 
prompting the planners 10 "put agricul· 
turc on a war-footing . ., 
The G.R. grewout of the IADP 

s1ra1egy. lt emerged Cully in 1965 with 
the establishment of the govemment 
agency the Food Corporation of India 
(FCI) and the announc:cment of the 
"New Agricultural Strategy." With the · 
G.R., the govenunent decided to go 
beyond attempts at rcgulating the mar 
ket (primari!y through the dispersal of 
PL-480 stocks) and reforming the vil· 
lages 10 the ambiùous plan of directly 
controlling the production and distri 
burion oHoodgrains. The G.R. can be 
outlined as follows: the govemmenc 
facifüates and finances productivity· 
oncreasing fanning techniques in well- 
1mga1ed districts (as per the IADP), 
olîcrs price incemives 10 the farmers for 
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whcat and rice, procures and stockpilcs 
this grain. and then sells it to the urban 
working class through the Public Ois· 
tribution System (PDS). 
The govemment adverti.sed this 

scrategy as "food self-rcliance" and "food 
self-discipline;"' it was supposedly in· 
tended to reduce the dcpendency on the 
US for grain. But at the same time the 
govemment was advancing this swadahi 
argwnent, the US govemment was 
insisting that lndia adopt the G. R. 
Thus, the G. R. bas been interpreted 
both as an escape Crom and a capitula· 
tion 10 US imperialism. In acruality, 
both the US and lndian plannen 
viewed the G.R. as the most practical 
solution to save capitali.mi in lndia. 
Both the national and global planners 
wanted a food system that would pre 
vent workers from tcaring up the cities 
and inQaùon from tearing up the Plan. 
The G.R. iuelf did noe mark a redue· 
1ion nor an intensification of dependea 
cyon the US. However. it did change 
the fonn of that dependency. ln ex· 
change for the massive dependency on 
the PL-480 irnports", there was 10 be 
the dependency on further investrnents 
orforeign capital, (e.g. fertillaer corn· 

INDIA 
0 100 ,oo ~"'···· 

panies and the World Bank). 
The real imperus behind the switch to 

the G. R. suategy came noc from the 
U.S. govemment but from the lndian 
peasants and workers. Accompanying 
the inuactable resi.stanc:c of the peasants 
mentioned above. wllich shaucred the 
initial C.D. plans for domcstic agricul· 
rural growth, came an offensive of the 
industrial working class. Beginnin,t in 
1965, Indian capital was faced with the 
largest strikc wave sincc the post-war 
yean of 19-46-7. The numbcr of man 
days lost due 10 industrial suikes in 
1965 was more chan double the 1964 
figure. Aftcr this suddcn increase the 
ligure steadily rose until the Emergcncy 
of-1975. The strength ofthis growing 
strikc wavc ensured that capital was 
unable 10 malte the industrial working 
class pay for the agriculrural crisis. (Sec 
the Ministry of Labor's annual reports.) 
The role of the U.S. govcmmenc in 

the G. R. might be described as thar of a 
cruel midwifc. lt wanted 10 sec the birth 
of lndia's own food system and so 
otTered assistance throughout the birth. 
Y et il also exaccrbated the labor pains: 
the U .S. govemment used the agricul· 
rural crisis 10 force some concessions 
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from lndian capital. ln 1965 the U .S. "Memoraadum of Agreement' with the 
begall i:hreatcning t0 withboki or delay Ford Foundation in 1960, ro tbc PL- 
PL-480 grain shipmt:Dts. Indian capiial 480 foodgr2im. to tbc G.R. illdl, US 
was hanily in a position IO &glu, for at capital baa adviled cvezy step of the 
the rime PL-480 grain wu their life's Swe Plan. The US bas ialœn evay 
blood. From 1963-67 imporu ofwheat oppommity t0 aubordinate lndian c:ap- 
- of which PL-480 formeci the largest ital but they have never been able 
component-excecded chc domestic completely dominate them. Boih lndi- 
maricetable surplus by OYer rwo-thirds. an and US capital's hin,d pem ha..., 
ln 1966 imporu were more than double called it a "two-track" relaùonsbip: a 
the quantity of the domcstic surplus. lundamau.al a,irecmenc ~ the 
Thus, in June 1966, lndiaacceded tO cwo, wilh tiffirevety now aad lhen.11 
thac quinressential nco-<:olonial ace of They know dw despice occasional •so,,. 
capiculation: devahwion of the eueren- did family qUUTeb" ( as Marx once 
cy. The rupce was devalucd against the called ÎllteN:apitalist 6gbts) about chc 
doUar by one-third. After fun:her U .S. degree of dependency, they remain 

What we are now witnessing is the full explosion of the 
contradictions of the green revolution: the chic.kens 
have come home to roost. " 

threatsofdelay, (the U.S. governmen(s 
"short-tether' policy begw, in August 
1966), the lndian govemment even 
stoppcd issuing its rhetorical protcsts 
againsc the U.S. aggression in Viet 
nam. 
The G.R. Stratcgy did not begin 10 

kick in until 1968. ln thal year imporu 
were less chan dornestic production. Ir 
was not until 1971 thatPL-480 grain 
was discontinucd altogether. Given the 
size of the shipments throughout the 
1956-71 pcriod, it is not surprising chat 
both lndian and global plannen wanted 
10 switch thesuategy. The U.S. had to 
bolseer other paru of the world with its 
whear politics; lnclia, with the second 
lanJCSI population in the world, ap 
peared as though it would daim ail the 
grain. The consensus of the plannen 
was !ha, India would have 10 gain 
conttol over its own agricultwal pro 
ducers. They could not continue <0 resr 
upon the successes of U.S. capital's 
ceneury-long scruggles in the American 
midwest. AJthough the planners con· 
sidered a govemmcnt engineering of a 
domestic food system a "colossal under 
takin,( that was fraught with "perilous 
vcntures,'"'0 it was time for their own 
rite of passage, their own walkabout, 
their own conquese. The lndian would 
have 10 pioncer forth in regions U ncle 
Sam ncvcr knew. 
One of the most significant thcmes of 

India's post-Independence agricultwal 
,ua,e'W has bccn the participation of 
L'S r.apital via the govemrnent, foun 
dauons. corpora<ions, and the World 
Bank. From the C.D. program. which 
was desi~ed. implernented, and fund· 
ed in conjuncuon widt the Ford Foun 
dauon, IO the Lo\OP which was lirsr 
proposed bv a tearn of Wortd Bank 
.,,Jic,ai, in 1959 and dten signed as a 

brothers. There is much that could be 
said about thia copie but what is rele 
vant here is that the import oftbcG.R. 
was to suswn and reproduce a worlâng 
dass in lndia and this wu an objecti"" 
both us and lndian plannen Cully 
shared. 
The socialist left bas never under 

stOOd the G.R. in this way. The two 
main communist panics in India have 
elevated the disagrecmems betwcen two 
symbiotic parasites ro the levd of the 
primary conaadiction in India(the 
national bourgeoisie vs. imperialism). 
They support the govemmen(1 PDS 
and, in general, "economic growth" 
( mcaning of eeurse capital accwnula 
tion). ln face, the point of thcir critiques 
of govemment policy is 10 argue chat 
accwnulaâon would procecd quicker 
without any ldnd of foreign depcnden· 
cy. Tootherleftistwriten, theG.R. 
was "a complcx system for foreiRU 
agribusiness domination, •u a sabotage 
of lndia's indu.strialization. u or a 
compromise with impcrialism that was 
necessitated by the lndian bourgeoisie'• 
previous compromise with "feudalism" 
(by not enforcing land reform legisia 
tion)." On the other band, we also 
have the argument chat the G. R. wu a 
progressive development of the produc· 
tive forces, which by creating more 
proletarians in agricultwal production, 
would evenrually provide the precondi 
tion for a "red revolution. "" ln the 
same way the leli bas displaced the 
simple face chat the G. R. was a means 
to allow lndian capital 10 expropriate 
more people from dte land, and has 
sometimes cheered on dtis expropria 
lion, thcy have misunderstood the array 
of contradictions arising from the irn 
plernenranon of the G. R. Thisarray is 
the subject to which we will now turn, 

The Waten of Ezpropriation 

Within the Sw.e Plan, "inputs" Corm , 
the 6m stage of the G.R., so we'll begin 
there. The G.R. is IJIOII cloeely associ 
aced with a aumber of productivicy 
raising inputs: Higb. Y ielding V ariety 
seeds (HYVs), chemical fertilizen, 
toXic pesticides, and tnlCIOn. The pu 
àcular input tlw wc wi1l l'ocus oa is 
irrigaàoa. The HYVs n:quin: intensive 
irrigation so it haa bccomc eveu more of 
a priority ,inœ chc adoption of the 
G.R. Brid' mention will allo be made of 
the explosion of Union Carbidc Corpo 
ralion's pcsiicide factor, in Bbopal. 

Irrigation primarily mcana dams. 
They arc uaed cither to provide water 
din:dly ro fanas via canals or 10 
gencrace dec:aicity 10 power tubewells. 
This is their signiJicanc,e for c:apiw, but 
for the people thcir significance is 
expropriation-di.rcct and immediale 
displaœment: 

lndia bas tbc dubiou.s distinc 
tion ofhaving displaœd the higb 
esc number of people due 10 the 
construction of man-ai.de reser 
voin among ail countries in the 
world. In the absence of a com 
pcnclium of exact figures it is 
dülicult IO aay cxaaly how many. 
However, fromonly 10selccted 
river-valley developmenr projecu 
an estimated 910,000 penons 
ha"" cither been displaœd or will 
soon be displaced. Considering 
the fact that over 1,500 major 
dams have been built or are going 
10 be built in the counay, tbc 
magnitude of forced relocations of 
populations necessitated by sub 
mergence can be imagined." 
Many of the dams are not jus! for 

irrigation but the water devoted to 
agricultural production fonna a signili 
cant part: "Betwcen 1951 and 1982 
forty-six major imgation projecu and 
517 medium projects were completed, 
with fifty more projects nearly fin 
ished."" 
The govemment bas becn able 10 

evict millions of people with the help of 
World Bank and US govemment loans. 
Dam constn1ction hu becn the largest 
single categor, for World Bank loans 
and this is no small sum, given that 
lndia presently holds the largest debt to 
the World Bank amoilg all countries. 

Tt would be impossible to adequatdy 
describe dte agony and trawna that the 
darn-displaccd people have gone 
through. Since the water of the da.ms is 
intended for use by fanns in the plains, 
they are usually. built upsueam in 
relatively rcmote bill areas. ln these 
areas. dte oeople. most otien tribals, 
\adioasu--literally native inhabitants), 
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have so far been able.lo escape most of 
capital'• power. A5 with Naùve Amcri 
cans, dley have a strong attachment to 
die land, die foresa, and the animais. 
One adiva.si slogan in the state of 
Malwashtra during a "Land Day' 
protest in 1973 was "the rain faUs on 
everyone, the sun shines on everyonc, 
and die land belonga to everyone. "" 
Their sudden separation &om die land 
mcans a complcte desauction of their 
way oflife. A fcw commit suicide rather 
than face a bleak future. The govem 
ment never provides land for resettle 
ment nor evea monetary compensation 
without a light. Even dlen their written. 
promises for compensation are never 
full y implemented. Ironically, the dis· 
placed people often wind up working on 
tJ\e farms in the plain, that bcnefitted 
Crom thcir displacement or on otJ\er 
dam consaw:tion sites." 

But not aU the llibals and villagen 
have obedimtly allowed their homes te 
be submcrged. Only rarày have they 
been able 10 stop the consuuc:tion of a 
dam or even gain bctter terms for thcir 
removal, yct their resistanee is growing. 
Organimtions against dams have de 
manded guaranteed land for tèlocation 
( sometimes for land within the area to 
be eovered by the dam) and for guar 
anteed moneiary compensation. But 
Omvedt notes that "organizers of resis 
tance are bcRinning 10 change their 
tendency 10 say "the dam must be built 
but. .. ·•• Once the demand becomcs a 
total rejection of the dam the crucial 
question will be how the people to be 
displaced will unite with the people who 
are employed to aaually eonstruct the 
dam, who are themselves recent victirns 
of dispossession. 
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been nocorious for iu doœily (banditry) 
and the mcse famous dacoiu in Inde 
pendent India have been from there: 
Man Singh, Ma11can Singh, and Phoo 
lan Devi. (Tbere was a popular fùm 
bcing made about the latter who was 
only a teenager whea she was the leader 
of a dacoit band. She is an untouchable 
and cven thougb she is now imprisoned 
she remains a powerful symbol of 
rebellion against the upper caste-class.) 
Like the Thugs who looted fmm both 
the Mughals and the British in this 
same region, thcse armed dacoiu steal 
from high-caste landownen and road 
trav.Uen. Since 1974, while the daœits 
have been ruthlessly repressed, irriga- 

Oespite god's generosity in labor power, the Eactory 
owners and the state planners considered themselves 
cursed with an inability to induce enough surplus food 
from the villagers that remained behind. 

In some cases the construction of 
irrigation facilities does not simply 
creare more landless people but is used 
as a direct attack upon the landless. In 
1974, the govemment began theCom 
mand Arca Development Program ex 
pressly 10 impose the Green Revolution 
model in certain area.s by intcgrating 
irrigation and other "development" 
work with the police and military. The 
Wor!d Bank has funded a large part of 
<hcse command arca pmjecu. The fint 
distnct the W.B. and the lndian gov 
cmmem targeted was the Chamba! 
vallcy alonl{ the border of Rajasthan 
and Madhya Pradesh. This vallcy has 

tion work- with aU of the mapping of 
the terram necessary for it-has been 
undertaken. The valley is aow virtually 
100% irrigated. The govemment bas 
facilitated bank loans and encouraged 
wbcat production for govemment pro 
curement. The cquivalent of T""" 
magazine in India, lndia Today, called it 
a suceess story: "Fmm Guns 10 Trac 
tors" but it was more likc 'tractors with 
guns."" 

Given the variety of resistances 10 the 
dams, the govemment bas had a hard 
rime meeting their 5-Y ear Plan targeu. 
Since 1951, 55% ofùieirinigaùon 
projects have not been completed. If the 

projects are acrually completed, the 
govcmmcnt thcn faces the demands oi 
the technicians and electrical workers 
wbo run the dams. These wori<crs are 
relatively bener paid and usually or 
ganiz!:d into œade unions. They fre 
quently go on strike causing blackouu. 
(I can testify to the militancy of these 
worken in a smaU town in Uttar 
Pradesh wbere some of the reading for 
this anicle was done by candldight.) 
The govemment also faces the dernand 
of the construction wori<crs wbo are 
rendered redundant by the dams corn 
pletion. Omvedt described a dam 
worken smkc ai an irrigation dam in 
Maharashtra (built for large sugar far· 
mers). She quotes one organizcr: 'Our 
demand was that simply becausc the 
dam is finished the worken can't stop 
living! The clam makes the land bear 
fruit, production wiU increase ten 
rimes, the surrounding' district will 
bcnefit-and the workers who built thr. 
dam can't be let down·! So we said. "'' 

Evenrually the workers were "let 
down, • but thcy went on 10 work on a 
large farm nearby and to organize a 
union on the farm. No longer dam 
workers, they continued to fight as 
agriculrural laborers. 

At the levcl of dams then, we arc 
inuocluced 10 the recently displaced 
population oflndia. They migra.te 
across the cowu:ryside, thcy work at 
seasonal and temporary jobs. They 
oftcn give themselvcs ovcr to 'concrac 
cors" who makes the arrangcmenu for 
their migration and labor, a situation 
which in effect means bonded labor. 
One non-govemmental agcncy, the 
Gandhi Peace Foundation, estimated 
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that thcre were 2.6 million bondcd 
laboren in lndia. 

But some of the displaccd population 
migraies 10 the cities. Y ou wil1 see thcir 
Settlements of huts scanered in and 
.uound every lndian city. They squat 
on any piece of vacant land and try to 
rnake some sort of home. Once in the 
ci1ics they just might meet the urban 
tlipside to the G.R.: the fcrtilizer and 
pesticide industries. This i.t wbcre the 
0cc. 198+ disaster in Bhopal cornes in. 

An 'Accident' of the 
Green Revolution 

Union Carbide bcgan its pesticide 
plant in 1969 just on the edgc of the city 
of Bhopal. In 198h chcmical chain 
reaction in a storagc tank produced a 
hugc cloud of poi.tonous gas that blcw 
across the city. lt i.t easy to sec how this 
murderous gas cloud was a result of 
Union Carbide's profit motive ( the 
violations of safety pm:aurions are far 
100 nwncrous 10 mention) and bow, on 
a dccpcr level, it was the rcsult of the 
G.R.'s promotion of pesticides for the 
production of an agriculrural SUll>IUS." 
Y et the cxpcrience of the slumdweUen 
of Bhopal revcals another side to Bhopal 
as a resultoftheG.R. 
Throughout the J 97<Ys and SO's. 

while Union Carbidc was pwnpingout 
us toxic pesticide, tcnsofthousandsof 
displaced people from the coumryside 
were "pumpcd" into Bhopal. They set 
ded on the cheapest, most devalued 
land: that around the U.C. plant. Some 
of thèse people wcre pcrhaps displaccd 
by the dams along the lnclravati river in 
Madhya Pradesh, the state of which 
Bhopal is the capital. The new immi 
grants werc continually poi.toncd by the 
regular "accidentai" di.tchargcs of gas 
from the factory. Today the survivon 
continue to work as milkmen, cigarette 
rollers and scllen, tonga drivers, cycle 
J.Rd automobile mechanics, and office 
pc:ons. None workcd a1 the U.C. plant 

literally hundteds of thousands more 
have becn left injun:d, blinded, trau• 
matizcd, •.. 
Most of the vic:tims-it is CIICDtw to 

rea1ize this-werc slumdwcllen. When 
the plant bcgan to lcak out i11 lctbal 
gases in the cariy moroing houn of 
Oec. 3, the fim tbing the slumdweUers 
grabbed before tbey Ocd from thcir 
makeshiit shacks was the lcgal tide to 
that shack. the putta (literally, address). 
This linle ~tdls a raie. 

To g,:t rheir addresseo. the people in 
the slwn colonies had becn waging a 
sauggle. A lcgally rccognizcd address 
cnables ooc to gct a ration card witb 
which one has acœsa to govcmment 
c:ontrolled commodities that are sold at 
subaidi=I priccs, c.g. lcuosene. sugar, 

" whcat, and rice. (Similariy, ooc can not 
gct wdfarc checb or credit cards in the 
US without an address.) The puna i.t 
abo some guarantce, though one often 
violaœd, that the govcmmcnt wil1 not 
evict you. It i.t a sign of owncnhip of 
land evcn if the land is only 40 square 
feet, After bcing expropriated from the 
villages. the address was their daim for 
the righ1 10 live in the city. 

Wheat Production in Punjab 

A large sharc of the inputs, pesd 
cides, fertilizcrs, etc., is planncd for use 
in a geographically specific area. The 
two northcm states of Punjab and 
Haryana and the adjacent western 
section of Uttar Pradesh consume a 
disproportionate share of inputs in 
relation to their sharc in India's total 
grain production. This region is the 
hcartland oftbe G.R. After fceding 
inputs into the region. the govemment 
thcn procures much of the output; in 
most years the area accounts for over 
90% or the govcnunenrs whea1 pro 
curement. 

One U .S. Agency for International 
Dcvdopmenl burcaucrat, reviewing the 

While Union Carbide was pumping out its toxic pesticide, 
tens of thousands of displaced people from the country 
side were "pumped" into Bhopal. 

itself nor did thcy eam as much moncy 
as U .C. wagc-laborcn. Neither the 
slumdwellers nor the planrs worken 
werc organized wdl-cnough ro stop 
c.hc,ir poisorungs ( ar lcast rwo worken 
died of porsomng in the plan(s 15 year 
hisrorv), nor were they strong cnough 
to prevent the ultirnate mass murder of 
0cc. J, 1984. At leas1 2,500 people 
were killed by the poison cloud and 

achievcmcnts of the G. R., wroie tba1 
the "fini and most significanc" lcsson of 
the G.R. was, "the successful uansfor 
mation of aRriculturc in Punjab and 
Haryana (which) providcd the govern 
ment of lndia with a stable and admini 
strauvelv manageable source for its 
food reserve stock."" 

This successful transtormauen re 
ceived its highese expression in Punjab. 

ln only iwo·yean siocc 1972 lw its 
contribution to the reserve stOCk dipped 
below 50% of the wœl stoc:k. and in 
some years it bas gone u high as 
75%." Coosidcri.ng that Punjab hu 
only 2'1& oflndia's population and 
produces approximately 22% oflndia's 
total 'tYhcat produc:lion, its contribution 
10 the govemmenrs circuit is remark· 
able. 
In Punjab the tramformation of the 

state into the govemmenl's "brcadbu 
ket" bas bccn neady total. Thcre i.t linle 
agriculrural production bcsides wheat 
and rice(usually Carmen grow both 
aops in a year, wheat bcing harvestcd 
in April-May and rice in Oct.·Nov.) 
and vay little indusay. The state's 
cntire economy ia dcpcndcnt on the 
govemment's procurement price. The 
govemment buys at least 75% of the 
whcat which ia brought to marlcet, and 
their procuremcnt priœ functions as a 
minimwn support price. Almost the 
cntire production of the Carmen is aold 
on the wholesale market-93 % for 
wheatandM% forrice(l978-796g 
urcs). This i.t unlikt: ail othcr statcs in 
India whcre, on the average, only 30% 
of either erop is brought to wholesale 
markets (mcaning 70% is consumed by 
the grower, handed ovcr to a Iandlord, 
or sold locally).'" 

The sauggle over the procurcmcnt 
price i.t the essence of the present 
'Punjab aisis" which rccendy has bcen 
in the news so much." Panicularly 
from 1981, the Punjab farmcn, who 
are nearly ail Sikhs, have bccn de 
manding highcr procurcmcnt prices 
and lowcr input prices. For the small to 
mcdiwn sized farmcn ( usually defined 
as holding undcr JO acres), a break 
even rate of rerum i.t esscntial for their 
continued existence as landownen. Al 
though the farmcrs arc highly stratified 
by size-onc-half of Punjab's land i.t 
owned by less than 10% of the landow 
nen-to some cxtcnt their rcligious 
solidarity lias acrved to unify them both 
organizationally and ideologically. The 
Alcali Dai i.t a political party which is 
based in Punjab's 700-odd gurdwaras 
(looscly, temples) and is explicidy a 
Sikh political party. And whcn the 
lcadcn of the Alcali Dai state tbat in 
Punjab "farmer and Sikh are inter 
changeable tcmlS,' one can cas il y see 
what the party stands for." 

The Alcali Dai, along with a Punjab 
farmen tradc union, the BKU, has led 
the tight against the govcmmcn1. The 
farmen have often bcen acting on their 
demandll for more political power and 
fc;>r more concessions from the govem· 
ment by direct action: blockading the 
grain transport on the roads and rail 
roadll, boyco1ting the wholcsale markets 
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(tha1 is, refusing 10 seU théir grain), and 
refusing to pay back bank loan,." 
The govcmment's responsc bas been 

state tcrror. Given Punjab's saategic 
position within the govemmcnt's fo xi 
grain commodity circuit, thcsc farmen' 
sirugglcs have a profound impaa. The 
govcmment bas sparcd no cxpcnsc to 
malte Punjab "administntivcly man 
agcable. • The state has been, in elfcct, 
under miliWy rule sincc 1983, with 
curfews and police raids bccoming a 
regular and fcarful part orlife for 
Punjabis. Ovcr a thousand Sikhs have 
been killed and many more thousands 
have been imprisoned and tomu-ed. •• 
The govcmmcnt has justilied martial 

law in the state by poruaying the Sikhs 
as religious fanatics, terrorises, and 
scccssionists. The govemment bas ac· 
tivcly premoeed a communal divide 
betwcen Punjabi Sikhs and Hindus 
ever sincc Independencc. (After ail, the 
govemment bad jus1 executed a huge 
and ttagic communal divide berween 
Muslims and Hindus and Sikhs by 
creaùng Palcistan and India. In Punjab 
8-10 million people were displaced by 
Partition.) In 1966, it splil the state 
along communal lincs by fonning Har 
yana ( mainly Hindu) and Punjab 
(mainly Sikh). In Haryana, both the 
Congres. Party and the opposition 
Party, the Lok Dai, have been ttying ro 
lead the farmen movement in a com 
munal direction. They have blatandy 
sponsored Hindu chauvinism and at 
times engincered communal "riais• (i.e, 
auaclcs on the Sikhs in Haryana). There 
have been actions of solidarity berween 
the Punjabi Sikh and the Haryanvi 

Hindu farmcn, but it is increasingly 
difficuJ1 for them to evereeme the 
govcmment's reprcssion and commun 
alization. 
During this period of miliiary rule in 

Punjab, the govcmmen1 bas barely 
increascd the procurement prices for 
wbeat and rice, ln fact, taking inflation 
into account, they have deereased it. 
The govenunent is now trying 10 end its 
price incentive strategy for these two 
crops. It now considen tha1 enough 
production has been s1imula1ed over the 
las1 20 years, and i1 should now targec 
its money for other crops. But the 
Punjabi Sikh fanners consider the 25% 
rate of return they got in the early 
1970's as the norm. The smaller farmers 
whosc eœes of production are higher 
will hardly toterare the negative profit 
rate the govcmment is now prolTering. 
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economic exploitation to its logical 
conclusion, the hwnan rights of a 
people are crushed, then thcsc arc 
the indices of slavery of that 
nation, region, or people." 
Unfomuwcly, some Sikh "cxtremisr" 

groups have adopted a Red Brigadist 
sua,egy- assasaina,ing Congn,ss Pany 
politicians, right•win!f Hindus, and 
some Sikhs whom they deern collabora 
ton of the Congress- bu, they have 
always denied rcsponsibility for the 
random killing, of Hindus. 

Despite the govemment's decrease in 
the procurement pnce (in rca1 terms) 
and the Sikh fanner,' resisrance, the 
govemment bas procured record 
amounts of wheat and rice sin ce 1984. 
By )986, there wasn't enough s,oragc 
space for ail their stockpiles of grain. 
This huge surplus, bough< on the 
cheap, was one of the intended rcsuhs 
of martial law. The procurcment pro 
cess bcc.ame in elTect a military opera 
tion. Once again, in May 1987, the 
Punjab state govemment was dismisscd 
and central govemment rule was de 
clared (meaning mili<ary rule). Why 
May? Because that is whcn the majoricy 
of the wheat arrives in the wholcsale 
markeis. 
The contradiction berween the far 

men and the govemment will certainly 
continue. The Finance Minisuy states 
that •wheat stocks arc alreadv far in 
excess of the country's reqW.:Cments 
and any further increase in these stocks 
is not considercd desirable. '" Thus, 
the govemment wiU continue ro keep 
the procurement price low. Even 
though it insist5 that it wiU maintain a 
·rcmunerative price" for whear and 
rice-growing fannen, this does not 
mean that the pricc will be remunera 
tive for ail farmen. Smaller farmen will 
no doubt still be driven out of business. 

Farmers throughout lndia conunue 
to rcsist the State agricultural plan by 
stealing clecaicity for irriga<ion, nor 

The struggle over the grain procurement price is the 
essence of the present "Punjab crisis." 

paying irrigation bills on canais, and 
not repaying bank loans. For ail of 
lndia, the govemment estimates that 
45 'lf, of total "rural credir" is overdue for 
repayment ( cquivalent to about S 1 
billion). Also thcre is a 10% loss of 
electriciry due 10 theft. and the figure is 
higher for the G. R. states of north 
lndia. (lncidentally, the slwndwellen 
of Bhopal lighted their shacks by illC'fal 
connections to Union Carbide power 
lines.) Fannen organizations such as 
those in Punjab are weU organized 
throughout the country, though pri 
marily on a regional basis." 

The groups that the govemmene 
labels as terrorise, extremisr, and Sikh 
communal in aauality embody the 
demancls of the fanners. For one exam 
ple, a resolution of the group the 
Damdmri T aksal reads in part: 

If the bard eamed income of the 
people or the natural resources of 
any nation or rcgion arc forcibly 
plundered; the goods produced by 
them set at arbitrarily detennined 
prices while the goods bought by 
them are soldat high priccs in 
order to carry this process of 
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Migrant Labor in Pwijab 

It was menooned bcfore that one of 
the joba the sea,,onal azid migrant 
laborcrs take up is agriculrur.ù labor. 
MostofPunjab'1G.R. farmenhirc 
migrant la.boren. Accorcling IO ODe 
survey of a Punjab disaia, the majority 
of ihe h.uvesting woric was donc by 
migrant laboren." During the peak 
months of April-May (for wheat) and 
Oct. (for ric:c), another study esàmated 
that 200-300,000 men arrive in the state 
for work." This is perhaps the largest 
reguJar migraànn or people in India. 
They corne by train,jam-packed in the 
cars or riding on the roofs. The vast 
rnajority come frorn north Bihar and 
easrern Uttar Pradesh(U.P.) wbere the 
average daily wage is about 2-3 ùmes 
lower than Punjab's, (which is now 
about S.50-1.00, and that for about 10 
houn of bard work). 
This pbcoomcnon of migrant tabor, 

where Bihar serves as the Mexico to 
Punjab's Califomia. stems from the 
farmers' desin: 10 break the power of the 
local Punjabi laboren. With the rapid 
expansion of agriculture in Punjab after 
1965, the local laboren were able 10 
dcmand bigbcr wages. In the terminol 
o,n, or the economisu, the demand for 
labor outstripped the supply. In reality, 
there was no "sbonage oflabor;• ti\ere 
was only a shortage of farmers' power eo 
drive down wages. The fannen were 
furious afrer losing so many haggles 
with their hircd bands. The imporution 
oflaboren was begun almost immedi 
arely, yet it was not really succcssful in 
curbing the power of the worken until 
the rnid- l 97(Js. The fannen were able 
to acquire a new tactic in addition 10 
their age-old nalr4bandi ( the prevenàon 
of the striking worken from the use of 
the village common lands for grazing 
canle, gathcring fodder, and defecat 
ing, and the boycott of the worken by 
the local shopkeepen). The farmers 
wen: able 10 employ the migrant work· 
en for the rnost toilsome and back 
bn:akingjobs ( e.g. transplanting rice) 
and pay thern less, This division or 
labor and this wage hicrarchy have 
sc:verely hampered the power ofboth 
the migrant and local farm workcrs' 
struggle. · 

Y et the daily and persistent struggles 
of the Iaborers was an imponant factor 
behind the Punjab farrners moverneru. 
For the Iarmers, it appeared casier 10 
turn on the central govcmmcnt than on 
the workers. The Akali Dai, the BKU, 
and the numerous "extrermst" groups 
·hou~ht thev had a better chance of 
mcn:as111'! their rate of protit by fi'!ht· 
Ill'! the central govemment than bv 
1i,ih1ing the worken. However. once 

the fanaen were defeued by aU the 
imprisonmcnt, klllings, and martial 
law, chey began tumingon the woriœn. 
In April, 1987, a group Jmown for Sikh 
commumlism and excremimi, the AII 
India Sikh Students Federuion, be 
irayed iu aue class cbaraaer by organ 
izing a campaign to Iowa- barvesàng 
wages. It is cncouraging IO oote that the 
worken have so far been able IO resist 
the nalcabandis and the phyoical u 
saults. They bave prevented any de 
crease in the wagc. One reuon for their 
sua:ess il the present lack of migrant 
labor: many eastem worlten have 
stayed away from Punjab in the last 
severa1 yean due ee aU the violence." 

Within the G.R., Bihar aad eastc:m 
U. P. have sc:ved as the productive sites 

" of a relative surplus populaâoo. This is 
a role the region has played for a1most 
200 yean, cver since the British coo 
quest. In this CClltury, hundn:ds of 
thousand:i of men from this region 
worked in the jute mills of Bcngal. 
Today one wiU find their descendants 
scancred throughout the country, 
working in the industrial bdt along the 
Biha.-West Bengal border, workingon 
roads in Kashmir, living in the siums of 
Delhi ••• Indian state capital bas been 
content IO allow large landlorcls in this 
region to cxttact as much rent and labor 
out of their tenants ( and massacre them if 
they objea) witbout one conc:cm for the 
productivity of agriculture with which it 
is obseaed in Punjab. 
ln this century also, the agrarian 

struggles in Bihar and eastem U .P. 
have been amoog the most militant and 
large-scale of any in India. It was in this 
rcgion that Nehru and Gandhi received 
their initiaàons into the pracàœ of 
pacifying peasant revolu." 
To them and IO omcr state plannen, 

the rcgion epitomized the non·viability 
of the landlord-tenant rclaùons of pro 
ducàon for maintaining me modicwn 
of social·peace requisiee for the govem· 
meot's rule ovcr agriculrural produc 
tion. But, as noted earlier, the plannen' 

Today Bihu and casœm U.P. are 
vimaally synooymous with c1aaa mug 
glc. Tenants and Cum work.ers are 
well-orgaoir.ed and militant but they 
face repression &om the state police, 
private armiel of the landlorcls, azid 
c:cntra1 govemment paramilitary 
aoopa. The clearest spectre of a red 
revoluâon growing out of the G.R. bas 
come not &om the area the G.R. 
developed (Punjab) but the area it 
undadeveloped. A queslion DDW is bow 
this experienoc of saugle will be 
brought into Punjab by the migrant 
laboren. So far, the exact opposite of 
saugle bas bee:n brougbt in: a Bihar 
army reginicnt was one of severa1 
regiments the govemmait used to as• 
sault the boliest Sikh gwdwara. the 
Golden Temple, injune 198+. (At least 
800 Sikhs were awsacred in this as 
sault.) 

Cloeing the Circuit 

Once the Carmen ge: the worken 10 
produc:c the grain and once the govem 
rnent geu the farmen to ae1l the grain, 
it c:liatributes the majority of the grain 
amoog iu 322,000 "fair.pric:c" and ra 
tion shops. Ali of these shops are located 
in the citics. Thus, the villagen are 
virtually excluded &om the Public Dis 
tribuàon System (PDS). The system il 
further lopsided by the fact that the 
govemment acnds one-half of the grain 
to only four states: West Bengal, Tamil 
Nadu, Maharashtra, and Kcrela, (in 
order of decreasing amount). The for 
mer three states contain the cities 
Calcutta. Madras, and Bombay, re 
spcctively. Thèse are the three largest 
ciàes in India. meaning the threc 
largesc concentrations of an indusaial 
working dass. The govemment sends a 
lot of wheat and ric:c 10 Kercla, not just 
because it produc:cs little of iu own, but 
also because it contains very powcnul 
working class and peasant movements, 
a fact obliquely rellected in the social 

. For the Punjab farmers, it appeared easier to tum against 
the central government than on the workers. Once the 
farmers were defeated, then they tumed on the workers. 

early naive hopes of social refonn being 
irnposed from above were quicldy 
dashed. A!J one socialist planncr later 
recalled, Bihar and eastem U.P. have 
bcen "the graveyard of many economic 
plannen' sturdiest hopes. •u But if the 
•graveyard" was not an "administra· 
tively rnanageable" site for agriculrural 
production, under the G.R. it has bcen 
good for the production ofliving labor. 

democratic state govemment of the 
Communist Party of lndia- Marxist 
(CPI-M). 
The overall picture of the G. R. 

strategy can now be seen. The grain 
which is grown with aU of the produc 
civicy-increasing measures in the Pun 
jab area is sent into the cities to feed the 
indusuial working class. The whole 
circuit is under govemmental planning 



and contrai. For govemmcnt planncn, 
it ail appcars to be a rational cconomic 
macbine.Forsocialiststtalsoappearsto 
be cmincndy rational but hinclcred by 
the bad management ofintra•ruling 
clan cooJlicts ( the primary one in thcir 
vicw is that bctwcen the industrial 
bourgeoisie and the "rich farmers." i.e, 
the G.R. fanners)." But while tc:chno 
crats complain about bad management, 
for the working class the circuit is 
cornmodiry production pW'Cly and sim 
ply. lt is a system that is not fundamen· 
1ally cli.lfercnt from the food circuit in 
the USA whcre it i.t uodcr the control of 
a handful of companies and the govern• 
ment. One important differcncè to 
note, however, i.t that it is less extensive 
in lndia; prescndy it covcn only 17 % 
ofindia's total rice production and '20% 
of its whea1 production. 

The govemmcnt tries eo set the price 
to eover at least the costs of procuring, 
cransporting, and storing the grain 
(which itcalls the•economic costj. Yet 
as one analyst writing for the Rockefel 
Ier Foundation's G.R. rescarch cerner 
in Mexico, the one which hclped devel 
op the HYV sceds, wrote in 1979: •u. 
grain prices are arbitrarily pcgged 100 
high, the urban labor will dcmand 
highcr wages which will push up the 
cost curves in the industrial seaor 
leading the cconomy into an inllationa· 
ry spiral .... 
Whcn 60% of urban labor's con· 

sumprion cxpenditure i.t devoted to 
food, the govemmcnt's priccs iransla1e 
into one of the crucial determinates of 
industrial sector profits. 

As stated carlicr, the G.R. was 
originally intended to control the prices 

- of foodgrains and thus prevent •infla- 
1ionary spirab" provoked by working 
class struggles from ruining their entire 
plans of capital accwnulation. Bccausc 
the state planners have bcen scared of 
repeaùng the carlier crises, thcy have 
tried to keep the sdling price of wheat 
and rice as low as possible. ln 1986 the 
govemmem was procuring wheat at Rs. 
16'2 per 100 kilos and its 'economic 
cost' was Rs. 220. Y et at the same rime 
the govemmcnt was sclling it at Rs. 
190, which means they were subsidizing 
the priée by Rs. 30. The govemment· 
would like 10 end tbi.t subsidy but tbi.t ÎI 
has no1 bccn able to do, at least not yet: 
~e •truggles of the farmers impose 
hrruts on any dccrcascs in the procure 
rnenr price and the struggles of the 
urb~ worlcing class impose lirnits on 
any mcreascs in the sclling price. 

For the people in the ciries dependent 
:>n govcmment grain, the two crucial 
•Jucst!ons are its qualiry and its price. 
The first strains of HYV wheac that the 
govcrnmeni promoted werc widcly dis- 

lik.ed bccausc they werc no1 good for 
making Indian bread. The HYV wheat 
might have grown bigg,:r and faster 
than indigeoous Indian strains, but 1ts 
taste and the consistency of its Bout 
wcre terrible. I1 was only after ycan of 
further tinkmng that 'the governmcnt 
was able te import an HYV strain more 
acceptable to the peoplc's tastcs. 
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In the fallof 1973 they hdd a 20.000 
women-strong Rolling Pin March: 

And now the badge of the 
movcmcnt bas bccome the rolling 
pin brandished in a clcnchcd lin 
as a wcapoo of revoit." 
Movemeni., against price hikes form 

just one part of the urban struggle. ln 
lndia. as in most Third Wor!d œun- 

As for the price: every governmeru 
attcmpt to raise the price of roodgrains 
(or any of the other'csscntial commod 
ities" it sdb) i.t met with protests and 
riota. Tbese protesta are usually led by 

. womcn. They buy the food. prépare the 
bread dough, roll oui the cin:ular 
clrapaJis, and cook thern over the fire or 
stove (usually keroscne stove). Gail 
Omvedt dcscribed some actions by the 
Womcn's Anti-Price Risc Commincc in 
Bombay which began in 197'2: 

Women storming into the 
SO'CCts, women not marching in 
hundreds or thousands but in tens 
or thousands beneath the crowded 
apartrnents and the endlcss 1iny 
shops, bcating their steel or brass 
scrving plates with heavy spoons 
to raisc a thunderous din, womcn 
barricading the cars of politicians 
and stonning the offices of Bom 
bay merehanr kings; women con· 
fronting the Minister for Food 
Supplies in hi.t own kitchen 10 find 
out if his family eau the ration 
food they have to eat; women 
chasing after lndira Gandhi her 
self to call her to accouru for the 
unbearably rising prices and fQOd 
shortages tha1 are driving their 
familics into starvation. 

Photo by John Roosa 

trics, 50% or more or a city's popula 
tion lives in siums. When we talk about 
an urban working class we are especial 
ly talking about slumdwdlers. Thcse 
are the people who have bccn expropri 
ated by the various facets of the G.R. in 
the countryside. The rural to urban 
migration in the last '20 ycars has bcen 
astounding. The capital ciry of Delhi for 
instance receives about 200,000 imrni 
grams from the villages cvery year. 
Thus, there bas bcen an explosicn of 
urban strugglcs. 

For the past scveral ycars in Bomba y 
the fight against sium demolitions by 
the city governrnent and its bulldozers 
has become a rallying point for many 
other sectors of the urban working 
class. The demand for an address by the 
slumdwcllers in Bhopal was meruioned 
beforc. ln evcry lndian ciiy therc is a 
struggie for land, for a space 10 live. and 
ac the very same tirne for access 10 food 
grown in the countryside. The Con· 
gress Party and city governrnents have 
tricd 10 rcprcss the slumdwcllers with 
the police, bulldozers. and forccd stenl 
ization. divert thern with rcligious 
communalism, and coopt them with 
drug, gambling, and liquor rackets. For 
the state planners 11 has bcen the 
boomerang principle with a vengeance. 
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Str.mge Loop• 

The sttange loop phenomcnon "oc· 
cun whenever, by moving upwards (or 
downwards) through lhe Jcveb of somc 
hicrarclûcal system we uœxpcctedly 
find ounclves right baclc whcre we 
started. "'' Now chat we have outlined 
the circuit, we can look at the ways in 
which it loops back on itself. 

The most dreadful loop was the 
massacre of over 5,000 Sikhs in Delhi 
and thousands more in olher cicies in 
Nov. 1984, one monlh before the 
Bhopal disaster. After a Sikh body 
guard murdcn:d lndira Gandhi in re 
venge for the assault on the Golden 

which lhc:y usccl to bum the Sikhs to 
death. 
1hcre are two important points to 

rccognize about the Sikh muucre: tint 
of ail, the Hindu chauvinism lhe gov 
emment whipped up to suppresa the 
Sikh Carmen in Punjab was tumed 
against lhe Sikh worlàng c:lass in the 
cicies; and sccondly the public distribu 
tion system saves as a meam of social 
conirol in the cicies. 

Another strang,: loop is the Food Cor 
Worlt Program. Once the govemment 
dcvcloped thi.t circuit to feed the expro 
priated population in the cities, it 
decided to abo use the swplus food 
against the landlc.,s in the countryside. 

Every govemment attempt to raise the price of food 
grains is met with protests and riots led by women. 

Temple, the Consn:s,t Pany organized 
the mass killing of Sikhs in cities under 
their conuol. The cities all"ected worst 
wen; chose where the Congres, was 
well-organized. Thus the capital city of 
Oclhi cxperienced the worst carnage. 
There were no attacks on Sikhs in 
opposiàon pany'·led smes like West 
Bengal. The Cact that the Congrcss did 
it is undeniable, wby thcy did it is an 
open question, Most probably it was a 
power grab within the Congress Party 
itself, But the question relevant here is 
how thcy did i,. '' 

During the Em~ncy from 1975- 
77, the Consn:s,t demolished ail the 
siums in and around Delhi and moved 
the people 10 the outSkins of the ciry. 
The housing colonies built by the 
Congress govcrnment made conuol 
over the people much casier than in 
makeshift and crowded siums. Within 
thèse housing colonies, the Congn,ss 
organized a patronage system wherein 
the people were dependent upon local 
pa,ty bosses, dadas, for jobs. Thèse 
dadas have promoted right-wing Hinclu 
~ups (which now proiiferate in Delhi) 
and have maintained Mafia-like crime 
rackets. For the Sikh massacre, the 
dadas organized the men undemeatb 
thern ro loot and kill the Sikhs. Thus, IN 
mass kiliùrgs of Dt/hi Sildis """""1 only in 
tkse Congreu-œnboll«I sium colonies on IN 
ouùkirts of Delhi.." 

The killing was donc systematically. 
The bands of loorers and rnurderers 
held the ration lis1S of the housing 
colonies which gave everyone's name 
and address, F rom the names thcy 
knew who was Sikh, and from the 
addresses knew where they lived, The 
bands also had quantities of kerosene 
rrorn the govcmment ration shops 

ln 1977 it began to pu1 people to wo.rk 
by paying tbem in fooclgraina. During 
the period 1977-80, it used 9'Jf, ofics 
toial foodgra.in procu.rcment to •genei 
ate• 99 million man-days ol' worlt. Mer 
1980, the program was renamed and 
cash wages were added to the paymcn1 
in grain. The work that the govemmeni 
bas delcgated to lhis pn:,gram is road 
cons!NCtion, wbich, aa:ording to a 
govemment reference manual, "pro 
vides facilities for a-a.de and commerce.• 
Once again, the exproprialed are em 
ployed to Curther build the very means 
of their expropriation. 

Anotherloop of the O .R. is the 
dccline in the producàon oflcntils and 
oibeeds. By offering higb prices Cor only 
wheat and riœ, two other staples of the 
lndian diet, lentils(dal) and cookingoil 
(tel), have been implicitly discouraged. 
The pcr capita conswnption of botb 
these staples bas declined since Inde 
pendence. The govemmcnt is now 
preparing for the Scventh Five- Y ear 
Plan, a program to ahift the price 
incennve suategy to lcntila and 
oilseeds. In 1986 a business and gov· 
emmcnt team Crom the USA offered a 
nc:w hybrid main of an oilseed plant 
that has a high oil yield and promised •a 
nc:w G.R. in oilseeds." History repeau 
itsclf. 

One aspect or this program is geo 
graphical; the plannen want to extend 
the G.R. model beyond the Punjab 
area. Presently the centers of oilaeed 
production are the States ofGujarat and 
Madhya Pradesh, so this is likely to be 
whcre the next round of"development" 
wùl be. 

A fourth loop is Operation Flood, 
which was a World Bank linanced 
projca for milk. The expropriation of 

people Crom the land in India is at the 
same time the expropriation of people 
Crom COWI. Everyone lcnows that one of 
the principles or HindllÏIID il n:vermœ 
for the caw. A central point in any 
villaga'1 lüe is the caw: talcing her to 
grue, gubering fodder, collectinirthe 
dung, shaping it mio patries and leaing 
thcm dry for use as fuel, milking ber, 
and rnalcing darilied butter Crom the 
milk (ghee). For migrant laborcn and 
urban worlcen, milk is expensive if 
available at ail. Sinœ the early 1970's, 
the Swe Plannen bave caended the 
G.R. modd to milk. With subsidies 
Crom the World Bank and the EEC, 
thc:y established a system (Cor Bombay 
and Delhi in panicular) eo collcct milk 
in nuai and suburban areas, ptOCCU 
and rcfrig,:rate it in large factories, and 
then seJJ it in the cities. 

The subsicly Crom the W.B. and the 
EEC waa in the Corm of dried milk. The 
lndian govemment sold this dried milk 
and kepc the revenue to build the 
indig,:nous milk circuit. (Dried milk 
tastes awful, espccially after bcing 
shipped acrou the ocean.) The Euro 
pcan countries ( and the USA by the 
way) have tremendous surplusc:s of milk 
and milk produc:ts wbicb tbey have 
been giving a-y. India was just one 
recipient. But today the EEC countries 
and the USA are trying to end their 
subsidies to dairy rannen. This subject 
was even a top item on the agenda of 
the Vienna summit of the Big Scvcn 
industriali:t.ed countries in May 1987. 
There were Street pro tests of European 
dairy fannen in the same month." 

A final loop of the circuit that needs 
ro be mentioned is the suppression 
mechanism. Since the early 1970's the 
govemment bas been rapidly increasing 
the nwnbers or policemen, paramilitary 
soldien, and Army soldiers 10 supprcss 
ail the conttadicùons of the circuit 
outlincd above. But these gunworkcrs 
have often been n:cruited Crom the 
ranks of the landle:ss and the rccently 
disposscssed ( as we saw with regard to 
Punjabis and Biharis), so evcn herc the 
govemment is having problenu. With 
the rise in the nwnber of gunworkcn, 
there has been a corresponding rise in 
the nwnber of police strihs and rio es. A 
1983 survey or police strihs by an 
Arnerican scholac obscrved, "the lower 
ranb or the police arc now prcparcd 10 
emulate the !lU:tics of militant labor. 
They wiJJ suike and they wiJJ or- 
ganize .... ' . 

One or the reasons they have been 
suiking is the lousy working conditions; 
much of their work is now concemed 
with auacking riotS and demonstrations 
of worken. According 10 this overly 
empirical scholar. the incidence ofriot- 



ing :per unit of population" (?) hu 
doubled Crocn 196510 1977. ln 1977, 
the governmcnt esùmated tbat lhen: 
wae 76,000 rioll of live or more 
people. 

The Ecological 
Counterrevolution 

Besidea thele variou1 IOCW suuggles 
which bave emerg,:d and in1ensi.lied 
becaux of the G .R., there are also 
profoWld ecological contndictiom. 
Ftnt of Ill: deserùfacarion. The accum 
ulation or water in cenain aRU by 
dams means the deplerion of water in 
other arQI. ln this way dam iniplÏOn 
clirectly contributes to the crcalÎOD of 
deserU in downstream areu. Addirion 
ally, the cultivation of crop1 with inor 
pnic ferùlizcr, pesticides and mono 
cropping depletes the topsoil. ln arQI 
where the G.R. fanning techniques 
have been inaoduced, the renility of 
the land has rapidly dedined. Aa one 
stUdy pul it, the "G.R. is threatening to 
conven cven fairly good landl into 
desert."" 

Secondly: soi! salinization. With aU 
the underground water bcing pumped 
up by iubewclls in Punjab, the toi1 is 
becorning inaeuingly more mine, 
(and thus infenile). 

Thirdly: soi! ero1ion. The overal1 
process of cleforeswion (through the 
submerging of forest by dams, the 
drying up of somc forest land, by 
desertilication, the clearing of foresa 
for fum land, and tirnber harvesting) 
leads clirectly to soi! erosion. Ultimatc 
ly. deforestation translates into funher 
descnification. The G. R. farming 
techniques also contribute 10 erosion. 
Fowthly: this soi! erosion loops back 
oruo the danu. Many of the dams are 
rapidly silting up from the erosion and 
becoming inoperable sooner than the 
govemment expects. 

For the lndian people, thesc four 
PtOCesses mean a deterioration in the 
use-value of the fundamcntals oflife: 
the land and the water. 8oth desenili· 
cation and derorestation have led to the 
expropriation of people from the land. 
For capital, they mean a dedinc in the. 
land and the watei's exchang,: value, 
i.e, a decline in agricultunJ production. 
Th~. capital's planners have been 
<rvtn!! 10 cope with land redamation 
:ind alforestation projecu. The World 
Bank ha., bcen advising and linancing 
the lndian govemment for both stratc 
g,es. 

Forexample, theW.B. hasbeen 
~romorintJ eucalypius tree cultivation 
lor a1Tores1ation. Howcver, this tree 
uses up a lot of water and provides 
ncuher fuelwood. fodder, nor shade for 
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The World Bank has been promoting the eucalyptus tree, 
which uses a lot of water and provides neither fuelwood, 
fodder nor shade for the villagers. 

lhc villagen. lt1 appeal &,r the W. B. il 
th111 it grows quiddy and can be used 
for paper and rayon production: it is an 
"incomc genentin( su-111'!)' for the 
villaga,. The:e ÎI noching 1ilce profiting 
&om both the crealion of the disease 
( defo.-arion) and the sdling of the 
cure(alforestation). TheW.B. knows 
that the praent need is to profil from aU 
che destruetion they've bcen able to 
inllict in the put fony years: in May 
1987 it announœdthelriplingofits 
environmenml siafl'in Washington 
D.C. 
The lndian plannen' response te 

droughu and desestilication haa been 
weather prediction. Pan of their satel· 
lite progrut(arnnpi with NASA) 
and part of their super-computer pro 
gram ( negotiated with the us govem 
menl in 1986) is weather monitoring. 

Shortcircuiu 

Now that we have gone through the 
c:imait and comc full circle. from the 
satellites Ooating overbead in the sky to 
the cxpropriatcd people or lndia Boat· 
ing acrou the a,unuyside, we must 
leave the conduding statcmenu to one 
of thoee who bave becn uproo<ed. An 
elderly woman. who wu working on a 
dam in Maharashtra, cxplained to Gail 
Omvedt ber view on food and the class 
strugle: 

Plenty of grain is grown in 
lndia. Bu1 we worken buy it at 
high prii:es. We bave to eat one 
half or one-rounh or a bhalui I a 
Rat breacl similar to a chapati 
made with millctl and when we 

This will belp than predicl apu!tun.1 
production. If there is ckcreued rauûall 
they can plan 1or foodgnan imporu 10 
conaol any revolts in the cities due 10 . 
increued priœs of grain, and they can 
plan for somc water delivery d11:mes to 
control any potential rebellions in the 
a,unayside due 10 drought. lndian 
brahminl used to impose their social 
power through their conu-ol of the 
weather and their monopoly on anv 
communication with the IJO(b. Now 
thcy impose their ~tunJ strategy 
with the help of satellites bought from 
Boston brahminl. Their new maniru 
arc the binary computer languages. l L, 
it any c:oincidence that the high·tcclt 
yuppies of Boston are into the mysti 
cism of Eastern religions?) 

remember the land we u3ed 10 
bave we can't digest that! We t1on·1 
cven have clothes for our bodv. As 
forfood, if we get jawar ( millet! 
then we eat jawar, if we get milo 
(SOl"!hwnl weeat milo. ifwe g,:1 
YetJCtables we eat them. if not then 
chilis. We have 10 eac dry bhakri. 
There is no milk. Where would we 
g,:1 mdk? We have 10 drink jag 
g,:ry (brown su,prl tea withou, 
mdk. If grain is available we ear, if 
no< we drink water and ~ 10 
slcep. 
The woman said she wu rcadv to ~ 

raid a rich merchant's bouse and ·pull 
and dng a big sack oi grain· cven 
though she was old. Then she said: 
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Bewick Editions (P.0.Box14140, Detroit, Michigan 48214} has produced 
or distributes a number of pamphlets and books which could be of 
interest to readers of Echanges. Among the available titles are: 
-''Wartime Strikes. The struggle against the no- strike pledge in the 
UA W during World War Il" br, Martin Glaberman. A highly 
recommendable book dealing with wildcat strikes of the rank and file of 
the Union of Auto Workers. Firstlr., the book is a history of these 
struggles a~ainst the so-called 'no-strike pledge' of the UA W during the 
war. A majority of workers voted in support of this pledge, but on the 
other band a majority of them went anyway. on wildcat strikes for their 
interests. Things like this are by many persons, but not by the author of 
this book, seen as a contradiction, and the second objective of the book 
is to ~ve an analysis of working class consciousness in the light of this 
expenence, comparing and contrasting working class activity with working 
class statements of belief. This book contains important material and 
analysis on the relationship between action and consciousness, and a 
review will appear in a later issue of Echanges. (158 pages -6 dollars) 
·"The American Worker'' by Paul Romano and Ria Stone. Contains the 
two texts 'Life in the factory' and 'The Reconstruction of Society'. The 
first was written in the 50s by a worker in a General Motors plant and is 
a description and analysis of the life of workers in modern mass 
production. (70 pages· 2 dollars) 
·"Puching Out" by Martin Glaberman. This small pamphlet analysis the 
development of the unions, particularly after their establishment in the 
US auto industry in the mid-30s. Many examples and points of view are 
based on the author's own experience from the plants. It deals with 
9uestions like: 
' Why does a working man or woman chosen by his or bers fellows to 
represent them, sooner or la ter turn against them? Why does a worker, 
when he is elected to union office, turn against his own kind?", and 
points out thatfor-theworkers "the union and the contracthave outlived 
their usefulness", (Written 1952. 32 pages - 0,50 dollar) 
·"Mao as a Dialectician" by Martin Glaberman. Many persons not 
supporting the Chinese revolutuion or any kind of maoism have expressed 
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a greater or smaller appreciation of many of Mao's 'philosophical' 
works. This pamphlet deals particularly with "On Contradiction", 
"On Practice" and "On the Correct Handling of Contradiction 
Among the People", on the basis of Hegel and Lenin's studies of 
Hegel. lt does not simply dismiss Mao's 'philosophy' as crude and 
trivial, but shows that it is a complete departure from dialectics and 
have nothingwhatsoever to do with philosophy, The last of the above 
mentioned works is summarized as follows: 
"The role of the Communist Party as the maker of history instead of 
the masses ... The categories (working class, bourgeoisie) made so 
rigid .and meaningless that they are juggled any way which pleases 
Mao. Classes without class struggle ( or, if necessary, class struggle 
without classes)." The pamphlet also contains the article "Lenin vs. 
Althusser". (25 pages -1 dollar) 
-"Essays on Marx's Theory of Value" by I.I.Rubin. Simply one of the 
best works on this subject (5 dollars} 
-"Hungary '56" by A.Anderson. (5 dollars. Has also been distrubuted 
by Echanges for many years in Ènglish and French.) 

- -"Poland 1970 71 Capitalism and Class Struggle" by Henri Simon. 
( 117 pages, 5 dollars} Written by among others a participant in 
Èchanges. Important for an understanding of the class nature of the 
then Eastern European countries and the struggles that took place 
under these regimes. 
-" 'Be His Payment High or Low': The American Working Class in the 
60's" by Martin Glabennan. Deals with the conflict between unions 
and rank and file workers, with examples primarily from auto and 
steel.Also includes the articJe "UAW Strongman: Reuther in 
Retrospect". (24 pages - 0,50 dollar) 
-"'The Working Class & Social Change" by M.Glabennan. A collection 
of 'four essays on the working class': "Marxist Views of the Working 
Class", "Unions versus Workers in the Seventies:The Rise ofMilitan~ 
in the Auto lndustry", a review of S. Aronowitz's 'False promises, 
and "The American Working Class in Historical Perspective" (a 
discussion of J.Brecher's book 'Strike!'). (42 pa~es -1 dollar) 
-"Theory and Practice" by M.Glaberman. A pohtical report to a 1968 
conference of the Facing Reality group. (18 pages - 1 dollar) 
-C.L.R.James. A number ofworks by James are distributed, among 
them "Notes on Dialectics" (231 pages - 6.95 dollars), "Facing 
Reality" (with Grace Lee and Pierre Chaulieu, 174 pages -6 dollars) 
and "State Capitalism and World Revolution" (7.95 dollars), as well 
as the Paul Buhle anthology "C.L.R.James: His Life and Work". 

Discussion Bulletin (P.O.Box 1564, Grand Rapids, MI 49501) No.38/ 
Nov.89: -Description of the UK Anarchist Communist Federation - 
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Critique, from a 'left communist', of the Interrogations text "Counterinj 
the mysti~ue of the proletariat" -Leaflets of the Socialist Party of 
Canada (' The Federal elections - Should we, leave politics to the 
politicians?" and the Socialist Labor Party ("Capitalism: lt can't las' 
forever") - Leaflet of Wildcat/Subversion ('~e Left - Enemy of the 
working class". -Larry Gambone: Two Mensheviks, Axelrod and Martov 
(A brief attempt at giving anotherview of two 'left Mensheviks' than the 
traditional lemnist one, focusing on 9uestions like the elite/professiona 
party and the possibility of socialism in Russia, with reference te 
discussions and events at the time, and saying for example that Axelroc 
in 1903 characterised Lenin as a 'Jacobin' and tha t Martow foresaw sta te 
capitalism in Russia. This article has been translated, with a critica , 
comment, in a recent issue of the Dutch journal Daad en Gedachte ). 
We can only recommend the Discussion Bulletin, which contains many 
interesting articles and discussions. There are important différence: 
between Echanges and the concerns of the DB as well as much of the 
material in it, butwe will return to these questions as well as informatioi 
about other issues of the journal in a later issue. 

Factsheet Five (Mike Gunderloy, 6 Arizona Ave., Rensselaer, N) 
12144-4502) Echanges bas received a number of copies of Factshee 
Five and will regularly review it from now on. This is a quite remarkabk 
journal, which many people will find extremely useful. FF is pub lished si: 
times a year and each issue is around 130 pages. What you basically fine 
in each issues are hundreds of review of magazines, journals, pamphlets 
comics, poetry publications, music journals, videos records/tapes/CD: 
etc, as well as addresses and prices of this. The journal clearly bas a kinc 
of 'libertarian' leaning and the name of the publisher will be known b~ 
some people from leftwing publications like Discussion Bulletin. Y or 
find (almost always very brief) reviews of all kinds of socialist/labour 
history/social publications like Workers Democracy, Industrial Worker 
The Socialist, Anarchist Labor Bulletin, Blueprint for Social Justice 
Ecosocialist Bulletin, Pittsburg History, Directory of Libertariai 
Periodicals, Green Anarchist, Left Business Observer, New U nionist 
Anarchy etc.etc.etc........ But you also find everything else: Caribbeai 
Newsletter - The Chaos Network - Gay Commumty News - The Sharna 1 
Papers - Clirnbing- Monster & Movies - Wrestling Perspective - Vegetariai 
Voice ..... Factsheet Five also contains a lot on alternative publishing. 
The journal is distributed on all continents and is an excellent way to ge: 
knowledge about a lot of material as well as for publishers to make theii 
material known to others. A faithful description of it is difficult to give 
so we suggest that those who aré interested send for an issue (3 dollar: · 
in the US, 7 dollars outside US) to see what it's like and to get all detail. 
about subscriptions and payment. 
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Labor Notes (7435 Michigan Avenue, Detroit, MI 48210. Monthly, 
around 16 pages, subscription in the US 10 dollars} No.133/Anril 90: 
Will peace cost jobs? ( on the consequences of the end of the cola war on 
the US economy)-Pittston miners strike: Health care issues remains as 
strikers return towork-Greyhound workers battle strikebreakers to stop 
third concessionary contract, No:134/May 90: Puerto Rico ~eneral 
strike demands, 'Stop privatization' - Cleveland teachers orgamzing to 
control their schools - Greyhound still can't fill buses; files 30 million 
dollar suit against union - Severa} texts on the Teamsters and the 
Teamsters Reform candidate for union presidency. 

Anarchy • A iournal of Desire Armed (c/o CAL POB 1446, Columbia, 
MO 65205) Special issue on Eastern countries - The Mass Psychology of 
Misery (John Zerzan)- Environmental crisis in Eastern Europe. 

Firth Estate (4632 Second Avenue, Detroit, MI 48201) Vol.25, no.li 
Summer 90: 50 years after ber death; Emma Goldman, an appreciation 
-:- 20 years la ter, State murder of a Black Panther, FBI war on the Black 
Panthers - Book review; Re-visioning 'The Strait' by Fredy Perlman 
(Black and Red) (Taking the Michigan Peninsula as setting the Strait 
sings of th ose who resisted the European invader telling us how and why) 
- The solution to pollution is revolution; Barth Day or Capital Spectacle; 
we want a festival of the oppressed -Recycling and liberal reform - Who 
can stop the Apocalypse (Rudolph Bahro) - Review of the film 'Roger 
and Me'. · 

Midilight Notes (Box 204, J amaica Plain, MA 02130) In Echanges no.64 
we used articles from this journal on struggles of garment workers and 
teachers in Mexico, and in this issue we publish an article from it on class 
struggles in ln dia. We know nothing about the group behind this journal, 
but there obviously a link with the journal 'Zerowork' from 'the 70's. 
Midnight Notes contains a number of articles of interest. The issues we 
have seen are: 
Vol.II/No.11980): The work/energy crisis and the apocalypse (Published 
this year in German, together with two other Midnight Notes articles, as 
an issue of 'Thekla', a journal of the German Wildcat group. The text is 
wesented by them as part of the analysis of the M.N. collective of the 
international class situation', focusing on the 'energy crisis' from 1974 
onwards and the connections between 'energy crisis' and class struggles, 
the development of capitalism as a result of the class struggles in its 
various forms and areas: technical composition of capital and thereby 
labour, ideology and the role of natural sciences, reproduction of the 
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commodity labour power and domestic work ... )' 
No. 7 (1984 ): Lemming Notes (On the left and the working class: "We 've 
seen our needs and the underlying motion of the class in the refusai of 
work and the demand for the wealth we have already produced, an end 
to capitalist command in ·ail areas of our life; and we have seen the class 
struigle make visible the possibilities and the desires. But, we think, the 
left m this cycle of struggles bas had little or nothing to do with our desires 
or with the struggles of the class. Rather, despite important action on 
many issues, the left, at root, ended up attacking the demands of the class 
and thus helped to destroy a cycle of struggle which propelled capital into 
deep crisis.' These notes include a review of Andre Gorz' 'Farewell to 
the working class'.) - Struggles of students at Medgar Evers College, 
Brooklyn. . 
No.8 (1985): A conceptualisation of the law in the manifols of work - 
Policing us -Prison work notes - The delivery of Newgate - Substruction 
in the class/room struggle- Negri beyond Marx & Marx beyond midnight. 
No.9 (1988): Social struggles ln Mexico: Introduction/Las costureras 
(women gannent workers)/The uses of an earthquake/Teachers' struggles 
in Chiapas -Rambo on the Barbary Shore: Libya, the oil price and the 
U .S. polled - Resistance to the plan bas been heavy: The class struggles 
of the Green Revolution of lndia. 
The issues of Midnight Notes which we haven't seen, have the following 
titles: 
Strange victories - No future notes - Space notes - Computer state notes 
- Posthumous notes. . 
Subscriptions for two issues 7 dollars in the US and 10 dollars outside - 
back issues are 4 and 5 dollars respectively for each issue. 

Workers lnfo Rag See UK section. 

Middle East conflict Extracts from a letter from a comrade on the US 
west coast (Sept.90): 
Nothing much happens here. The activity in what we call "the Left'' is at 
point zero. Without any doubt, many people feel that serious thinking is 
more necessary than ever now that most of our vocabulary is 
meaningless ... what is, what could be socialism? It will take some time ... what 
will take place in East Europe will be most important. 
There bas been very little organized oppositionto the military adventure 
in the Middle East, nothing comparable even to the sizeable activity 
against US involvement in Central America ... Many reasons: 1) The 
above mentioned atmosphere of discouragement 2) The fact, difficult to 
swallow for many pragmate Americans, that you cannot choose = yon 
can be with Ho Chi Minh or Ortega against Nixon or Reagan ... you 
cannot be with Saddam Hussein ... 3) The possible involvement of Israel 
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inhibits, I think, a certain number of people who consider themselves as 
Jews ... 
Now.fhe attitude of the population maychange ... So far, no bloodhas 
been shed ... Also the cost - with Arab help - is not catastrophic but that 
may change ... Everybody knows that that time war would not be for 
democracy, freedom or evenJ esus Christ! The reasons forthatadventure 
are multiple .. .I think that the US desire to anchor solidlyits power (and 
it means oil) on lsreal and Saudi-Arabia is the main one, but many 
Americans know also that domestic interests play a role: revalorization 
of US pétrole, new profits for war industry, more prestige for the Army, 
taking the public attention away for the coming elections, etc ... , wait and 
see ... 

Falling wages belie claims of 'low' unemployment The following extracts 
from an article with this title in the Sep.9, 1989 issue of The People should 
be seen togetherwith the 'Union bargainingreport' from the same paper 
reproduced in Echanges no. 60 p.25: 
" ... the buying power of workers' average weekly wages isn't going up at 
all. It's going down, despite the economic recovery and expansion 
economists say began in November 1982 . 
... according to the Bureau of Labor Statistics, average weekly earnings 
were only 3,2 percent 'higher' in June 1989 than in June 1988. But the 
cost of hving rose 5,2 percent during the same period, according to 
govemment figures that notoriously understate what it takes for workers 
to make ends meet. 
The result was a decline in wages' buying power. In fact, buying power 
in June was lower than in November 1982. 
Workers in big unions aren't doing much, if any, better. First-year wage 
increases in contracts negotiated during the first six months of 1989 
nominally averaged 3,7 percent. But consumer prices rose at an annual 
rate of 5,9 percent during the same period. 
Moreover, average effective wage increases for 6 million workers covered 
by major union con tracts were only 1,5 percent during the first six months 
of the year - about half the reported nse in the cost of living . 
... there is nothing really ail that low about 5,2 percent unemployment, 
the official figure for July. That still means almost 6,5 million jobless by 
the government's account, with million more jobless workers not even 
counted. That's more than enough competition to help keep wages 
clown. 
'Sorne economists consider the low unemployment rate misleading', 

the Times reported. 'Parttime employees and temporary workers, for 
example, are counted among the employed, helping to hold down the 
( official) unemployment rate. (They represent more than 20 percent of 
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of ail jobholders.) But they do not push so hard for higher wages as do 
fulltimers. Employers, knowing this, keep wage pressures down by 
maintaining a mix of parttimers, temporary workers and fulltimers, said 
J.Norwood, commissioner of the Bureau of Labor Statistics.' 
Other factors the Times cites as contributing to the ongoing erosion of 
wages include: 'the mass layoffs of the early 1980s, the erosion of union 
power, the frequencywitb which employers closed factories and switched 
production to low-wage countries and the great concem over job security.' 

(The People, 914 Industrial Ave., Palo Alto, CA 94303, is the fortnightly 
paper of the Socialist Labor Party. For a review of the paper, see. 
Echanges no.62 p.51. 

Libertarian Labor Review-A ,Journal of Anarcho-Syndicalist ldeas and 
Discussion (Box 2824 Station A, Champaign, IL 61820) We have seen 
some issues of this journal, and the contents lists of other issues. LLR 
adheres to the 'Principles of revolutionary syndicalism' adopted at the 
1922 Berlin congress of The International Workers Association - 
reproduced in each issue of the journal. . 
No.1: Anarchism and modern technology- The four hour day- Labor law 
today -Bolivia. No.2: The Spanish revolution - Protectionism - Anti 
labor law, part Il. No.3/Summer 87: Revolutionary union news ( on 
syndicalist unions/groues in Bolivia, Spain, Holland, Brazil and the 
IWW in the US) -Rebuilding the Italian syndicalist union - Struggles in 
European ports (from La Estiba, Dec.86) - New unions in Central and 
North America (Guatemala, USA, Mexico, including about Mexican 
garment workers - see Echanges 64) - lndependent unionism in Eastern 
Europe - Origins of anarcho syndicalism (by veteran syndicalist Sam 
Dolgoff) - Ben Fletcher, Pioneer Black Syndicalist ( on the activity of a 
veteran IWW member: organisation of Philadelphia -black dockers in 
1913, activity during WWI...) - Which way for labor after Hormel? - 
Book reveiws and letters. No.4: The IWW and revolutionary unionism ' 
- Selfmanagement in the Russian revolution - South Africa: Nationalization 
orworkers contrai. No.5: Nicaragua - Worker ownership- High tech and 
direct action - The suicidial decline of the business unions - The 
( conservative) role of Marxism in the labor movement - Debates on 
Technology and the four hour day. No.6: The sections 'Wobbles' and 
'International notes' contains briefremarks on syndicalist organisations, 
unions, strikes, leftwing groups and meetings, etc -Anarcho syndicalism 
and the environmental movement - Revolutionary unionism confronts 
deep ecology- Revolutionary unionism in Brazil: the COB - Bakunin on 
union democracy- Reviews of books on labor and labor history (Among 
them, "Min-J u No J o: South Korea's New Trade Unions", "The Fragile 
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Bridge: Paterson Silk Strike 1913", "New Orleans dockworkers", "Taking 
on General Motors: A Case Study of the UA W Campaign to Keep GM 
Van Nuys Open") - I..etters on Nicaragua, the journal 'Workers Democracy' 
and the environment, 
LLR is published twice a year. Even ifwe would have differences with 

some ideas expressed in the journal, a subscription can be recommended. 
A part from being a very well produced journal, it con tains much analysis 
and information 
which are useful. Further remarks on LLR and other issues of the journal 
will appear in future issues of Echanges. 

Deepening Slump Hits Auto lndustry Extracts from this article in The 
People Jan.13, 1990: "Last November sales of cars and trucks were 
almost 12 percent lower than in November 1988 .... The auto companies 
are cutting back production and layïng off workers. The Big Three will 
have 45 of their 63 assembly plants m the US and Canada closed at some 
time during this month. Almost 120.000 auto workers will be on short 
term layoff sometime during the month .... The Big Three are said to be 
uncompetitive with their Japanese rivais. Import quotas have backfired, 
with several japanese companies openinR plants in the US and 
outcompeting Detroit with cars built here ... 

"Invisible workers" seek their rights Extracts from an article in News & 
Letters Jan-Feb 1990: 
"New York. -The 'invisible worker' that keep the economy goingjust as 
sure as those in large-scale industry are usually unseen by the press 
unless a tragedy happens, as occurred this fall with the crash of a van 
carrying Haitian workers from Brooklyn to their jobs in various Long 
island factories ... But the daily tragedy of the living and working conditions 
of hundreds of thousands of workers like these ~oes .unrecorded. 
I have many friends who are "undocumented' workers. That is, they 

are violating the government's "pass laws" by living and working here. 
They do not look or act any different than other workers. They want the 
same things ... 
My friend from Uruguay sold bis labor power at a supermarket: "I 

worked hard, 16 hours straight with just 40 minutes off. They paid me 18 
dollars. Another man who works there puts in 12 to 14 hours every day 
and gets 200 dollars a week. See how they take advantage when they 
know you have no papers ... " 
An older worker from Peru, Tio, went to work for a man who owns five 
dry cleaners in the Bronx, who said be wanted to train him to manage one 
of the stores. Tio worked 12 hours a day plus 10 hours on Saturdays. Six 
months later be reaJizes he's been had, because the boss knowshe bas no 
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papers and bas no intention of letting him learn pressing or spot 
removing or anything that would let him get another job. 
We know that workers everywhere long for a better way of life. That is 
humanity asserting itself. How can these "invisible workers", living in 
the cracks of society, with no rights, no voice, no union, no vacations, no 
medical benefits; for the most parts no social security, no compensation, 
no disability; how can these workers resist this explaoitation? 
Beca use I do not want to jeopardize anyone, let us just say tha t there are 
many creative ways workers have found to get around the repressive 
immigration laws. "Undocumented" immigration bas not been stopped. 
There are new "undocumented" workers finding a way to survive and 
support their families every day. · 
Getting around the law often costs thousands of dollars. That means 

getting loans, finding credit, then the constant hustle to pay off creditors. 
There is time only for work, finding extra jobs, odd jobs. Sunday is no 
different than Monday. Five to fifteen workers share one apartment, 
several families share an apartment They don't doit "because they like 
to live that way", as I have heard some insensitive or stupid people say. 
With rents in N.Y. at $1,000 there is no other way. 
The other form of resistance is the coopération among immigrant 

workers. My friends constantly seek work or better work not only for 
themselves, but for a friend or family member. When one bas a job, be 
or she supports others, sometimes nearly strangers, till they get a job. 
This cooperation seemed so natural tome, I did not think of it as a form 
of resistance to the employers and the state. But without that solidarity, 
I don't know how these workers would survive." 

News & Letters (59 E. Van Buren, Room 707, Chica~o, IL60605) Jan.90 
also contains the following as well as other matenal: The world after 
Malta summit: Bush's Panama invasion; Gorbachev and the East European 
uprisings - Boston's racism unmasked - Two documents on Raya 
Dunayevskaya and the black question: The article "Dunayevskaya vs. 
Lukacs on the creativity of cognition.Paths to internalizing the ldea of 
Freedom" and R.D.'s own article "World View of Black Dimension" - 
A lot of readers' letters - Eyewitness report: El Salvador at war - Brazil 
elections: why Lula lost - East German youth in protest - lndia after 
elections - 
United Automobile Workers (UA W) aids Chrysler closing ( A surprising 
- for the workers - announcement in November 89 of the closure in a 
couple of months of the Chrysler Jefferson plant in Detroit. The workers · 
answered by withdrawing from all cooperative programs agreed in the 
union contract - the same contract that 'guaranteed' employment until 
the new Jefferson plant was supposed to be in operation in 1991...Workers 
feel 'betrayed' both by management and union) - 
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Taking back contrai of job and life (A talk with some of the 150 
sanitation workers of Western Waste Management Company in Detroit 
who walked off the job in December 89 in a one-da y wildcat against the 
company and the Teamsters union. The wildcat was sparked off by the 
workers getting a 50 cent wage increase without being consulted by the 
union at all. But the main demand was against forced overtime, Even if 
the strike was nota victory, the workers at least got overtime pay, and a 
feeling that they could take matters in their own bands independent of 
the union.) 

Capital, Unions and the State 
A letter with this title from an American comrade in Echanges no.61 
contained remarks on the situation in the press and the print unions, 
including the difficult situation of the Newspaper Guild. The following 
article from Financial Times 19/9/90 gives some additional information: 

"New York Post reprieved after staff agree pay cuts. 
The New York post, one of New York's three tabloids, bas been hauled 
back from the brink of closure as all 10 unions represented at the 
newspaper finally agreed to take big pay cuts ... 
The last union to decide was the Newspaper Guild, representing more 
than 350 journalists and workers in advertising and circulation. Members 
voted on the deal at a packed and highly charged meeting - approving it 
by a vote of 242 to 45. 
The owner of the loss-making Post since 1988, bas said be would no 

longer cover the paper's deficits in the absence of a deal. He had been 
looking for wage cuts of 20 million$. 
The proposais hammered out with the various unions involved Guild 

workers switching to a four day week and thus an effective 20 percent 
wage eut. This will save an estimated 5 million$. Other unions agreed 
last week to cuts worth about 15 million $ in total. . 
Y esterday edition of the Post celebrated the Guild's vote in typical 

style. "Yes!" was blazoned across its front page in letters at least five 
inches high, with the picture of a beaming production worker alongside. 
"Union vote saves Post", ran the accompanying strapline. 
The Guild reached its decision after a pamful and sometimes passionate 
debate. Many members felt the choice had become stark and that cuts or 
closure were the only scenarios - a stance wbicb Guild officiais backed. 
However, some employees remained more sceptical, sug~esting that 

workers were "knuckling under" to the owner's demands. Views on how 
long the Post's reprieve may last also vary. Sorne industry analysts 
remain cautious, questioning whether the city can support four daily 
papers." · 
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AUSTRALIA 
-From Australian orother readers we are interested in teceiving articles, 
newspaper cuttings etc. on class struggle and social conditions in Australia 
and New Zealand. Australia has seen important conflicts the last yeets, 
like the pilots sttike, Melbourne tramwayworkers, Melbourne Board of 
Works maintenance wotkets, teachers strikes, steelworkers, Cockatoo 
Dockyard workers, train drivers at Robe River - man y of them conîlicts 
which we know too little about. . 

-In a future issue we will tty to give some information about alternative 
publications we know about from Australia and New Zealand, but could 
need the help from readers also in tbis. · 

-The article we publish below deal with sometbing else, nsmely a small 
group of Greens in Sydney. It was first published in Septembet 87 in the 
Dutch journal Daad en Gedachte and la ter in German in the journal Die 
Aktion. (Those who can make use of versions in these Janguages can get 
it from Èchanges.) 
The following English translation by the author has recently been 
somewhat corrected and a few footnotes added. It is published here not 
only because an English translation nowexists. Apart from that Australia 
is a country about which little has appeared in Echanges, a nutnber of 
countries, and lately also Australia, has seen a growth in Green movements/ 
parties - and important changes in these groups from 'alternative 
movements' to more traditional political parties as they grow and gain 
political influence. This article deals with a small group which has no 
such aspirations, but having ideas it is useful to look at fraternally, but 
critically. 

RH 9/90 

IN AUSTRALIA 11IE GREENS ARE DIFFERENT FROM THE GREENS 
ELSEWHERE 

"We are not interested in exercising power over people. We are nota 
party interested in the government of people .... Our aim, if you like, is the 
mimmum of government by the maximum number .... When people say 
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they don't want this or that in their locality they are implicitly claiming 
the right to determine what happens in their locality .... But we do not 
believe the aspiration for freedom and self-determination is just local.. .. It 
cornes to the fore whenever the people decide to take a band in making 
their history: Poland 1980-81, France 1968, the Tchechoslovak capital 
Prague 1968, Spain 1936-37, Germany 1918, Russia 1917, the Paris 
Commune 1871, the Chartists ... " 

The words quoted above are from a draft manifesto of a presentation to 
the public by the Greens in Sydney. We saw the text recently, but it was 
written two years ago. Since then, these Greens attracted little attention. 
Outside Sydney they are hardly known and to be true they are only known 
in certain parts of this town also, where they have been very active and 
oprosed the plans of project operators and speculators. 
I we are right, one of the reasons why these Greens are unknown and 

not very numerous and why they are wtthout a big political influence, is 
that they- totally different from the Greens in west Germanywho assert 
themselves as a political party- don't strive for success, many members, 
influence or power for themselves. (1) What they have done so far, is the 
distribution of publications in which they stressed that they didn't want 
to develop dogmatic opinions, were not trying to build a cadre, didn't go 
forth to recroit followers - but onlywanted to make itvery clear to people 
that they should take their own fate in their own bands and décide 
matters by themselves, and that if they didn't, others would decide for 
the m. 
In the text we speak about, the Greens in Sydney don't talk about the 

social development of the capitalist mode of production nor about the 
class contradiction which is its consequence. They are without any doubt 
'idealists'. They trace the shape of society as they want it and conceive it. 
However, the most important thing in this draft manifesto is that they 
oppose very clearly a 'democracy from below' to the 'bourgeois democracy' 
which exists also in Australia. They develop a sort of economic program 
in which they advocate 'self-determination and democratic control of 
production' and 'economic equality'. And with 'economic equality' they 
mean that the producers must have authority over the productive 
process so that everybody can in the same way dispose of the produced 
goods. 
The Sydney Greens don't present us with a social analysis, don't speak 

about the contradiction between capital and labour ( or hardly not) and 
don't speak about workers councils. Nevertheless, they have opinions on 
the subject of how decisions should be made in the future society which 
reminds us of the praxis of workers councils. We said, and repeat, that 
these Greens have ideas about the way in which decisions should be 
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made. They don't pay any attention to the way the future society is rising 
out of the existing one. They draw up what they want and wish. They 
explain their ideals. 
However, if one can see from their draft manifesto that the foundation 

of the new society will be the existence of democratic units of govemment, 
directly accountable to their electors and that probably the municipaJity 
will be the basic unit where decisions will be taken about the use of 
resources and raw materials or in which way economic activities shall 
take place - then the similarity with workers councils cornes to the 
foreground. Especially because they saythatall this is self-determination 
in the facto ries and in the workplaces and tha t there will bean immedia te 
relation between the place of work and the place of living and nota 
contradiction between factory and residential quarter. 
Ail this may be 'idealistic' because it is not based on a social analysis 

or a historical perspective, but one can't deny that the ideas and program 
of these Sydney Greens have a distinctively anti-capitalist tendency. This 
was also very clear from what one of them told us when we talked with 
them. During these talks we Iearned that just Iike ourselves, they did 
absolutely not appreciate the socalled traditional 'labour movement' 
which you of course also find on the Australian continent. About this 
traditional movement they said the same things as we say here in Europe 
about the 'old labour movement', namely that it promotes the interests 
of the progressive part of the ruling class and that one can't see much 
difference between the Australian Labour Party and its liberal and 
conservative opponents.(2) 
The Greens we met were surely workers and their opinions about the 

political parties and politicians m Australia were just the same as the 
opinions of European workers about parties and politicians here. However, 
we had the impression that these Australians expressed themselves in a 
terminology which was used by workers in some European countries 
long ago. They were Austrahan workers but they were 'idealistic' 
workers. We were not surprised that when refering to historical examples, 
the French events of May '68 and the Spanish experiences of '36-'3 7 were 
r,ut forward, but for example not those of Hungary '56 or East Germany 
53. As we see it, this is because the 'idealism' of the Sydney Greens is an 
anarchist inspired idealism. Inspired by anarchism, but not identical with 
it.(3) 

When we discussed, one of the Greens refered to the theories of 
Rudolf Bahro, former citizen of East Germany and a critic of its system 
who had emigrated to West Germany. Bahro defends what be calls 'a 
socialist point of view'. More ot less be bas a position similar to the 
Czechs who in '68 strived for 'communism with a human face'. That is, 
we think, the reason why in the draft manifesto the Czech events are 
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mentioned. However, we don't think that what is defended by Bahro and 
bis Czech companions bas anything to do with socialism if this is 
understood as proletarian democracy, self-determination of the producers 
over the means of production or social equality. It seems that the Sydney 
Greens don't see this because of their 'iâealism'.(4) 
In the part of their program about 'democracy from below', the Sydney 

Greens speak about the transformation of the existing institutions of 
power into institutions which directly obey the will of the people. As 
mstitutions not obeying the demands of the people, they see the State, 
the parties and the trade unions (just like we do). They add that socalled 
vanguard parties and trade unions never wanted to create anything else 
than a reformed State. Logically, they also oppose the different types of 
bolshevism. So they reject-any form of dommation and every tyye of 
hierarchic structure. Nevertheless, the Sydney Greens took part - in the 
past and in 1987 - in local elections. They acted as candidates who wanted 
first of ail to promo te the interest of the inhabitants of the quarters. (The 
elections were held to choose councils in the quarters.) These candidates 
wanted to oppose pollution and to protect the cit}' green which was 
threatened. In this respect the Sydney Greens stand for the same things 
as the Greens elsewhere. Likewise they oppose the increasingpoisoning 
of the soil, the use of land for the only purpose of making profit, and the 
use of nuclear energy. 
In the 'economic part' of their program they point to the necessity that 

members of local organs must be recalled if necessary. This on behalf of 
their wish to democratise these institutions. They also make it clear that 
what they understand by 'self-détermination' has nothing to do with the 
socalled 'participation of the workers' or the socalled 'workers control' 
in a nationalised industry. 
In the same paragraph they advocate 'a guaranteed minimum wage for 

everybody over 15, - or good public conveniences, a better tax system and 
such a reform of the wage system so that wage differences become 
smaller and an aristocracy of better paid workers will disappear'. It is 
precisely this demand which proves that the Sydney Greens don't realise 
the essence of the wages system and the commodity producing system. 
The logical consequence of this is a clear utopian and idealist, and 
sometimes a little bit naïve, character of what they want to be realised. 
The program we deal with contains - of course we should say - a large 

chapter on the municipial environmentand city planning. We don'twant 
to describe this in detail, because our readers can guess what it contains. 
But the Greens in Sydney say very clear, and more clearly than Greens 
elsewhere, that the planning of the authorities in office is a planning in 
favour of the rich and that it totally neglects the wishes and mterests of 
the common woman or man. 
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Here .and elsewhere .in their progr~m they oppose ~be strivings to~ards 
a continuous industrial and techmcal growth, which they consider a 
threat to the survival of society. But they don't link this to the activity of 
capital and its strive for accumulation. That is why their demands in the 
field of municipial development to us seem idealistic once a gain. Here 
we also have to do with a program of wishes - they don't have the 
character of an analysis of developments and necessities. Furthermore, 
the mere fact that these Greens hardly speak about the struggle of the 
working class, the fact that they also - despite their critical attitude 
towards the trade unions - attribute to these institutions a function in the 
new society, gives a good insight into their position. We want to call them 
a group of very sympathie and goodwilling people, free frornaspirations 
for power, not effected by the political corruption which is typical for the 
old labour movement and not integrated into the existing society as for 
example the Greens in West Germany. 
Of course the 'idealism' of the Sydney Greens bas a bourgeois root as 

idealism always bas and 'as such it is doomed to infertility. Reading some 
old anarchist publications, we discover a language and an atmosphere 
which in may respects is similar to what we find in the.text of the Sydney 
Greens. That is' not accidential, we think. lt is not exactly the same 
language and atmosphere. There are differences which partly can be 
explained by the fact that the Sydney Greens are operating in and have 
formulated their demands and ideals in another time and period of 
capitalist development. We see them as children of a time wherein the 
old labour movement bas lost its meaning for the working class and a new 
movement of the workers themselves bas not yet or hardly corne into 
being. In such à situation groups like these Greens, to which if we are not 
wrong many workers belong, operate in a vacuum. 

Even if as we said above they are not integrated in capitalist society 
like the West German Greens, this tells us little about what they can be 
or will be tomorrow. If they will develop in the same direction as the 
German Greens or not, derends less on their will than on the social 
conditions, which in genera less and less favours any form of idealism. 

(1) The development of the west German Greens have been covered in 
many articles in Daad en Gedachte, but these articles have not appeared 
in Echanges. 
(2) For some material on Australia in recent issues of Echanges, see no. 
54 and 63. 
(3) About East Germany '53, Hungary '56 and France '68 some material 
is available from Echanges - see the List of publications in this issue. 
( 4) About this and other points relevant also to whatwe say in this article, 
see the critique of the East German 'United Left' in Echanges no. 64. 
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UNITED KINGDOM 
f.. 

UK POST WORKERS: 

-For an analysis of the resistance of the post workers and the 1988 
strike, see Echanges no.58. 

Letter Bomb ( c/o Box 14, 136 Kingsland High St., London ES) 
No.l contains practically cinly one article on the UCW (Union of 
Communication Workers ). It is a comment on the opinion of a branch 
secretary of the this union that the workers must not show their 
dissatisfaction with the UCW over certain issues "in front of the Post 
Office management" and that the workers have to agree "with a new 
style management" (which includes for example Sunday collection of 
mail). 

No.2 "Our strike". It is a good example of local strikes in the Post 
Office. This time a nine day strike for the defence of a worker 
"suspended for refusin~ to start coding 18 minutes earlier than had 
previously been agreed' . The strike ended abruptlywith a back towork 
agreement signed by the union amongst a lot of manipulations. 

No.2 contains this short presentation: 
"The writers of this leaflet are completely opposed to all social systems 
based on authority, work and the exchange of commodities, i.e. 
everything that, in most parts of the world, tums life into a mere 
struggle for survival. We look forward to the daywhen this office, and 
all other industrial complexes, will be bumt to the ground or put to 
better use (eg parties). We are not in any political party and are 
opposed to all such organisations, be they Left or Right, because we 
believe that the emancipation of the proletariat (the oppressed majority) 
can only be achieved by the proletariat itself, without leaders or 
representa tives." 

No.3 On the sacking of a postman (who also was a union official) and 
the manipulation of the secret ballot to prevent a wildcat strike. 

lntemationalist Perspective - J oumal of the 'Extemal Fraction of the 
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ICC' - see Belgium section in this issue of Echanges. 

Radical Magazines • Booksellers • Publishers · 
'Radical Bookseller' (265 Seven Sisters Road, London N4 2DE) is a 
journal trying to ~ve regular reports of 'developments in radical 
publishing and radical bookselling and each issue contains 'listings of 
new radical titles compiled by the London Labour Library'. lt has 
published special issues with lists of Radical Publishers and 150 
Radical Bookshops in Britain and Ireland and the recent no. 71 is a 
special issue (24 pages) on Radical Magazines, Newspapers and 
Journals. Prices for each of these are 1,50 pounds plus 25p posta~e. 
The list in no. 71 is compiled mainly via UK bookshops and contams 
also non-UKmaterial. Echanges is mentioned in this issue, describing 
itself in the following way: 
"Editions in French and Engllsh, articles on class struggle all over the 
world; discussions on its meaning ·and the evolution of capitalism, 
plus reviews". 
!11€? journal and the sp~cial issues cou~d ~e of interest for many 
individuals, groups and journals. Subscriptions are 10- pounds, and 
advertising rates are 60 pounds for a full A-4 page and pro-rata for 
half, quarter and one-sixth pages. 

SINEWS - bulletin of the Spanish Information Network. See Spain 
section in this issue of Echanges. 

Anti poli tax movement 
Pa pers of the left is naturally full of material on this struggle, as can be 
seen also from the reviews below. 

In Echanges no.63 we published the article "United Kingdom. Sorne 
considerations on recent events". This article tried to avoid the traps 
of focussing only on the specific violent actions in these struggles, 
seeing this struggle in isolation etc., but instead to situate it in the 
contextof the general development of the basicclass conflict in British 
society after the second world war. It could with advantage be read 
a gain. 

Readers could also be interested in the article "Who's afraid of the 
security state?" in Echanges no.56. At a time we considered republishing 
this article in connection with the poll tax struggles. lt deals with a 
different subject: the control and surveillance in West Germany, 
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opposition to the 1988 national census and the attempts to 
organise this opposition. But it contains some highly 
relevantinformations and analysis about the whole radical 
spectrum's failed attempts to organise and express the widespread 
opposition to the national census and giving the information the 
govemment wanted. 

Workers' Info-Rag No.7/April 90: This is a 4 page special issue 
on the poil tax riot 31 March, '90 entitled 'The destruction of the 
UK's mirror of comsumption'. A short presentation tells us that: 
'The British poli taxis something exasperating to understand for 
most people outside the UK. The response toit is not so difficult 
to understand. The following text sent by some friends who saw 
and understood what was happening is a unique piece of reporting. 
The piece speaks for itself. 
I t is indeed a reportage and its tune is given at first for 'the biggest 
riot central London bas experienced this century and possibly 
the big~est since the glorious days of the Gordon riots of 1780' 
and it is like it up to the conclusion of the article: 'Many are 
reckonin~ on further big trouble throughout UK society saying a 
May 68 is in the air.' lt is somewhat difficult to follow this 
overestima tion of these events even if we can agree with most of 
the remarks and analysis. The weakness of the text is precisely its 
reportage qualities; the Jack of an economic and social global 
a:nalysis. 
Workers' Info-Rag, whose previous issues has been mentioned 
in back issues of Echanges, presents itself in the following way: 

"Workers' Info-Rag is an occasional information bulletin relating 
to ~n.ti-capitalist and anti-state struggles.It is not affiliated with any 
political party, trade umon or leftist group nor does it seek any such 
affiliation. Letters, requests and donations should be sent to Zamisdat 
Press, GPO Box 1265, Gracie Station, New York, N. Y. 10028, 
USA." 

Counter Information (Pigeonhole CI, c/o 11 Forth Street, Edinburgh) 
C.I. is a 4 page bulletin published 4-5 times a year with brief articles/ 
notes on strikes, demonstrations, direct action and repression all over 
the world. lt has a c]ear anarchist/autonomist tendency, but is nota 
bulletin for ideologica] discussions or long analysis of the events it · 
documents, and it's one of the libertarian publications where the class 
struggle is not missing. A journal we can recommend for the purposes it 
is intended to serve. 
C.I. is distributed for free, but the publishers encourage donations as 
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well as taking bundles of it to distribute and to send articles and 
information. · · 

No.26/Feb.90 includes articles on: Protests and occupations against 
a Greek policeman acquitted for the murder of a youth • Protests against 
the Poll Tax (C.I. bas a re~lar coverage of resistance against the Poil 
Tax, from the viewpoint of a utonomous' anti-poll tax groups as opposed 
to the ones led by leftists like the Militant grou~,) • Breakup of Eastern 
Europe· Poland: Demonstrations of anarchists Against unemployment 
and military service - Attacking Solidamosc hea quarters and destroying 
all pictures of Walesa). • Spain: struggles agamst military service - 
Pittston coal miners strike • Canada: Police shooting of black woman - 
UK: Right of abortion campaigns • Ed.inburgh women against pornography 
• Resistance against nuclear plant in Wackersdorf, West Germany • 
Pro tests of US prison ers - Strike wave in Yugoslavia ( see Yugoslavia in 
this Echanges). 

No.27/June 90: Poli tax reslstanee (Quotations from the article: 
"Working class and community resistance to the poil taxis on a scale 
never seen in this country for decades. More than a year after the 
introduction of the tax in Scotland over one million people haven 't paid 
a penny or are at least four months in arrears, that represents almost 30 
% of the adult population. In some areas like the Western Isles this 
figure is nearer 50 %. In the city of Glasgow it's 42 %. The introduction 
of the tax in England and Wales on 1 April sparked a huge wave pf 
protest: We have reports of demonstrations and disrupted meetings m 
over 30 towns and cities. In some cases up to 3000 took part, in Hackney 
they rioted for hours. .... On 31 March 200000 marched in London, 40000 
in Glasgow, smaller towns like Arbroath and Cheltenham also had No 
Poil Tax demos .... .lt is important that workers involved in administering 
and collecting the poll tax do everything in their power to stop .it. This 
could include losing files, sabotage, and strikes. In Edinburgh workers 
have already taken action. -On April 3rd the Lothian Region branch of 
NALGO (National Association of Local Government Officers) took a 
half day strike. 200 People joined the rally outside the council chambers. 
-In Sheffield 400 housing department staff went on strike for three days 
because of staffing shortages. They are now on a work to rule, refusing 
to carryoutany extra work. -In Hackneya housingworkerwas suspended 
for bis involvement in 'Class War'. On 6 April 50 fellow workers 
including some janitors walked out in bis support. -Student nurses in 
London occupied the admin. office of Channg Cross Hospital, the 
health authonty backed down completely over their plans to deduct the 
poll tax directly from their wages. -Elsewhere workers have forced 
statements from their bosses that no-one will be sacked for non- 
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payment. This bas been done by workers organising amongst 
themselves ... .ln this article there is also given the address to 'Refuse and 
Resist', the paper of the independent anti Poli Tax groups: 31 Leven St., 
Glasgow, G~l 2JD) • 
Strangeway prison revoit· Hunger strikes to death against oppressive 
prison conditions in US prisons • Italian students t>rotests against 
privatisation of universities and social services • Actions of Scottish 
Women Against Pomography - 
• Riot to work (Throughout Marchand April mass protests by unemployed 
groups have swept Naples, ltaly ... Occupation of the Mayor's office for 
a week, of the town hal1, street blockades, buses set on fire ... demanding 
paid work, there is no 'income support' system as in Britain). 

~ 
Class War (PO Box 499, Bristol BS99, and a lot of local addresses all 
over UK in the paper) No.40 Among a lot of short articles on violence 
in the UK, we fincflonger texts on the poll tax (the battle of Trafalgar), 
the prison riots (Strangeways and a lot of other places at the same time) 
and the background to the football world cup. No.41: Struggles against 
the poll tax • Slicing the greens· World Cup rip off. 
Class War also advertise a lot of badges, T-shirts as well as back issues 

of the paper. This material as well as subscriptions (f2 for 5 issues, f4 for 
10) should be sent to Bristol address, with cheques payable to Class War. 
Recently a book bas been published on 'Poli Tax Riot' (fl and SAE 
(28p) from London Class War, PO Box 467, London ES). 

Trafalgar Square Defendants' Campaign ( c/o Haldane Society of Lawyers, 
Panther House, 38 Mount Pleasant, London WCl X OAP) Leaflets in 
defence of anti-poll tax activists arrested at the 'Bloody Battle of 
Trafalgar' and other locations durin~ the anti-poll tax campai~. These 
texts could bring a more complete inside view of the still rising wtdespread 
action against the po11 tax. 

ORGANISE! for class struggle anarchism (National magazine of the 
Anarchist Communist Federation: ACF, P.O.Box 263, Sheffield Sl 
3EX) No.17/Nov.89-Jan.90: . 
The rising tide of racism in UK • Poland: Solidarity promise to crush 
resistance 
- IMF: stitching up the world economy • Anarchism in the Eastern bloc: 
Russia, Poland • Aims and Principles of the ACF • Militant and other 
parasites on the poll tax strugg)e (This article deals with the reasons for 
the Labour Party 'entrist' Militant group's involvement in this struggle, 
which bas not to do with defeating the poli tax. They seek to change 
Labour from within, bring it to power through the bal1ot box and create 
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through the House of Commons its centralised state 'socialism' by 
legislating it into existence ... When the dream of 'municipal socialism' 
came to an end with the abolition of the Metropalitan Authorities ... Militant 
struggled on, desperate to find a new campaign that could rebuild their 
power base ... Then came the poli tax ... the most fruitful area for finding 
party recruits would be in building 'community', not workplace 
organisation .. .In Scotland, Labour enjoy massive electoral support. But 
often where the seats are safest the active membership of the local party 
branch is at its smallest, not difficult for an entryist group to coup ... As 
the campaign unfolds, so will the chronological list of demands they seek 
to rally the forces they control around. Labour councils: don't implement 
the poli tax', will be followed by demands tha t they don 't fine non-payers. 
Once this fails, theywill demand that Labour councils call of the bailiffs, 
and don't take non-payers to court. Once that in turn fails, they wi11 
demand that labour councils don't send people to jail. And lastly, that 
Labour councils free those people they have imprisoned. The ritual 
condemnation of Labour's 'sell-out' that will follow each stage ... Militant's 
influence and that of the rest of the authoritarian left, does not stretch 
through anything like the whole of the campaign. Many poil tax groups 
have told the parasites to pack their bags. Militant's claim to have 'built' 
the mass non-payment campaign is laughable ... ) 

This issue also contained no.2 of Common Cause, a 2 page bulletin 
of ACF/London (c/o 84B Whitechapel High Street, London El 7QX), 
with the article "1992: for a Campaign Against Fortress Europe". 

(Remarks from a Norwegian comrade: The daim to have 'built' 
and to 'lead' this campaign is used also by the Militant tendency 
outside theUK. At the first public meeting of the tendency's group in 
Norway this year, a main argument put forward as a reason to 
support this tendency was its ability to 'lead mass struggles, for example 
the struggles of Spanish pupils or the struggles against the poli tax - 
and that because of Mihtant's leadership of the latter, the Labour 
Party could be able to win the elections. What a perspective!) · 

'ls anarchism ways forward and blind alleys?' (Box A, The Rainbow 
Centre, Mansfield Road, Nottingham) This text was written for a 
meeting by the journal 'Socialist Orgamser' on Anarchism. With a call 
for comments. 

Subversion (PO Box 145, Oldham OU 4WW) 
When the Wildcat group fell apart in 1988, some of the participants 
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continued to publish a journal called Wildcat, some others started the 
new journal/group Subversion. As far as we know, only one ordinary 
issue of Subversion was put out. After that there has been a number of 
leaflets and a series of four pamphlets published in connection with a 
1989 conference ( all these pamphlets have been mentioned in previous 
issues of Echanges). This year they started to publish Subversion again, 
this time as something in-between a leaflet and a journal - 4 to 6 pages 
in each issue. Subversion is handed out for free. 

No.1/May90: Stuff the Poil Tax! (One quote from this article: 
"Workers in dole offices must follow the example of London and 
Scotland and refuse to deduct the tax from the benefits. ") - Labour 
leaders support the poll tax - The riot - East meets west. 
No.2/June 90: Down with the poll tax. Down with all taxes (This article 
also contains information about local government cuts and the Local 
Management of Schools system. "Under the guise of reducing bureaucracy 
snd giving more power to school governors, the government has been 
busily engaged in a cost cutting operation in schools." LMS simply 
means "school governors get to hire and fire staff, school bud~ets are eut 
and expensive no-redundancy deals are scrapped" resulting m "teacher 
redundancies and worsening education" ... "The poll tax makes everything 
worse. It too cuts government spending. Councils were desperate to 
keep the tax as low as possible. Education is local government's largest 
expenditure, and salaries make up 70-80 percent of that. So once again 
jobs must go ... Strikes have already taken place in Bradford and Barnsley, 
where up to one tenth of teaching jobs are under threat.") - Class 
struggle and revolution ( A text about the ideas of Subversion.). 
No.3: Mandela versus the working class (An article denouncing the 
ANC and endin~ with the appeal "FORWARD TO COMMUNIST 
REVOLUTION ' (!)) - Welcome to freedom, you're fired (On eastern 
Germany) -Council workers, it's time to fight ("Ail over the country 
small groups of public sector workers have been striking, occupying 
council buildings, demonstrating and protesting against the impacts of 
cuts in their workplaces ... Only when councils have tried to make cuts 
'without fully consulting the unions' have those unions protested ... Many 
of the small groups of workers now taking action to de fend their interests 
have in previous years, or even months, voted at union meetings for 
cooperation with the employers, only to find nowwhat that means ... This 
appearent contradiction is being exploited by the unions who wave the 
tlag of'democracy' against anyone who refuses to cooperate ... In Barnsley 
thousands of teachers went on strike against job cuts ... As Manchester 
City Council goes about implementing the government cuts a number of 
small disputes have arisen in the Iibraries, housing departments and 
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• 

elsewhere over things like collection of the poil tax, covering for 
vacancies and so on. In each case the NALGO bas sought to keep them 
isolated and avoid any generalised resistance to the cuts. Their Job bas 
been made easier because the majority of workers have previously been 
persuaded to cooperate with the Labour council..." The article then 1 

shows how the unions in Manchester managed to get this majority vote/ 
'agreement' and makes the same point as mentioned just above of how 
this 'fact' is used when workers la ter strikes. )-About ourselves (This text 
briefly presents the group and its political positions. I t also mentions the 
groups/joumals they consider to be more or less close to these positions. 
That Echanges is not included here is not by accident. 

We can refer readers to the critique of the old Wildcat pamphlet 
'Capitalism and its revolutionarydestruction' in Echanges no.51, which 
is still relevant to many of the ideas of Subversion and the 'milieu' it 
considers itself to be part of. lt can be fruitfully read again because it , 
gives a brief but easilyunderstandable account of some basic ideas of 
Echanges. This even more because a member of Subversion bas submitted 
this text to a recent issue of the US journal Discussion Bulletin - for 
debate, but adding that it "still stands as a good staternent of the basic , 
positions of council communism". 

Subversion holds local meetings - details can be gotten from the 
above address. From the group the following pamphlets are available: 
-"Class War on the Home Front" (On revolutionary opposition to 
WWII) 
-"Notes on the Class Struggle in the USSR" 
-"The State and Capital in Japan" 
-"Beatingthepoll tax" (AnarchistCommunist Federation pamphlet). 
(Prices incl. postage pounds 1,20 - 0,70 - 0,70 and 1,20 respectively.) 

Wildcat ( address letters only as follows: BM CAT, London WClN 3XX) 
No.14/Summer 90: Poil tax: Victory at Trafalgar Square ( Actually a long 
article not only dealing with the riots. We have quoted above from some 
joumals about workers action in connection with the poll tax - this 
article in addition says: "Housing benefit workers in Haringey are 
boycotting the tax, and housing council workers in Sheffield are refusing 
to do poil tax work, which means that none can be collected. Social 
security workers in South London refused to band over claimants' 
details.") - Herman Gorter's 'Open Letter to Comrade Lenin' - its 
historical context (About a new Wildcat edition of this text- see below) 
Death to Perestroïka- Poland: Solidaritywith the ruling class- Romama 
• The Fourth Reich (on German reunification) - ANC fails to suppress 
the class struggle • Liberty for the prisoners of democracy (Leaflet by the 
Argentinian group Emancipacion Obrera) - see Echanges no.55 for 
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some remarks - following the May 89 riots in Argentina where poor 
workers looted the supermarkets • Militant scum will grass you up (On 
the Militant group's condemnation of anti poll tax violence) • Spanish 
dockers: Workers democracy against the workers (An article from the 
Spanish journal 'Odio al capitalismo' criticising the Spanish dockers 
union Coordinadora ). · 

A four-issue subscription to Wildcat costs !3 -iS gets you a sub plus 
any pamphlets produced. Payment in "Cash, UK stamps or postal 
orders, or blank cheques. 

Hermann Gorter: Open letter to Comrade Lenin An English edition of 
this pamphlet bas been produced by the Wildcat group. 44 pages, A-4, 
f2,50 incl. postage. Overseas rate $5 US. _ 

This 1920 text bas been heavilyreprinted in a number oflanguages. 
As far as we know this is the only pamphlet edition available in English 
today. It is a fairly important historical document, but one can today 
question the relevance of many of the remaries in it and the reasons put 
forward by today's publishers for reprinting it. In our opinion it is to 
sorrie extent an outdated document, but that is an argument we can't 
develop here but might return to later on. 

Solidarity ( c/o 123 Lathom Road, London E6 2EA) No.24/Summer 90: 
Mahatma Gandhi: Cosmic wheeler-dealer (A review by Geoffrey 
Ostergaard of four books on Gandhi) • Review of two books with 
writings of George Woodcock • Readers letters - Ten months that shook 
the world (On the fall of Communism in eastern Europe. We would 
question some of ideas put forward in this article, including: 
-Statements of the type that only 'libertarians' foresaw and were not 
surprised by the fall of these regimes: " ... regimes tumbled like nine-pins 
in the sky ... only libertarians can claim to have shown no surprise." - "If 
libertarians alone were unsurprised by the collapse ... ". 
-On the question of 'which way will the countries of Eastern Europe go 
now?', there are remarks about the support in Germany for the Christian 
Democrats but that 'it is far from clear that the East German population 
knows and wants the policies for which the Christian Democrats stand', 
about these countries probably 'opting for some kind of social-democratic 
system', etc. Tuen follows this remark: . 

"But it should not be entirely forgotten tha t there are long-buried 
traditions of libertarian socialism in Eastern Europe. Bulgaria, to give 
but one instance, had a significant anarchist movement up to the second 
world war. If people are given the chance to get used to democracy the 
time will surely arrive when they will again ask whether it should stop at 
the factory gate." 
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Very btiefly, we will say that we don't think that events in Eastern 
Europe, or Western Europe, will be influenced by any old tradition of 
anarchism or libertarian socialism or that the existence of such ideas in 
the past would make OpPOrtunities better in some areas for a development 
in the 'wanted' direction. Youwill only believe this if you think that the 
class struggle takes the form of being mitiated by ideas about, realising 
or confirming some kind of -ism or practices inherent in this -ism. If 
there is something the development of the class struggle for very many 
years now shows us, it's more or less the opposite. 

-"Attempts at democratisation - the Hungarian revolution of 1956, the 
Prague Spring of 1968 ... ". We would not at all describe the Hungarian 
revolution as having anything to do with 'démocratisation' (it's enough 
here to refer to the book distributed by Solidarity and by Echanges for 
many years, A.Anderson's 'Hungary 56') nor in any way place it any way 
alongside the 1968 events in the CSSR. 

YUGOSLAVIA 

• 

Strike wave . in Yugoslavia An article in the UK bulletin Counter 
Information no.26/Feb.90 mentions strikes among miners, dockers. 
factoryworkers, teachers, civil servants." At the car plant in Kragujevac. 
3000 workers raised a loaf of bread halfmast on the pole where the 
national flag is usually flown. At the military industries factory at 
Trstenik 13000 workers demanded a doubling of wages and sacked a11 
the management. Parliamentwas besieged after Christmas by thousands 
ofworkers chanting 'give us bread'. The immiseration follows IMF loan 
conditions and a monthly inflation of over 60 percent." 
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HEALTHSECTOR 
The interest mentioned in Echanges 63, p.9 for a project/pamphlet on 
the health sector has not really got off the .groùnd, even if a lot of 
material is available in various journals, We are still interested in 
material from readers. Material in recent issues of Echanges has been 
in no.ôû (UK), 61 (Holland, Belgium) and 64 (UK ambulance strike ). 
In this issue there is material on Holland and Canada. Liaisons No. 4- 
5 (available from Echanges) contains material on France. In no.2 
(1986) of Liaisons there can be found the article "La grève des 
manipulateurs radio. Un début d'organisation autonome.1985". 

A lot bas been published in the German journal Wildcat ( see Germany 
section). From the summer 89 issue of this journal we quote: "lt looks 
like a west European chain reaction. ln the beginning of 88 the nurses 
and hospital wotkets in UK went on sttike. ln September/October in 
France first the nurses and then other bospitel workers took to the 
streets. In January 89 there was strikes in Belgian hospitals. In Rolland 
it was first the doctors, who striked in December 88, then demonstrates 
also the nutsing personell and an action committee has been fonned. In 
Italy union organised strikes take place. In May 89 in West Germany 
5.()000 health workers went on strike on an appeal !rom the union 
OTV. "Since then further developments have taken place, for example 
in Holland as shown by articles in Echanges. 

ROLLAND 
Struggles in the Dutch health sector 1989 and 1990 

These struggles have been covered in a number of articles in the 
journal Daad en Gedachte. A summary of the 1989 events were written 
for Echanges and published in no.61. The following article also written 
for Echanges is a summary of both the 1989 and 1990 events. Sorne of 
the remarks to the article on the Canadian nurses strike in this issue, 
is also relevant to these articles. 
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REVOLT.OF THE NURSES 

,. 

In 1989 and also in 1990 the Dutch nurses and medical attendants 
struggled for a pay rise and better working conditions. Both times they 
did notobtain whattheywere demanding. Both times the trade unions 
agreed to a govemmental proposai, which was characterised by a large 
majority of the workers in the health service and hospitals as a "dirty 
compromise" and which is 89 was not accepted and not signed by two 
'non-official' rank and file organisations who right from the beginning 
didn't want anything to do with the official trade union movement. 

Last year it started with a huge meeting, convoked by some nurses wlio 
felt that the general discontent should be transformed into some forrn 
of action. The wages in the health service had fallen about 12 percent 
compared with that of other workers. Lack of personell had caused 
widespread stress among ail those who already were overburdoned 
with too much work and responsibilites, Their working conditions 
constituted a serious risk for the patients. More than 6000 nurses 
responded to the appeal. They unanimously welcomed the suggestion 
that a spontaneous action committee, which was set up for the purpose, 
should claim a pay rise of 5 percent for that year as a first step to close 
the wages gap. 

• 

The new formed committee was called "Nurses and medical attendants 
in revoit" and was ever since the nightmare of the trade union movement 
because of its spontaneous rank and file character. Up to then, the 
unions had completely neglected the women in question. When 
negotiations for a collective agreement took place early in 89, the 
employers - the hospital management- offered a pay rise of 0,53 percent 
while the unions were asking for 1,5 percent. Frightened by the 
response to the call for the meeting and very impressed by the rnilitancy 
ofthese nurses, who in a large majority were not union organised at ail 
and who didn't fail to fiercely criticise the union negotiators - the unions 
immediately changed their position and publicly declared that they "of 
course" supported the demand of 5 percent and would start industrial 
action. 

After many years of union idleness, the nurses were very sceptical and 
decided to organise their actions themselves. They did it in an inventive 
way which would never have corne to the mind of any union leader and 

· which strongly impressed public opinion: · 

They occupied the office of the employers. They occupied for a short 
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time the Ministry of Health. They blocked a motorway during the 
morning peak hour with empty hospital beds and the police, not 
prepared for such a blockade, were powerless. Theywent by thousands 
and thousands to The Hague, where the government resides, and the 
streets of that city were whitened by the nurses in unifonn - they 
penetrated as far as the government buildings in spite of the protecting 
policeforce, which refused to use any violence against women. They 
worked to rule. They organised Sunday services on weekdays. They 
appeared on the 1V screen and sweeped the floor with union officiais, 
hospital board directors or MPs. 

In September 89 union officiais, government spokesmen and the media 
announced a "solution", a "settlement". A close_examination learned 
that the new collective agreement was anything but what the nurses 
wanted. On the very day that the unions told anybody who wanted to 
believe it that they still supported the 5 percent claim, -they had 
compromisedand agreed with what seemed to be 3,5 percent. A closer 
look at the details of this agreement showed that the result was well 
below this figure. (See the article in Echanges no.61). Not only all the 
unorganised, but also the trade union members were very disappointed. 

Early in 1990 the unorganised nurses organised a meetin~ for the second 
time. Members of the "Nurses and Medical Attendants in Revoit" told 
the participants that if the negotiations about the annual renewal of the 
collective agreement would be as disappointing as in '89, more militancy 
and stronger .and harder actions would be necessary. The pay claim 
should now be 8 percent. Then two trade union officiais entered the - 
platform and in vain tried to speak. They were bood. 

The trade unions realised very well the militancy of the nurses, so this 
time they demanded a pay rise of 6 percent. When negotiations broke 
down, two kinds of action started: those organised and supported by the 
unions and those undertaken by the nurses themselves. 

In many respects the history of what happened in '89 repeated itself, but 
there was also something different. The situation in the hospitals and in 
other health service institutions had become worse and worse. In 
conséquence, a particular event occured. The hospital managements 
supported the struggle of the nurses and asked for substantial economic 
measures from the government. The whole Spring and the early part of 
the Summer there were occupations, there were work to rule, there were 
all the same phenomena as the year before - but now so frequent and so 
energetic that in some cases hospital departments .(intensive care for 
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instance). and a few homes for old aged persons were forced to 
limit the services and even were threatened by a close-down. 

Month after month the _government said: "We can't give the 
hospitals enough to satisty the nurses. Besides, as we see it, the 
lack of hospital workers and the bad situation in the health 
service - we admit that it exists - must be improved. So this bas 
priority and therefore wages can only increase slowly." In mid 
July -the situation had become worse and worse - there was an 
offer 
which appearently was better: · 

a) A general wage increase of 4 percent; b) 0,39 percent · 
increase for nurses with special tasks; c) 10 percent wage 
increase for trainees; d) 675 Dutch guilders to be paid to 
everybody at once (but not the trainees ); e) 100 Dutch guilders 
more pocket money for trainees. 

The trade unions welcomed this offer, although according to it 
there should not be an annual agreement - it should be in force 
for two years because the government wanted "peace" in the 
health sector as the Undersecretary of State 
declared. "It is a great victory", the unions said. It was not. 

The general wage increase was less than what the unions had claimed 
and far less than what the nurses were asking for. In fact it was nota pure 
wage increase at ail but (partly) an improvement in the income reached 
by lowering the pension contribution. As many, many nurses didn't pay 
such a contribution, they did not benefit from this measure. So wages in 
the health service remained very low. For this reason the profession still 
is little attractive for young girls or for those who left it in the past. As far 
as they found other Jobs, they earned more. It was an illusion that the 

.. hospitals, with the money available for this purpose, would be able 
to recruit more workers. And one should not forget: if girls or women 
could be recruited, only the number of trainees would go up and for the 
time being the tasks graduated nurses would have it as bard as before. 

What the unions called a "victory", was a fake. Even the hospital 
management were far from enthusiastic. "The problems in the health 
service are absolutely not solved", a spokesman said, Sorne representatives 
of the nurses told the media: "With the proposed collective agreement 

. there is no improvement at all. The only thmg it guarantees is that the 
gap between our wages and the wages of other workers will not widen. 
Nothing Jess and nothing more!" 
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There was two collective agreements: One for the hospitals, described 
above, and one for district nursing which was even worse. The union 
officiais tried to convice the rank and file that it would be wise to accept 
them. The agreement for the hospital nurses was accepted with a small 
majority. The one for district nursing was not. A large majority of the 
rank and file rejected it. But the unions still signed the agreementagainst 
the will of the majority. The directories in this branch however- and very 
unique indeed - refused to sign. "With this agreement", they said, "there 
will still be bottlenecks in district nursing and some of them must 
disappear!" The government was forced to improve some details. 

As we have pointed out., most of the nurses are not organised. Nevertheless, 
a collective agreement, signed by unions organising only a small part of 
the workforce, is in force for the unorganised as well. The total number 
of people workin~ in the health service in Rolland is 320.000. The 
"Nurses and Médical Attendants in Revoit" accounts for only 10.000 
and so does the "Dutch Societ ofNursing" (the other organisation which 
considers itself a union, but bas nothing to do with the official trade 
union movement). Last year these two organisations refused to sign the 
collective agreement. This time, with the approval of their members, 
they signed, arguing that by signing theywere not 'off-side'. They signed 
an agreement which they defined as "very, very bad". 

Both nurses and management are absolutely convinced that in spite of 
what the government and union officiais may believe, there will be no 
peace in the health service. 

C.B. 

Daad en Gedachte 
(Act and Thought - a Dutch monthly journal - address: Schouw 48-11, 
8232 BD Lelystad) 

·-· , 
No.5/J une 90: The Molotov-Ribbentrop pact and the Dutch bolsheviks 
( A review of a book by a Dutch CP member on the history of this party 
1939-41) - What kind of society was created by the Russian October 
revolution? A reply (A reply by Marcel v.d. Linden, author of a book on· 
Western marxists and the analysis of Russia, reviewed and criticised in 
the 3 previous issues of DeG) • The revoit of the Dutch nurses continues 
- The Prague Spring of1968 was something different from the Hungarian 
revolution of 1956. . 
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No.6/July 90: On the dissolution of the UK Social Democratic Party - 
Reflection in the woods (About a conference of the Dutch Labour Party 
- PvdA) About a radical group in West Germany (The new journal 
'Kritik & Krise') - What are the. Dutch nurses doing? - The Dutch 
Labour Pa-rty, the invisible l?arty - A Chinese oppositionist on China - 
What exactly is the matter with Trotski in the east and the west? (On an 
academic congress in West Germany about Trotski) - Why does the 
trade union movement worry about the level of organisation? (Even if 
the number of organised might be increasing, it does not increase 
proportionalto the increase in the number of employees - so the level of 
organisation is actually going down. How can the unions claiin to 
represent the employees? The article quotes a union official saying that: 
"Today 24 percent of Dutch employees are members of a union, in 1975 
itwas 39 percent. When it gets below 20 percent, our representativity can 
be questioned. ") 

No. 7 /Aug.90: What does the strikes of the Russian miners show us? (On 
the summer 89 strike wave and the July 90 24 hour strike. The article 
questions the views of many persons of the intelligentsia that the workers 
are engaged in political strikes in the sense this is seen and wanted by 
these people, and tries to show that basically they strike for their 
economic/material interests and that real significance of the strikes is of 
a social character) - Once again on the struggles in the Dutch health 
sector - Jacques de Kadt was permanently wrong (A review of a book on 
the ideas of this leftwing, la ter social democratic politician) - A strike of 
the union or a strike of the workers? (A strike at the Flexovit factory in 
Einbergen in Holland. Appearently a union led strike, and presented as 
such by the union and the media, in connection with negotiations at this 
factory. In reality a strike called by the union, butwhere the workers took 
their own initiatives not in accordance with normal union practices or 
ordered by the union, and where the result was reached precisely due to 
this fact)- What are the perspectives for the Chinese Peoples Republic? 
(China after the June 8~ events. These events does not mean the en~ of 
Deng's pohcy of econonnc refonns)- Hungary 1956, a peoples revolution 
or a workers revolution? (ln Hungary today the 1956 events are called 
'a peoples revolution'. The fact thatthe majorityof the participants were 
workers and the others were just a minority, and particularly the 
methods of struggles - especially the formation of workers councils ail 
over the country which persisted long after the disappearence of other 
forms of protest, show that the essential character of the revolution was 
a workers revolution). 
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GERMANY 
Die Aktion (Edition Nautilus, Hassestr.22, 2050 Hamburg 80). A 
journal of 'politics, Iiterature and art' -in German) No.60-63/Jan.90: A 
special issue with documents of left wing groups in East Germany. 
No.64-66/Apr.90: Memories of the DDR and something else - Masked 
ball; the end of Marxism as astate doctrine - The 'hacienda' bas to be 
built- Poem without a title- Egon Ganove, the eternal - Walter Ulbricht 
and me - The leaps of the grasshopper; marginal notes on Hans M. 
Enzensberger. 

The United Left {Yereinigte Linke) The critique of the United Left in 
Echanges no.64 was to a large extent based on documents from Die 
Aktion no.60-63. The critique also exists in a German version, but it 
appears that itwill not be published in Die Aktion. Those who can make 
use of the German version, can get one from the Echanges address. 

.. 

Telegraph (Schliemannstr.22, Berlin 1058) This is a journal in German 
with the subtitles 'Independent and hostile to the authorities. Suppressed 
news, commentaries. Discussions.' We have seen two issues from April 
90, pub li shed by 'U mwelt-Bibliothek' in East Berlin. This is appearently 
a journal not linked to any leftist group, but concerned with ail kinds of 
issues and campaigns on the left- the left of libertarians, peace activists, 
ecological activists etc. This is indicated by the Iist in each issue of all 
kinds of meetings, on subjects like anarchism, feminism, resistance to 
military conscription, anti-war meetings, and so on. Each issue contains 
a lot of small articles, on subjects like: Nazi attacks - Officers propose 
demilitarisation and dissoloution of the DDR army - Alternative 
journals blocked by postal distribution- From the secret police STAS! 
to the 'struggle against extremism' - Open letter from local Green group 
to their parliamentary representatives • Nuclear energy • Student and 
pupils demonstrations • Police actions against occupied bouses • Why 
did the regime break down? On the mobilisations in Leipzig Oct.89 • 
On the activity of ex-STASI people and the future use of the STASI 
archives ... 
The two issues we have seen contained some interesting material on 

East Germany, much of it of course seen through the eyes of and 
selected according to the concerns of the leftwing milieu this journal 
obviously is a part of. But many of the issues dealtwith are also concerns 
of ordinary people not politically active in ail these issues, and the 
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journal anyway gives an informative impression of the upsurge of all 
kinds of political activities in East Germany involving a lot of people. 
We don't know if Telegraph is still published, but the issues we have, 
said that itwas published twice a month, with a price of DMl,50 pr.issue 
and subscription DM41 a year. 

'THE WILDCAT GROUP' 
This group publish a number of joumals, pamphlets and books with a 
lot of material which o!)_ght to be of interest to Echanges readers 
understanding German. We can disagree with some or many of their 
ideas and concems and see: the Echanges proiect as sometlimg quite 
different than what these people are involved with, but the fact remains · 
that this group publish a much material on the class struggle and other 
issues from a point of view that we can have more SftDpathy for and 
leam something from than many otherviews. Wildcat also publish a lot 
of translations of material from journals in other countries (includin~ 
material from or by participants in 'Echanges', 'Liaisons', 'Collegamenti, 
'Etcetera' ... 1_somel:hing which is of greât use for comrades who can 
understand uerman bu1 not some of'these other languages. One can 
therefore only recommend a subscription to their journals. · 
Information on and from back issues of their journals 'Wildcat' and 

'Wildcat-Info' can be found in previous issues of Echanges. Sorne 
remarks on the group and their material can be found in "Eçhanges 
no.61 p.48 (from a létter, not really written for publication, from an 
Norwegian comrade just mtroduced to their material). 
Sorne of their material is mentioned below - information on a lot of 

other material will follow in the next issues of Echanges. Wildcat has 
local addresses in Berlin, Kôln, Hamburg, Freiburg and Ludwigshaven. 
Letters to the Berlin address trom whicb to order material, sfiould be 
addressed as follows: Sisina, Postfach 360 527, 1000 Berlin 36. 

WILDCAT is the main publication and the one giving these people their 
name. The price for an issue is DM4, subscription for six issues is DM20. 
No.47 ~ummer 89 contains mainly material on the health sector and on 
turkis workers:More than six months sto in ublication.What is 
wrongwith Wildcat. e ections ont e use u ness or not o pu is mg 
the journal, because this stands in opposition the rartic1pation in 
practical _political activity and initiatives. The journa holds' high the 
banner of class struggle, but can not intervene in it with discussions and 
proposais but only comment it afterwards. Here it is also mentioned 
thaf they are often asked ~fillestion also raised in the above mentioned 
letter in Echanges no.61: Why there doesn't exista kind of 'statement' 
or 'platform' explaining the basic positions and ideas of the group.) 

Mobilisations in the white factory. (Wildcat bas for a long time paid 
attention to the health sector, part1cularly the hospitals, under the 
concept of 'The white factory'. Attention is 'here paid to developments 
in this sector: The imperative to run it in a more business-Iike manner 
and the consequences of this for the system and the personnel as a 
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whole as well as for the relations between the various categories of 
· personell, - eXP.laining in this way, and in great detail from a good 
knowledge of what is going on, tlie reasons for the much publicised 
'crisis' in this sector and the struggles of and daily discontent and 
resistance of health sector workers. We can agree with this approach. 
In this issue the material is about West Germany 88 - 89. A sumrnary 

of the first article follows below: · 

"'Nursing crisis' from above ... ": _ 
ln the Aûtumn of 1988 Îndepenâent groups of health workers organised 

small demonstrations. In November demonstrations were orgamsed by 
the union OTV, largajy a public sector union, and the professional 
union of the nurses (D BfK) Iollowed up_ in the next months. The article 
says that in many cases these mobilisations were supported in various 
practical wa_ys by local managements (by giving_ the workers time off, 
changing shift pians, organising buses eté.) and Ihat they hoped that by 
this the professional union would be able to keep the mobilisations 
under control. 
" ... and mobilisation from below": 
'Ibe article says that the situation in the hospitals became more and 

more explosive from 1985-86. A_gain and agam we have heard about 
small, 'underground' actions in tlie last years. In the wards it is tried to 
reduce the number of patiens, by giving false information about the 
number of available beds - in wards for intensive care similar things 
take place concerning equipment, to reduce the number of patients - 
demands are forced tllrough by threats of collective resignafîons, 
In a number of cities it is set up small groups or organise assemblies 

('Versammlungen') independent of the uruons, and the PQSitive response 
rs a surprise fo the people taking these initiatives. Through these 
initiatives demonstrafions are organised in January and February 89, 
without any union banners. The workers brought their own slogans 
beds from the hospitals ... and a widespread concern that noone sliou1a 
take matters away from their own bands. 
"Problems of organisation and strug~e" . 
'Ihe mdependent groups and asserrîhes had a different character in 

various cities. In some cities, the unions did nothing, in other cases the 
groups oriented themselves from the beginning towards a cooperation 
with the unions. Sorne times the activity emerged from groups directly 
Jinked to the hospitals/wards, some times from assemblies which had no 
basis in the hospitals and just brought together for the first time the 
unsatiesfied and militant from various hospitals. 
Discussions took place about how to organise to go on with effective 

methods of struggle. It became more élear that our only effective 
pressure was in ffie refusai of work. lndividually, thousands do that 
everyyear by leaving the job or ending the training. "Workin~ to grade" 
or "strike" were the slogans of the oay. "Working to grade can have 
different meanin_gs and objectives. For some it is mamly an effective 
method of strugglè as long as we can't strike. For others for example the 
professional umon it is siinply a practical expression ol its emphàsis on 

• 
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the l?_l"ofessional status of 'nursing' as a special, q_ualified occupation. 
The groups with a basis in the. hospitals also have a cfifferent 

understanding of their role. Either they see themselves as action 
groug~pd is often easily lead to a cooperation with or dependence on 
the O 1 v. Or the.Y aim at immediafe changes through talks with 
management· sit cfown together with the management and the doctors 
and become dépendent on them. 
In the assemblies with people from various hospitals, there is less a 

problem with dependance on structures of the establishment. But 
without a basis in the hospitals they can only organise actions from the 
'outside'. There is a danger of 'actionisrn', funclioning as a safety-vale 
for the built-up discontent. 
The assemblies therefore easily end up in the role of a 'representation' 
('Vertretung'), a kind of 'substitute union' ('Ersatzgewerkschaft') which 
falks, acts and puts forward demands on behalf of the worke.rs. Through 
the hostile attitude to the meetings/assemblies from the OTV, which 
sees a danger to its pretensions fo alone represent the workers, the 
assemblies'have easify moved into this compêjing situation which they 
not at ail wanted to. In some cities the assemblies saw themselves from 
the beginning as an opposition in-the union. 

This orienl:ation towards représentation was expressed by the too 
large importance attributed to the demands by some groups and by the 
attempted nationwide coordination. At once demands are set up...2 then 
the question arise: for who? and who negotiates about theni? The 
exarrîple of the 1988 actions in France and ifs nationwide Coordination 
committee was an example and was judged too uncritical. On the one 
band this Coordination committee made it possible for the first time to 
have a nationwide strike indenpendent of the passive unions. Also the 
attempts at a nationwide coorêlination at two meetings in Kôln gave 
imv.ulses to an independentrnobilisation (for example the action day on 
15 J\.J)ril). But the French example should also be a warning: lnsofar as 

· the Coordination committee acted as a representatton of the profession 
and not primarily conceived itself as a Coordination of the practical 
struggles, it more and more became a 'substitute union'. The here in 
Germanywidely spread demand for a wage increase of 500 D-Mark for 
everybody, can only have the function of expressing the discontent with 
the unions' contract neg_otiations and contribute fo bringing us closer 
together. As a demand'for the same increase for ail, it opposes wage 
divisions, but it can not replace the practical unity in thè struggles. 
More important than ail demands and their concretisations is the 
practical steps to in common develop our power. 
The first phase of the bigassernblies and their militant mood and 

lively discussions, is over. "Either people disappointed leave these 
assemblies, which can not solve the proëlem ofliow to struggle in ones 
own workplace. Or the conscious and correct orientation back to the 
organisation in ones own worknlace make the assemblies little important, 

. In addition cornes that the OTV now decides the events. Under the 
pressure of the independent mobilisation it was forced during the 
contract negotiations period to place itself in the 'forefront' of the 
struggle by organising strikes. 
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Where do we stand today? An important mobilisation has taken place 
against the tradition of 'social _peace', -in a sector the fact that wage 
lâbour means exploitation for fong bas been hidden behind ideals of 
'helping' and 'sacrifice'. This mobilisation carries many of the marks of 
an in~endent activitv from below. This affects esP.ec1ally a union Iike 
the OTV, which is used to from above to mobilise its bataillons to strike. 
The present union strikes in the hospitals and old-age institutions are 
a play with fire: on the one bandit will again take the initiative, on the 
ofher band strike experiences are macfe possible. Especially where 
these strikes are suppqrted and P.re~rëd through independent activities, • 
they can disrupt hospital daily Iife. The basic problem of the strikes in 
the hospitals remain unsolved: in most cases it only amounted to a 
temporarily 'delay' of work, tasks which were not performed during the 
strikes where in many cases done on overtime afterwards. And' any 
wage increase from the negotia tions will disa ppoint most of the people, 
because the old problem of the working conditions will temain. 

Florence N. 5oeswild • Contradictions in the movement in the hospitals. 
This article a so deals with the movement m Germany, and is summansed 
below. Its starting point is that in the mobilisations there is, very 
simplified, two 'lines'. ln the practical actions both are contained ana 
consitute a contradictory unity. The one contains a perspective directed 
against this society, the other is oriemted to an improvement in existing 
conditions and therefore to a stabilisation of the existing society. · 
A) Is it a question of the simple problems of every wage labourer: you 

must work to earn for your daily bread, knowing tha t your labour makes 
others rich; what we call exploitation. The struggle against this is 
directed against work and for a better Iife, whicli under the present 
conditions firstly means increased wages. 
In hospitals and old-a_ge institutions exploitation is notas appearent. 

as in another factory. Doctors in leading positions or the medicine 
industry make much money, but we are not paid by them but through 
public resources. Appearently it is then a matter of public interests, of 
the wellbeing of other people and this picture characterise our daily 
work: quite concretely we 'help' people . 

... From our work the whole economic system benefits, for which a 
ffrom its point of view) functionin_g hospital is important: a place to 
repair' damaged labour power ana a control of th ose who consciously 
or unconsciously tries to escape the coercion to work by 'illness'. With 
our work we contribute to a better exploitation of other workers. That 
is also the case with the at first sight lfilprofitable nursing of old people 
in hospitals and old-age institutions. The 'social peace' depends on the 
exploiled in the factones knowing that at old age and when their ability 
to work is exhausted, they can be kept alive ana taken care of.. .. Alone 
for this reason is there old-age institutions and care. · 

When we see the fonction of our work in this w~. there is not a 
question of anything in corn mon with the managers of hospitals, but of 
the struggle against our own exploitation and against the whole system 
of exploifatiofi which we assist through our work. 
In the movement both these points cornes up ail the time: àt last to be 
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able to speak out about our terrible working conditions, not only the 
critical situation and poverty of nursing but of the nursing personell ... And 
for many the question arise aboutwhatwe actually do, if we compensa te 
the destructive effects of this society by our endless willingness to he]p. 
This critique Ieads on the other hand to a reformist perspective. Our 
struggle shall make the hospital human again, work for a change in 
nursmg inside this society, we take ourselves the responsibility for the 
refonn of the health system. This is the second line; 

B)' Is it the question of a special, qualified profession concerned with 
its recognition in this society. This line wants to have a special status 
within the hospital and separates itself from the other categories - from 
the doctors as well as the cleaners, ancillary staff etc. The various kind 
of work shall be strictlY. divided between different professions, yes even 
further proposais in tfiis direction is put forward so thatthis group can 
devote itself entirely to the work with the patients ('nursing'): introduction 
of secretaries on the wards, separate services for transport of patients, 
cleaning- and desinfection work by non-ward staff etc. 

This line could easily be in more or Jess accordance with management 
plans for breaking down old structures and a new system of further 
breaking down 'qualifications' in the hospitals. 

Botfi these lines have their origin in the concrete work situation and 
can therefore not be schematically separated from each other. And 
which of them which will be dominant, will not be decided in academic 
discussions. We must understand why these contradictory orientations 
anse. 

"How to struggle - in a divided situation?" 
lbe present movement from the start emerged from the wards, 

from the 'nursing personnel'. But it was not exclusively the really 
qualified work force in the wards, the qualified nurses, whîch started it 
- but often trainee/student nurses, extra personnel or conscentious 
objectors doingtheir 'military' service in a ward. (The same could be 
seen in the UK nurses' struggle - see Echanges no.60 p.42. ). The 
workers in other departments of the hospitals - ancillary staff, kitchen 
personnel, cleaners etc. - were not mobilised, even if attempts to 
involve them took place in some cities and even if they also have 
experienced an increased pressure. And the educated orthose under 
ecfucation in the wards separate themselves from the other occupations. 
With the slogan nursing crisis ( or -revoit) it is focused on ones own 
peculiarity, There are two sid.es to this: . . 
-It expresses a 'professionalist' attitude. Higher wages is not only 
demanded because we need more money to live, but with reference to 
ones spécial gualifications. The hierarchy of the personnel in the 
hospitâls shall' not be abolished, but be made more fair etc. It is 
attitudes Iike this which is meantwhen the nurses here or in France are 
called 'corporatist'. · 
-Secondly, this separation from others is an expression of the real 
divisions which have emerged in the hospitals as well as in industry as 
a whole the last 10-15 years. Various work have been removed from the 
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wards and centralised in separate departments: Kitchen service, 
sterilisation etc. Cleaning is often done by outside companies. This 
splits the workforce. When a department or a _gi:oup of workers begins 
to struggle, the the mobilisation will necessarily be characterised by ail 
these divisions. ln such a situation the unions ffrstly calls for class unity, 
to be able to control the situation. With this they try to prevent that 
single groups of workers start to struggle independénfly and give 
impulses to others to struggle also. 

"Who works in the white facto~?" 
'Ibe restructurmg m the ospitals have lead to changes in the 

numerical relationship between the categories of personnel. Differently 
from other parts of industn7, emploYI)lent in the fiealth sector bas seen 
a large increase the last 15 years. Today there is 3000 hospitals in West 
Germany with 680.000 beds (half of them in public hospitàls, the rest in 
private or church institutions). While this is a small decrease, the 
numbers of treated patients increased !,y_ 30 percent. With hospital 
personnel - alltogether 800000, of them 600000 women - the develoPment 
rs contradictory. A larg_e increase in medical {85000);. nursing (320000), 
medical-techmcal ( 46000) and administrative (63'1.JOO) personnel. A 
decrease in ancilliary and similar personnel (today 180000) because 
these tasks to a large extent has been given to outside compariies or are 
done by temporary personell (not appearing in the statistics). 

The ward personnell is therefore the largest group in the hospitals. 
But inside the ward _personnel there bas been imporfant changes. The 
number of examinecf nurses have doubled, while the number of assisting 
nurses have clearly decreased and the number of student nurses 
increase more slowly - this trend is not changed even if we include the 
number of conscentious objectors employed in the hospitals. This 
corresponds with complaints from the nurses that in the last years there 
has been Jess and Jess assisting personnel in the wards. 

lt is more and more the nurses which must be in charge of the 
overall work to de clone. In the wards there has been a 'umfication' 
('Vereinheitlich.ungJ But the situation in other departments have 
become more disuiiited. 

Another factor unifying the ward personnel is caused by the short 
time people stay in this occupation. Because of this it is to a large extent 
young women who work together in the wards. In the last years a new 
generation has been employed in the hospitals not only concerned with 
idéals about 'nursing' but wanting a job enabling them to live an 
independent life. (For similar considefations concerning UK nursesa 
see Echanges no.58 p.38.) Hospital work and the low wages attribute 
to it was lmked to the traditional role of women taking care of and 
nursing other people within the family. When women today question 
this role, they develop explosive demands and attitudes also as wage 
workers. 

This also affects the hospital hierchies. Due to the high turnover, 
wards are often led b_y young nurses without a wish to command and not 
functioning as part of the chain of command from above and downwards. 
(This 'crisis of lower management' is discussed in Wildcat no.44.) 
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The separation from other professions are understood better when 
we look at the changes in the concrete work in the wards. The moving 
away of various tasks means on the one band the disappearence of 
burdensome work like cooking etc. On the other band ail work from the 
other departments corne together m the wards where they must be 
coordinafed and seen in connection. With the argument of this reduction 
of ward tasks, the assisting personnel in the wards are reduced, but 
there remains work which can't be moved away. Everything that can't 
be transferred to the other departments remains in the wards. For 
example that part of cleaning' and cooking which can't be moved 
because things to clean or the'hunger of patients don't take place at 
prescribed tiines, In addition cornes new tasks, like the supervision of 
unfamiliar cleaners... · 
The ward personnel becomes confronted with more functions and is 

at the same lime in the weakest position to resistthis accumulation of 
functions, because they are direétly confronted with the people. In the 
reactions against this we find here a typical workers' attitude: sticking 
to the prescribed tasks and rejection lfie rest. lt is not only the formal 
rules which make this refusai .possible. The workers develop their 
strength from the fact that the product depends on their common work. 
Only when ail work together does the shop function. Together they 
therefore have a powerwith which they can reduce the pressure· exerted 
upon them. 
But this particular power is also their weakness. In the total hospital 
machinejy it is they who transfer the functions of ail other departments 
on to and in direct contact with the patients. Ali forms of refusai of work 
are therefore immediately directed against the 'wellbeing of the patients'. 
And as qualified workers the nurses identify more strongly with their 
work than other workers. 
From this weakness arise the demand to the state for a separation of 

'nursing' activity from other tasks. TI1e profession ('Beruf) sliall become 
a protection against too much work and at the same time a reason for 
increased wages. At this point they must therefore act as a profession 
and raise, their demands in competition to others. In this situatic;m it is 
unrealistic that common proposais and demands for ail hospital or 
other workers are put forward. 

But as soon as it a question of the reael power within the labour 
process the profession becomes unimportant. In the strike noone is 
asked if she is qualified, under training, assisting labour etc. - it can only 
be effective when everybody participates. Arid when the kitchen or 
cleaning personnel also strikes, even better! 

We therefore see how the two lines schematically expressed above 
develop from the position of the ward personnel in the hospital. The 
real conçerns of the movem~~t which causes the struggJes, connects 

· them with other workers. But it is expressed ma form wliiëh accepts and 
strengthens the existing divisions within the wage workers. 
This is what we mean when we say that the two lines constitute a 

contradictory unity. For the activitythis means that all fixed opinions on 
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this movement are premature; and that it is nota question of theoretically 
to criticise the movement, but if and how the struggles are waged. 

(The above is only preliminary remarks and nothing fixed, but a 
contribution to examme these questions together and in practice. The 
question of professionalism, the development of a common power in 
the white factory etc. is nota question of the right or false ideological 
Iine ... When we 'brought the concept of the "white factory" into the 
discussion1 we wanted to poimout that the workers in the hospital only 
could deve op their P9wer independent of professional or depaitemental 
divisions and also onlywhen the division between workers and patients 
was overcome. In the movement the "white factory" is understood in 
qui te a different way: human concems versus factory ... ) 

Hun~r strike at VDO Frankfui March 89 . 
The ereinigte Deuta Ota Ado Schindling factory, with assembly 
Iines as well as individual and group piecewor~produce 1,"!arts for the 
auto industry. At the end of Feoruary 89 the VDu estate in Bockenheim 
was sold to a Swedish company. By 1992 production shall be moved to 
Karben, where VDO bas bouglit an estate and production be completely 
reorganised. Only half of the present 2obo employées will be needed, 
and the reduction will especially effect the foreigq. workers, a majority 
of which are Turkish women. (Karben is outside the area organised b_y 
the Frankfort district of the IG-Metall union.) From 1983 VDO 
operated with 4 month contracts, normally renewed only once1 so that 
tliousands of workers have been employed in the factory. A lot of 
overtime is worked, now and then work on Saturdays. 
Absence due to illness is at 20 percent. 
In January and February 89 some workers received dismissal notes, 

including some Turkish IG-Metall shop stewards. In March two of the 
stewards put up a tent in front of the factory gate and started a hunger · 
strike, demanding no dismissals, VDO to remain in Bockenheim, an 
end to overtime and weekend work etc. A solidarity committee was set 
up with people not working at the factory, creating publicity and 
sûpported by other workers distributing !Zif eaflets in tlieir factories. 
After a week turkish VDO workers organised a 'canteen strike' lasting 
for several days. 
A management proposa] for reinstatement at another factory until 

the case could be dealt with by the labour court, was turned clown. 
After 18 days there was a demonstration by 700 peQple and after 20 
days VDO workers org?nised an occupation of the office of the factory 
council ('Betriebsrat').70 workers, mamly Turkish women., participated, 
and in some departments of the factory no work was aone. Despite 
threats of dismissal they remained firm, and the the management 
agreed to reinstate the two stewards if they ended the hungér slrike at 
once. In addition 40 percent of the dismissals were withdrawn and the 
piece work rates were to be reconsidered. · 
During the hunger strike the workers had to fight on man_y fronts: 

Against the management, against the ri2ht wing .IG-Metall factory 
council majority (not opposing the dismissals and against reinstatement), 
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the IG-Metall ( demanding the new factçry to be set up within the 
Frankfurt area, so as to keep the membership dues of the workers) and 
the solidarity committee (wllose communist party, KPD, maiority with 
their party Iogic wanted to centralise and to exclude other VDO workers 
and workers Irom other factories ). 
The IG Metall does Iittle except to react to the initiatives of the hunger 
strikers and the solidarity committee, with the aim of ending or reducmg 
the effects of the action. · 
The solidaritv committe, created by the hunger strikers, tried to take the 
initiative of fheir bands. The strikers had at the beginning imagined a 
committee of workers from the factory. In fact, those who came where 
the KPD-people and comrades from their Turkish sister party IDKP. 
With theif majority they tried to enforce that no more peopTe should 
attend the commiftee, to be able to keep the political contrai. They 
wanted to prescribe to the hunger strikers when to sleep and that they 
shouldn't smoke ('you must talce care of yourself), to make them into 
'patients'. Not the workers participating in the action, but the committe 
should decide on further steps - ancf the result of the action then 
attributed to the parjy, . · 
The hunger strikers did not ~_.2_itulate to this, but gave interviews, spoke 
at meetings, discussed with VDO celleagues about the situation inside 
the factofY. and further steps and with workers from other factories and 
distributeél leatlets. · 

Interviews with Turkish workers in Berlin. 
The first interview is w1th workers Qreviously members of Turkish 
'revolutionary' organisations. lt gives information about Turkish workers 
in Germany. In addition there is a lot about Turkish 'revolutionary' 
organisations, of which there is a large number in Berlin. Generally 
these are criticised for not beeing interested in the Turkish workers in 
the workplaces, about stru_ggles, organising and discussions there, but 
only active in connection witfi and d1scussing at their own organisational 
meetings. This des pite the fact that there are a large number of Turkish 
workers there and that the majority of the members of these organisations 
also are workers. According to one of the workers: " Thej need the 
working class to corne to power. They don't want to bring the workers 
into the organisation - they shall organise in the unions and only support 
the party, Ali these leftists say: 'the working class must corne to power 
and build its own state' - but that is a lie, they want a stae of the 
intellectuals not of the workers." 
The second interview is with workers in a particular factory. One of the 
things discussed is the na tionalist feelings of many Turkish workers, and 
that m recent elections many have voiced support for the extreme right 
wing German republican party. Further, there is a lot on the situation at 
the assembly Iines at this factory: The diffèrent attitudes and behaviour 
of various nationalitites of foreign workers conceming absence, assembly 
Iine speed problems of orgamsin,g work slowdowns. (One examrle of 
the latter: Sorne people at aline triêd to initia te to work slowly, bu have 
no idea how this should be organised. They work mid-way down the line 
and from there it is difficult to organise it- it must start at the beginning 
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of the Iine.) Alltogether there is in the interview a lot of interest for 
those interested in details about the concrete situation, organisation of 
work and production processes in factories - something you in general 
find a lot about in Wildcat. 

Turkey • the emergence of a new labour movement. . 
For a summary onhis, see on Turkey in tfüs issue of Echanges. 

WILDCAT -INFO This journal used to be-published in the months when 
a reguJar issue of Wildcat didn't appear. lt doesn't appear any more. 
Thelast issue was no.25/ARril 89, with the following material: 
-El Salvad(?r: ~e political si~ation (First there i~ an article by Wild~t 
about the situation. Concermng El Salvador media P.ay much attention 
to guerilla/military/political gr,oups and actions. After an account of 
developments and events in this sphere, the article remarks that in 
addition to this cornes the decisive role of me by us often underestimated 
mass movement ( organising in unions demonstrations, strikes ).. Secondly 
there is an interview with a leader of the largest union association, the 
UNTS, set up in 1986) • What is work? (From Collegamenti no.25) • On 
the housin_g crisis in West Germany- Actions against violence against 
women • ltaly: the regulation of strikes (see Itâly in this Echanges). 

TheKla (SISINA, Postfach 360 527, 1000 Berlin 36) TheKla (Theorie 
und Klassenka111p!) is a more theoretical journal put out by the people 
who produce Wildcat. 
No.9 contains a 1965 text by the ltalian 'operaiist' theoretician Mario 
Tronti, with the title "Marx Arbeitskraft, Arbeiterklasse" • together 
with an introduction by TheKla situatin&!liis text in the development of 
the workers stru~les, particularly the~AT workers, in the 50s and 
60s.(232 pages, 9DM incl. _postagé.) 
No.10 bas the title "ZEROWORK - Politischen Materialien aus den 
OSA 1975 und 1977 zum nordamerikanischen und internationalen 
Klassenkam~r·. This is a com_p!€?te translation of the two issues (1975, 
1977) of the US journal 'ZEROWORK, Political Materials' and contains 
articles on.-Thé class composition in the USA in the 1960s: Capital's 
'New Dimensions': Kennedy's initiative - Remarks on the international 
crisis - Crisis in the auto industry - Postal workers against the state - 
Wildcats in the coal fields - Universities in crisis- The struggle of the 
working class against the crisis: The self-reduction of prices in Italy - 
Food., Hunger and the international crisis - National liberation, socialism 
and tne struggle against work: the case of Vietnam - Moncy in the world 
crisis: the new oasis of ca_pitalist power - New York develop and 
underdevelop.(288 pages - DM12). 
There is a connection between Zerowork and the journal 'Midnight 
Notes' (see USA section in this Echanges). 

(This section on the Wildcat group, including articles summarised 
elsewhere in this issue of Echanges, was unfortunately made in a hurrY 
and possibly contains a lot of printing and translation errors. RH 9/90.) 
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Nurses and healthcare workers strikes, Sommer 1989 
The following article on a sttike in Summer 1989 of the nurses in the 
province British Columbia is reprinted from the No.l/Fsll 1989 issue 
of the Canadian journal Class Stroggle Bulletin. 

NURSES' STRIKE IN BRITISH COLUMBIA 
As in many other 'weltare' capitaliet 

etatee in the paet few yeare, Canada haa 
eeen eevere goverrunent budget reductiona 
ot expendlturee on social and health 
services. And as in many other such 
countriee, thie hae led to resletance by 
workers dlrectly atfected by these out 
baoks, Suoh was the strlke which enip 
ted on June l) by the nurses or British 
Columbia (Canadlan nurses are organlze4 
and bargaln on a province by province 
baaie). As a result or the atate's red 
uction or apendlng on public health, 
nurses' wacea have lagged far behlnd the 
oost of living for many yeara, leading 
to a largeacale exodue from 'proteaalon 
al employment•. This ln turn hae lad to 
a wideapread nurslng ehortace ln a 
number ot countriea, whlch ot course 
meane a slgnlricant lncreàse ln workload 
tor all nursea--both work speed-up and 
ever more overtime. These, in short, 
are the reaeone tor the militant claee 
etruggle nurses have exhiblted over the 
paat tew yeare ln Britain, France, Can 
ada, the U.S., and elsewhere. 

The 17,500 nurses or British Columbia 
(B.C.) decided overwelmingly to etrike 
rather than acoept an offer of 18~ wace 
inoreases over three years. Their dem 
ande were for an immediate increaee of 
22~ and 7.5~ in eaoh of the second and 
third years, increaaes ln overtime, 
ahift, and weekend pay, and improved 
working conditions. Only by meana of a 
aignificant immedlate wage increaee tor 
atarting nurses, they argued, could more 
nurses be attracted--the only way to 
increaae staf!lng levele, and so reduce 
the preaently lntolerable workload, 

Rlght from the beginnlng of the atrlke 
the union collaborated with the hos 
pltala' management and the government on 
fixing 'essentlal statrlng levels' at 
approxlmately 70~ of the workforce, eo 
that there were never more than 5,500 
nurses actually withdrawing thelr labour 

at any one time. ·Although moet nurses 
remained on the job, the ef!ectiveness 
ot 'the strike was strengthened by the 
refusa! of the 29,000 workers (actua.lly 
about 211000 not deemed likewiee 'eseen- 
tlal') wlthln the Hospital Employees 
Union (HEU), conslsting of .!l!:!r~~s· 
aides, orderlies, cl:erke, · janltors, 
etc., to cross the nurs1~· .P.icket llnes. 
Thenon June 22 the•he~l~hcare,workers 
in the HEU joined the strike. Although 
this extension of the strlke was nota 
matter of nurses convinclng healthcare 
workers to uni te with them in one fight 
for a co111111on set of demande, since it 
was conflned to 'nonna.l union proced 
ures', and both unions did their best tL 
keep the disputes and the demanda saper, 
ate, there was a real unity on the . 
picket lines and thls undoubtedly inc 
reased pressure on the hospitals (and 
the gove·rnment, whlch funds them). 

The strlking nuraea ' mlll tancy and 
obvlous public (le. predominantfy work 
ing class) support for thelr struggle- 
despite the campalgn by the media to 
portray the the nurses as 'endangering 
public hea.lth'--led the hospitals to 
lncrease tbeir wage offer on June 26 to 
29,5% over three yaars. (These numbere 
were decelving, however, slnce increasea 
were to talce place every six months, 
instead ot every year, thereby lowering 
the overall increase1 the immedlate inè 
rease was to be 6,25%, tollowed by ones 
or 6.25, J.O, 4.o, J.O. 4.o, and J.o~.) 

Up to this point in the strike the 
nurses showed no apparent dissatistac 
tlon with the union, whlle B.C. nurses 
had not prevlously gone on strike, the 
union nevertheless was prepared and 
flexible enough to contain the nurses' 
anger. However, when the urûon immed 
iately accepted ('tentatively') the new 
otfer and began using its propaganda 
machinery to 'encourage' its acceptance 
by the ranJc and file, many nurses began 
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to eee that the union was not repre 
senting their lnteresta. 

Mass anger exploded over the next sev 
eral days, as hundreds of Vancouver arsa 
nurses forced the union leadership- 
including on one occasion by atorming 
their way lnto the union'~ head offices 
--to explain what seemed to them as a 
betrayal ot their interests. This dis 
play of combatlvlty and autonomoua 
action muet have scared the union, aa it 
certainly caught the relatlvely lnexper 
ienced union president off guard. In 
the heat of the moment--undoubtedly 
thinking of her career as a union leader 
--she lmagined herself a benign dictator 
and unilaterally withdrew the support ot 
the union's executive for the otfer it 
had just agreed to and was actively pro 
moting around the province. Of .çourse, 
the union couldn't tolerate this degree 
of responsiveness--it would destroy 
their reputation aa a responsible, 'good 
falth' bargaining agent--and so the next 
day the selt-same union president sha.me 
tacedly admitted she had violated the 
'democratic procedure' by which the 
union executive decides whether to rec 
ommend acceptance or rejection of a con 
tract orter. 

Prom then on the union adamantly 
insieted, in concert with the hospitals, 
that nota penny more coµld poasibly be 
gained by the nurses since 'there's no 
more monoy in the hospltala' coffera', 
In addition, a number of the provinoe's 
most prominent union leaders, lnoluding 
the head ot the e.c. Pederation of 
Labour, spoke out that the nurses would 
be tools not to accept this 'great' 
offor. The nurses refuaed, ln the taoe 
of this spectacle, to moderate their 
militant opposition. While they nor 
mally would have gone back to work on 
the 'tentative acceptance' of the con 
tract ofter by the union leadership, the 
healthcare workers atrlke meant oontin 
ued picketlng in solidarity. However, 
that strlke ended June )0 when the !JEU 
'tentatlvely accepted' a contract prov 
lding wage increaeee far below what had 
been demanded. This situation provlded 
a orossroads for the nurses. Instead of 
l'l!maining on strike and taking the 
struggle outside of and against 'thelr' 
union, they returned to work over the 
'1eekend of July 1-2. 

Nevertheless, about 1,000 nurses, 
roughly halt ot the nursing sta.Lf at 
Vancouver Ceneral Hospital (the prov 
lnce's largest) organized a maos assem 
bly July 1 on the basis ot opposition to 
ihe contract ofter supported by the 
union. This is where an anti-union 
orientation could have led to the 
struggle breaking out on its own. How 
ever, while some of that coneciousness 
may have been present at that aseembly, 
lt was far !rom dominating as ranlc and 

file unlonlsts capt\lred control of thia 
' 'dissident movement'. · The reault waa 

the creation of a 'Vote ~o' 011111paign 
complet• with fundraia1nf ao·that the 
new • dissident le·aders • a shop steward 
~d another low level union tunctlonarJ) 
--whether genui~ely elected or self- · 
appo1nted is unknown, the latter being 
more likely--could apread the 'Vote No' 
message around the province'. 

'l'he ra.nie and tillsts carried on their 
campaign o! diversion and deflation ot 
anger by directing 'dissident' nurses 
aafely back into the union straight 
jacket, first, by helping to organlze, 
within the union, an 'information 
meeting' for July 4 for all nurses ln 
greater Vancouver to learn what 'options' 
they had. It became clear that the 
option the dissident leaders were pro 
moting was simply 'vote no' and re-opsn 
negotiations wlth a new bargaining com 
ml ttee (presumably composed of a ma·Jor- 
1 ty of themselves and thelr supporters), 
and even thls option, they argued, could 
be pursued without going back on strlkel 
It was a classic case of base unionlst 
recuperation. 

The union leadership was shrewJenough 
to set the date for oontract 'ratitica 
ti on'· voting tor July 12, eleven days 
after the nurses had returned to -work. 
The nurses immediately recognlzed this 
as a tactlc to demoralize them into 
voting 'yes', and this was clearly ret 
lected ln their 'dissident' anger of 
June 27 to July 4. But this angor never 
really broke out of the confines o! base 
unionism. And the media aided in this 
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project or derailment by giving much 
expoaure to the two dissident leaders 
who travelled around the province to 
apread thair· 'Vota No' massage. The 
union leadership also did its part in 
thle charade by playing the 'bad cop', 
by also eanding a dalegation around the 
province to ·counter the dissidente' mes 
sage, oparùy threatening nurses by 
telling tham that if they didn't approve 
the otter, the government would unquea 
tlonably prevent them !rom going back on 
atrlka and force them to live with the 
oontract thay wara euppoeed to be traely 
voting on (thls was opanly said to be 
baeed on rellable 'insida information'), 
and accusing the dissidente ot being 
'renagadae' who ware trying to 'split the 
union', The dissident leaders rasponded, 
ot course, by renewing thelr commitment 
to the union; and claiming to be cam 
pai«ning only !or openness and democracy 
within the union--which was undeniably 
tnae. 

This display of faction fighting and 
the media's willingnese to continùouely 
publioize it undoubtedly led to increas 
ing popularl ty for the die.aident leaders 
at the expensa of the existing leader 
ship, Howavar, there le no doubt that 
whan the n~rsaa did finally vote and 
decide by 65~ to raJect the otfer thair 
principal motivation was simple recog 
nition that it didn't come close to 
meeting what they required, what they 
'had gona on strika for. 

Following the vota of July 12 the 
union virtually disappeared !rom eight 
and media attention. Apparantly, their 
atrategy of 'laying low' wae really to 
wait and aee how the nurses would react 
--would they begin·increasing pressura 
for renewal of strike action? would they 
epontanaouely go out on a wildcat? or 
would they only demanda nèw bargaining 
committee? The stratagy worked becauee 
the orùy reactl'on of nurses was a rela 
tively wealc demand !or a new bargaining 
committee--which even nurses who had 
voted for the deal thought wae necessary 
now. RvÎdently, the subetitutloniet 
delegation of 'dissident' leadership to 
the base unioniste had left moet nurses 
passive and atomized. 

The unlon'e response wae to not dis 
continue the ban on overtime and 'non 
nureing' work which had in force eince 
the etrike ended--which had made nurses' 
work Just tolarable enough for them to 
be willing to 'sit tight and hope'- 
while adding only one new 'dissident' to 
the bargaining committee. Even the ranlt 
and filiste did littlea perhaps they 
wanted to outwait the leadership and 
then react1 but they refused to call for 
a renewal of the strike or even !!!l'. 
escalatlon of job action. By thls point 
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they had completed their key mission o 
recuperation, and weren't about tore 
open any doors to potential 'chaos' (i, 
autonomous stnaggle). 

Union-management bargaining, under a 
mutually agreed upon mediator, was 
finally renewed August 8, The union 
demanded the same amount of money thet 
had already been ofteréd by the ho~ 
pitale, but to be givan over a two yea 
rather than a three year, tena. The 
provincial government,. after three day 
ot publicly announced 'stalemate', and 
at the urging of the hospitals' bargal 
ing agent, threatened to end the 'free 
bargalning and have a deal imposed by 
binding arbitration,· Sc on August 14 
the union, ever-so 'reluct.antly', ag re 
to have a deal bindingly imposed by th 
mediator that was already presiding ov 
the negotiations, Its leaders argued 
that they 'had no choice' ('what can y 
do?'), what with the government•s 
threats, and that atleast the mediator 
was 'impartial' and 'aware ot nurses' 
concerns•. The union agreed at the sa 
time to immediately end the overtime a 
non-nursing work bans. Lo and behold, 
the new deal contained exactly the saro 
·wage increases as the earlier one, the 
one nurses had reiected, had over the 
flrst two years--that was the only dif 
ference, that it would be for two rath 
than thres years, 

Once nurses realized what they were 
stuck with !or the next two years and 
that they muet go back t~ their intole 
able levels oC overtime work, it wae 
clear that all their anger had returne 
But by now they felt helplees and det 
eated, For eome, perhaps more than ev 
before, the only option they see them 
eelves as having is to quit. Others 
wlll retuse some or all overtime work 
they are 'requested' to do. The union 
has said such action will be a purely 
!individual' matter--ln other words, 
such nurses can expect no union suppor 
--but since it may well be wldeepread, 
the base unionlsts, in order to retain 
semblance of credibility, have taken o 
the task ot 'supporting' and identi!yl 
themselves w~th an overtime boycott. 

For now, it appears the ruling claee 
from the government and the media to t! 
unions and the base unioniste, have eu 
ceeded in 'taming' the nurses of B.C. 
llowever, I t can be said wi th contidenc, 
that the nurses will return, more com 
bative than ever, and having learned a 
few lassons !rom thie experience about 
what not to do next time. 

. PERSPECTIVES 

·rhe attacks on and· the condi tiens sut 
fered by B.C. 's nurses show clearly whe 
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capltalism has in store for the whole 
working class. Capitalism no longer has 
~ option--whether it la the Rlght such 
as Mulroney ln Canada or Thatcher ln 
Britaln, or the Left such as Mitterand 
in France or Gonzalez ln Spain, whlch le 
in power--but to severely att3ck the 
living and worklng conditions of the 
worklng class everywhere. Squeezlng 
more and more out of us is the o6ly way 
capltallsm's rulers can reduce t air 
debts and make thelr varloua national. 
capitale more competitlve on the world 
market. 

T~e nurses' struggle ehowa clearly 
that deterloratlng living and worklng 
conditions force aven the most lnexper 
lenced sections of the worklng claea ln 
the capltallst metropoles to atrlke back 
with great mllltancy. It alao shows 
vlvidly the lmpotency of struggllng 
withln the unions, The unions today 
will orùy contaln and defuae ·workera• 
militancy. The nurses' atrike thla aum 
mer la turther proof of thls for anyone 
who stlll needs lt. · 

The tiret stars of both self-organlza 
tlon and extens on were exhlblted ln 
this strlke, but there was nota clear 
conaclousness of the necessltY of both 
today if workers are to move forward ln 
their struggles. On the question ot 
extension partlcularly, B.C. nurses 
ehowed that they are eapecially prone to 
corporatlat illusions (notably ot the 
'professionalist' variety), Just as 
nurses in France, Britain, an4 elaewhere 
are. 

The 'extension' of the atrike to the 
healthcare workers in the UEU--the bulk 
of hospltal workers ln B.C.--waa ln tact 
a completely legal atfair wholly 
under union control. Even though it le 
certain that moat healthcare workera 
realized that striklng alongalde the 
nurses waa preferable to atrlldng alone, 
aven though many nurees must have coma 
to realize that the healthcare workera' 
strike strengthened thelr own, and, aven 
though there waa clearly a gr,at deal of 
solidarlty between nurses and healthcare 
workers both on the plcket lins and ln· 
the hospitals (for those workers both 
unions forced to continue worklng to 

provlde 'essentlal eervioes1)--and all 
ot these factors undoubtedly advance4 
the clasa conaclousness ot nurses and 
healthcare workers1 neverthel9sa, the 
'extension' ot the strike was nota gen 
uine extension becauae lt waa nelther 
under the control of the workere them 
aelves nor torced on the unlona by the 
workere' aelf-lnitlative,. and because lt 
dld not lead to a gsnuinely unlted 
strike wlth common demanda and·commit 
ments on both 'aides' to not return to 
work before the 'others' but only'when 
all the common demande have been met and 
a majorlty ot all strlkera'chooee to end 
the strlke, Tliire was clearly a·certaln 
11111ount ot corporative dlstl'let between 
the two 'sldea'• the nurses had a much 
more militant and determlned conacloua- 

l nesa, a clear recognition that the atate la thelr enemy (albelt nota clear rec 
lognltion that 'thelr' union la a part of 
·that atate), and an intranaigent retuaal 
to accept any 'best otfers' whlch didn't 
meet thelr demandai whlle none of thla 
waa evldent ln the healthcare workers, 
who ended up acceptlng an offer repre 
aenting leaa than half the wage inc 
reasea they had demanded, and only 
barely above the present (and evar 
r:islng) rate of inflation, At the aame 
tlme the nurses perceived thamaelvea- 
and the madla ând the lettiata alao pro 
pogated the vlew--aa uniquely under 
attack !rom a 'viclous right-wing gov 
ernment• and unlquely daaervlng of a 
• grsat daal 1 , 
The nurses did lndead tall:e the tiret 

stap of aelf-organization once they rea 
llzed the union waa opanly acting againet 
them, but thair general aasembly was 
immediately captured by rank and fila 
unioniste who succeeded in dlverting the 
mllitancy and self-initiative back into 
the union by focusing all anger at the 
exlsting leadership and lnitiating a 
faction tlght of shop stewards and other 
low level union tunctionarles againat 
the leadership, who ~ers portrayed (as 
they always are by ranlc and filiste) as 
'out of ~ouon with the rank and fil•'• 

Self-organlzation whlch dose not 
lnvolve a retusal to·racognlze anyone 
participating as prlvelged or deserving 
of a speclal statua because ot thelr 
position within the union, a complets 
opennesa to ail workërs"Involved to 
voice their vlews, and daclslons about 
what collective actions to undertake 
made by a simple majority of a show 
of hands (attar debate, of course), la 
only etunted and partial self-organlza 
tion. Workers cannot eleot a few leaders 
to 'carry out the neceaaary tasks'. It 
can never be that simple, Rather, they 
mustëfëêîde, on the basls of thoroufh 
and open discussion, what actions w 11 
taken by all the workera involved, And 
they must-"ëiintinue to meet regularly 



outside ot the union eo they can decide 
on any turther actions to take or alter 
their previoue plane, and so workera not 
already involved can aleo take part, 
They muet alao eend delegatione of them 
eelves to other workplacea eo as lo 
opread the struggle and link up, Alter 
all, the more workere lnvolved in the· 
etruggle, the more·eftectlve it will be. 
(We can eay epecitically in the case ot 
the nurses that thelr aeeembly should 
have been made open to healthcare workers 
as well.) It this orientation succeeds, 
and the struggle breaks out of union(s), 
then the workèrs in their varioue assem 
bliea oan elect mandated and revocable 
delegatee to a central atrike co111111lttee 
to oo-ordinate the overall struggle. 

For the nurses and the whole working 
Claes of B.C. thie strlke represents a 
slgnl!icant atep torward Crom the atate 
ot attairs that had prevailed here !or 
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a number ot years, that is, a lack of 
open combatlvity--even though living and 
working conditions were (and continue to 
be) slowly eroding--and a thoroughgoing 
identification with the unions (even if 
there la a widesp~ead recognition that 
the unions 'ca.n't really do anything !or 
us'), The B.C. nurses' strike exhibited 
small signa or the way torward for all 
workere today, militant refusal to com 
~romise with the state, extension and 
eelt-organization ot the struggle, For 
workera to take up this course they must 
shed their illusions in corporatism and 
unionism by recognizing that such illu 
sions render impotent every stt'Uggle to 
detend our living conditions today. 
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Remarks from a Nonvegian comrade about this article and 
about Canada: 
On the C.S.B. article 
We have little other information on this nurses' strike and have 
therefore reprinted the article above in full from Class Struggle 
Bulletin. 

We could have wanted some more information on certain questions; 
togive a few examples: -Simply, what is the name of the B.C. nurses 
umon? -What is tlie percentagç of unionisation? (Nurses' struggles 
in for example France and Rolland have taken place among a 
workforce where only a small minority is or_ganised. In the US as far 
as we know only about 15 percent of socalled 'Registered Nurses' 
work under 'collective agreements) -How is the Iiealth sector in 
B.C. organjsed (public/pfivate owne~ship/funding) and what is. the 
correspondmg system of umon orgamsa.tion? -ThC? article me,ntions 
a heaYY. workJoad for the nurses and dissatisfaction with this. But 
does tliis dissatisfaction take other forms than such a strike and the 
various activities associated with it ( and is the only perspective the 
one propagated by the C.S.B. at the end of the article about the 
nurses in an orgamsed way holding assemblies, linking upwith other 
workers in a common struggle for common demands etc.)? The 
article does say that the B.C. nurses never previouslywent on strike, 
and that many nurses have left 'professional employment'. But is 
there more to say, about lokal strikes, absenteism, working to grade, 
various 'individual' forms of protest or dissatisfaction, efc.? 

Our reason for sayinç this is not an obsession with all kinds of 
factual information orwith individual' forms of protest. But, on the one 
hand our _general experience with the 'analysis' of strikes from journals 
of the political spectrum which C.S.B. identifies with (see more about 
the bulletin below) - even if this only to a small extent applies to this 
C.S.B. article - is that they give preciously little as far as a long and 
detailed analysis of any stnke is concerned, seldom providing any real 
information, lmowledge and understanding for the reader, but leaving 
her/him to accept the scattered information _given, the brief _generalities 
about a strike or wave of strikes said to be taking place, etc. On the other 
band, the information/questions asked above would then enable us to 
get precisely this understanding - both about the B.C. nurses and health 
secfor, the situation elsewhere m Canada, and çompared with the nurses 
and health sector in other countries (for exarnple Britain, France and the 
US - countries mentioned by the C.S.B. itselI in the article). 

A com_parison does not only mean the oh-so-correct phrases about the 
capitalist cri sis, the attacks of the ruling class, the speed-ups in a certain 
or ail sectors, etc, and the corresponding ones about the need for 
selforganisation, extension of the struggles, common demands, break 
with Hie union, break with professionahsm/corporatism, etc. But also, by 
seeing it as important to give also this 'information, knowledge ana 
understanding' as we just phrased it, to be able to point out and explain 
(by addressing questions like the ones we raised a6ove, as well as giving 
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detailed information about the working conditions, technological 
developments etc. and changes in these) the obvious differences between 
for example health sector struggles and other struggles in a country or 
health sector struggles in different countries. And in the context of this 
particular B.C. nurses struggle, it would for example enable us to know 
for sure, instead of askin_g questions about, if this was a strike of a union 
which organise practically all the nurses, if there is a large number of 
unorgamsed, if there is a priva te health sectorwith different conditions, 
and so on. 

As an example relevant to the remarks above, we can refer to the 
article on the UK nurses struggle in Echanges no.60 { as well as to a series 
of articles in various issues - map._y of them not yet mentioned in 
Echanges - of the German journal Wildcat analysing the health sector 
developments under the title 'The white factorY' )· As a different way of 
'analysmg', we can refer to the writings of the ICC criticised by Norwegian 
comrades in Echanges no. 62. 

From what we have said above, it will not corne as a surprise that 
we have some reservations about some parts of the C.S.B. article. A 
number of things wewould have seen and/or expressed differently. When 
C.S.B. talk about a mass meeting__ where an "anti-union orientation 
could have led to ... ", about the B.C. nurses being "especiall,Y prone to 
corporatist illusions (notably of the 'professiqnahst' variety)", that "the 
nurses had a much more militant and determined'conscioûsness" (than 
other healt sector workers) etc . ., we are not with the C.S.B. neither in 
their particular la_nguage nor in the ideas and concerns which this 
language express. Tfiis discussion can not be raised within the limits of 
these rèmarks. Suffice to say we do not ascribe this kind of ideas of a 
'consciousness' to workers struggles - that a 'consciousness' in the sense 
meant by these small political groups and expressed in their platforms 
and 'political positions' is somethmg whicli is needed prior to and 
determines wliat happens during these struggles. Neither does very 
'militant' expressions about being 'anti-union', nor the accusations 
about 'corporatism' when the elements for explaining this 'corporatism' 

f its reasons as well as weaknesses and strèngths) are more or Jess 
acking. · 
Our views about this can be found in previous and certainly in future 
Echanges publications. At this point we can however guote from the 
article on the UK nurses struggfe (Echanges no.60 p.48"-49): 

"A lot was said about the "professionalism' of the nurses actions 
Jeading to their isolation ... if the hospital strikes could .ind some comparison 
it wou1d be with the postal strike (.analysed in Echanges no.58) Becsuse 
at the vezy origin of'this action is the deep conflict for management 
between the imperative to tule a public seivice according to business 
like politics ... and the present competition for workers ... between the 
different branches of industry (the most prosperous ones being able to 
offer better conditions whicli a public setvicë threatened cons1antly by 
cuts can't do). The balance of struggle in the hospitals as in the Post 
Office arises from this situat1on ... the strike ... exacerbated the 
contradictions, gave the measure of what could be done and what could 
not be done anà as well the experience of fighting for oneself.. ... in the 
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NHS the staff was deeply divided in different categories and the nurses 
were more threatened oy disqualification than otlier categories of non 
quali.ied ancillazy_ workers; theu fil!ht has to be based on theu professional 
qualification ana the wages attac'hed toit; this was their strength as well 
as their isolation and weakness. Another clifference is the consequence 
of the nature of work. PO workers could withdraw their work in totality 
which gave them a great strength -for a lot of reasons nurses could not 
do the same, even if taldng ve.rr. original forms these actions were not 
never as effective as the P O strike; 1beir creeping_ strike lasted for one 
year to end in ruins and in apparent disillusion. "In the present global 
situation they could not bave ë:fone more and what they diâ was enough, 
for the time being, to seriousJy_ shake the health building; the more 
business like management oî' hospitals is bringing a more militant 
categozy of health workers overcoming the traditional ways of thinkin_g 
and closer to other workers. The elimmation of professionalism wouîâ 
not come about !rom any kind of propaganda brmging consciousness to 
this categozy of workers but !rom 'tbeir new conditions of workwhich put 
them in the same conditions as other workers, a situation which will 
givebirth to new ways of thinking. 

Other struggles 
Sorne other Canadian struggles are mentioned in this issue of C.S.B.: 

-" .. .ln Vancouver this summer there was also a strike ofworkers in the 
fish catching and processing sector - which is relatively sizeable here - 
which 'their' union effectively sabotaged". 

-" ... the strikes by nurses and other public sector workers in Quebec in 
September", 
No more information is given in C.S.B. but they ask for a "decent 

account, from a revolutionary perspective'1 of this strike. We would say 
that we would like to see some mformation about this from C.S.B. itself, 
whether it is particularly 'revolutionary' or not, rather than not seeing 
anything at an. Having written somethmg on the nurses in a particular 
region of Canada, it would be natural to distribute somethmg about 
another region also, precisely to be able to get an overall view of the 
situation. 
The strike refered to here, could be a strike mentioned in the following 
w~ in the March 90 issue of Lebot Notes: 
"During the past few yeets, nurses across the US and Canada have 
defied no 
-sttike Jaws in order to win significant victories. The Ouebec nurses 
union, for exemple, Jaunched a seven-day illegal strike Jast year which 
earned them aouble-digit wage increases as well as additional 
compensation for evening and weekend wotk." 
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Clâss Struggle Bulletin (C.S.B., P.O.Box 69804, Station K, Vancouver, 
B.C. V5K 4Y7) No.1/Fall 1989: According to the publishers, the main 
reason for this issue is to "publicize the facts of, and the lessons to be 
drawn from, the nurses strike in B.C. this summer." Theywrite that it is 
uncertain if another issue in the same form will appear, and we have not 
yet seen anything else published by the C.S.B. group. They also ask foi 
mtemational discussions and exchange of material. 
This issue also con tains the text "The outlook for class struggle today". 

which clearly situates the C.S.B. in the 'milieu' of small 'left communist' 
groups worldwide. This is further shown bywhat appears to be the mair 
concem of the C.S.B.: discussions with and contributions of a membei 
of C.S.B. in various journals of such groups. 
Letters from the C.S.B. have been received and answered by Echanges 
as well as by Norwegian comrades, but no response bas been receivec 
and nothing else distributed by them, so we can grve no further informatior 
about this group. The letter from.Norway commented this 'left communist ' 
milieu as well as asked for more background information on the B.C 
nurses strike and the other strikes mentioned in C.S.B. as well as the 
publication ofsomething about them. In the letter to Echanges it is saie 
that the ~roup·wm report on important movements of class struggle i1 
their region, and also that "we are essentially a discussion group whicl 
identifies itself politically as left communist (in particular we identif 
our 'programma tic' origins in the KAPO, KAPN, Gorter and Pannekoe] 
of the early 20s ). " Part of the answer from Echanges said tha t, from ou 
publications "you will see that, like you, we are interested at first by the 
important moments of class struggle of today. We are like you as wel 
more a discussion network and most of us have connections with the 
council communist movement. We certainly have differences when ym 
refer to programma tic origins of early 20s that we consider as relevan 
to this period of capitalist development but not at all to the presen 
situation butwe think thatsuch a discussion bas to be related to the clas: 
struggle we talked about above." 

'Modernisation' of the trade union movement 
The Canadian Labor Congress is a national federation of unions of 2,. 
million members. The following is reprinted from Labor Notes: 
"The Toronto magazine Our Times reports that the Canadian Labo 
Congress bas told îts staff to stop using the phrase 'In Solidarity" to sigi 
letters because it "_gives the wrong message". The preferrea phrase 

1 used by CLC Presicfent Shirley Cafr, is 'Yours fraternally'." 

Solidarity Bulletin (Vancouver IWW, PO Box 65635, Station F 
Vancouver, B.C. V5N 5K5) We have seen two issues of this bulletin o 
the Vancouver branch of the lndustrial Workers of the World. Other: 
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Canadian IWW branches are found in Ottawa and Toronto. S.B. is a 
small 8 - 12 page bulletin which bas been published since 1983. No.9/88: 
Indian blockade ( on the struggle on the Gitskan Wet'suwet'en people to 
protect their land) -The opening of B.C.'s first freestanding abortion 
clinic - On IWW campaign to organise Northwest U.S. non-profit 
institutions - On the (2 person) IWW branch a-t the Vancouver student 
J)aper Gleaner- Interview with secretary of the IWW General Defence 
Committee (a committee to defend and support IWW members and 
other labor activists and prisoners) - IWW solidari!Y with striking 
workers of the White Spot restaurant ehain and with Canadian farmworkers 
- Free trade demystified ( on trade agreements between Canada and the 
US) - Vancouver IWW branch minutes. No.3/89: IWW members at the 
Vancouver 'Walk for peace' - IWW protest against Ottawa international 
weapons fair - Toronto and Vancouver IWW activities - Norway faces 
wage freeze, social services cuts (Summary of the text about Norway in 
Echanges no.61. ln a letter (April 89) from the Vancouver IWW to the 
writer of this text it is said: 
"I was especislly: interested in the situation of the Norwegian working 
class under a social democratic government. Here in Vancouver (and m 
most of Canada as well) the vasf majorityof the left ete sympathetic with 
social democrac_y and its Cenedien branch, the "New Democratic 
Party". The NDP bas never been in power on a national Level but they 
have controlled a few of the provinc1al governments from time to time. 
Here in British Columbia, tliey Jegislated striking workers back to their 
jobs in 1975. Everytime they take power, it's the same strikebreaking, 
social service cutbacks, etc. that is standard lare with liberal and 
conservative governments." 
This last issue we have seen says that the bulletin is published 11 times 

a year and that the (negotiable) subscription price is $10 a year. 
From the Vancouver IWW there is also other material available. We 

have seen the pamphlets "One Big Union of the lndustrial Workers of 
the World" and "Looking for a decent union? What the IWW offers 
you", and the leaflets "The power of property. How private should 
property be?", "The forgotten libertarians - The One Big Union movement 
and "Ail rights (pjreserved - management and democracy". 
Material by and about the Canadian IWW can also be found in the 

IWW paper lndustrial Worker. 

RH 9/90 
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TURKEY 
The emergence of a new workers movement 

No.47/Summer 89 of the German language journal Wildcat contains 
material on this, which we summarise below: 

The April 89 actions and some backgrounds: 

New workers struggles after the coup 
At the end of the 70s there was a strong revolutionary movement in 
Turkey. The left organisations counted hundreds of thousands of 
members and armed clasheswere fréquent. As the strike movement in 
September 80 ended in a general strike, the Turkish ~enerals and 
NATO answered with a military .coup. Under conditions of bard 
repression the measures of the International Monetary Fund was 
forced through. The generals forced the workers back to work. The 
leftwin~ union federation DISK was forbidden as well as demonstrations 
and strikes. Working hours were increased, Saturdaywork introduced. 
Labour laws conceming dismissals were not changed, and every year 
contract negotiations took place. 
There was no workers offensive against the coup. Leftist actions was 

mainly concerning prisons and repression. Orgamsed workers' protest 
in the factories was strongly repressed, but there was all the time small 
strikes. But only after some years took the firstworkers demonstrations 
and meetings place through the state sector union Türk Is, tcying to 
prevent any political influence and to outmaneouver the left. To be 
able to control the growing workers protests, the government for two 
years partly restored the nght to strike. 

Since 1986 strikes increased especially in the private sector, for 
example by Netas (Siemens) and leather factories in Istanbul. The 
main demands: Wage increases, reduced working hours, increased 
holiday. In 1988 the 12000 workers in all paper factories striked for 3 
months. The strikewave which started in the beginning of 89 comprised 
for the first time almost the whole state sector. 
The strikes are the result of the sharp detoriation of the living conditions 
of the workers in the cities and the countryside. Parallel to the adaption 
of Turkish production to world market conditions, income bas been 
greatly reduced by inflation. 
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The state sector 
There is a number of state owned production factories with 600000 
employees. This includes branches like steel production, metal 
manufacturing, shipyards, shoe and textiles production, drink and 
cigarette industry. Sorne of these factories are owned by the Turkish 
army and here special labour laws applies and strikes are prohibited. 
The aim of the govemment is to privatise the state sector. Ali workers 
in this sector receive the same govemment ~aranteed minimum wage 
- there are no wage differences. This wage is below that in the private 
sector. Because of this products from the state sector to the private 
sector industries are relatively cheap, and many capitalists are not that 
interested in this privatisation. Daimler Benz for example produce 
cheaply in Turkey aufo parts which are exclusively made for export. 
In 85 there was a strike of the union Petrol Is as well as by steel and 
aluminium workers. But alltogether there is no strike tradition in the 
state sector. 

The recent movements 
From the beginning of 89 the state sectorworkers demand an immediate 
wage increase. At first they put their demands to the unions, because of 
the forthcoming contract negotiations. But within weeks they develop 
struggles with a participation and variety of methods of struggle never 
before seen in Turkey. The workers all the time find new ways to evade 
the repression. lt is important that all the workers of the factories 
participa te in the actions irrespective of their political ideas - leftwing, 
social democra tic, even right wmg and strongly religious workers take to _ 
the streets together. 
On the 14 March 1000 angry workers from the weapons factory of 

Kirikkale near Anakara storm the union building. That is the start of a 
number of workers actions. · 
On 15 March the workers of a military textile factory in Istanbul drive 

the union officiais out of the factory, because they oppose actions. The 
next day 1500 of them block a main road and it cornes to clashes with the 
police. The union headquarter in Ankara oppose any militant action but 
pledge support through 'passive' actions like beard strikes (see below) 
and boycott of eating in the canteens. 

Also in cities where strikes have not yet taken place, it cornes to 
collective protests, with new forms of struggle spontaneously arising. 
Bus boycott for example, meaning that the workers walk to work 
arriving many hours late. Or instead of an open strike, all the workers go 
to the hospital to register as sick. The employer must even paywages for 
that day. The collective walk through the city becomes a protest 
demonstration which partly blocks the traffic. Eating boycott, meaning 
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that.the workers meet in the canteen but instead of eating held a 
meeting. In the military.factories, where it is forbidden to have a beard, 
the workers protest is expressed through shaving boycotts. Because 
meetings are not allowed here, they are held in the workers living 
quarters. In one city hundreds of workers seek divorce, with the 
argument that they're notable to feed their family. Others announce 
their children for sale in the newspaper. Other places the workers 
march barefoot, to demonstrate their poverty. All the time it is 
emphasised that the actions "are not political", because political 
actions are forbidden and can lead to military intervention. It. also 
comes-to more offensive actions like strikes and occupations of main 
roads. Strikes among electricity workers are particularly effective : in 
some cities the lights frequently go out and factories must stop production. 
An important role is played by the 3000 workers in the steelwork 

Demir Celik in Karabük, one of the large steel complexes put up by 
Russia in the 70s. On 24 March the workers announce a strike, which 
the authorities (without anr. legal right to do so) postpone for 60 days. 
In protest the whole city strikes for one day. But the steelworkers stiffle 
production. The managementcomplains that more and more machines 
don't function. That is more serious than a strike and wages must also 
be paid. 
Throughout March ten thousands of workers are in action. On 13 

April con tract negotia tions start between the government and the sta te 
sector unions and a social democratic party official. The workers 
demand 400 percent, the unions reduce their demands to 160-170 
percent, the government will only pay 100-120 percent. 

The April actions 
The actions on 13 and 14 April were the high points of the movements. 
Alltogether more than 100000 workers from the state sector participate. 
The struggles start in the military factories in Istanbul, where the 
shipyard and textile workers are best organised. Without a national 
coordinating organ they spread spontaneously all over the country. 
In Ankara 1200 workers leave a factory and block the main road to 

Istanbul for 3 hours. In Istanbul 20000 workers go to the hospitals to 
register as sick. The whole day traffic is jammed. In the cigarette 
factory Tekel 30000 workers, mainly women, go on sit down strike in. 
front of the factory and then go to the hospital. At the end of the shift 
they return to the factory and demand the resignation of their union 
leader. 

The article gives further examples of actions in cities like Izmit, 
Canakkali, Gëlcük, Adana, Bursa, Tavsanli, Diyarbakir, Usak, Siirt, 
Erzurum and Malatya - a look at a map of Turkey shows that these 
actions take place in most parts of the country. The forms of actions are 
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sit down strikes, canteen boycotts, marches to the hospitals, blocking of 
traffic ... 
On 20 April there is still no result from the contract negotiations, so 

actions are resumed ail over the country. 36000 rail workers register as 
sick. Workers in a factory in Ostanatolien sit down in front of the factory 
and announce a hospital march the next day. At demonstrations in 
Istanbul (where 10000 shipyard workers participate) and Ankara it 
cornes to hour long clashes with police. 
The common demand for all these struggles is the increase of the 

minimum wage. Therefore the movement only to a small extent spreads 
to the priva te sector, even if state and priva te factories often are situated 
in the same industrial areas. In 183 private factories 20000 workers 
striked in April, mostly in small factories. The important auto and 
electro industry was not affected. In these industries there is also piece 
work, so that wages are somewhat higher. 
The boss of a large private factory sees the situation like this: "In the 

priva te factories there won't be such actions, because we pay more and 
like to pay more than the state." 

1 of May 
Great expectations existed in Istanbul for this day, which has a special 

significance for the revolutionary organisations since after the coup all 
demonstrations were forbidden. This day powerful demonstrations was 
envisaged, and on the foregoing days calls for a '~eneral strike' circulated. 
The govemment threatened to use force agamst all actions. Türk Is 
propose a march to the hospital, the social democrats want to support 
the union, but at the end the unions withdraw ail calls for demonstrations. 
I tends with 6000 leftistin confrontation with the police, with one worker 
being shot. 
A general strike by the unions is announced in connection with the 

negotiations, but no preparations are made. Sorne hours before it was 
supposed to start in the whole state sector, Türk Is agree to a contract 
with a 141 percent wage increase. Many expect that the workers won't 
accept this, and some unions and stewards have expressed their 
dissatisfaction and consider further actions. 

New forms of organisation of the workers? 
The movement this spring has bypassed the union bureaucracy; the 
leadership had no influence on the methods of struggle. . 
Ail the leftist try, with differents arguments, towork in the unions. Sorne 
currents try to build a kind of 'base union' ('Basisgewerkschaft'). Apart 
from the unions in the federation Türk Is, there are a number of umons 
covering only a factory or a region. In some of them the left play an 
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importantrole, for example in Karabük. ln general their organisational 
concepts are limited to the legalising of DISK. lt is oonsciously 'forgotten' 
that after its founding in 1967, DISK like any other union developed 
into a bureaucratie apparatus oontrolling the struggles. 
We have little information about how the workers organised their 

struggles in the next months. There was 'temporary committees' which 
were notunderstood as organisations, butwas set up and then dissolved. 
These committees organised assemblies in the canteen or in areas of 
the city ("workers councils") where workins conditions and methods of 
struggle were discussed. Meetings or studies on certain themes were 
also organised. An important role was played in these committees by 
revolutionaries which came from the organisation Dev Yol and since 
1980 existed 'underground' in the factories. In the factories in Istanbul, 
Ankara and Gëlcük there is a number of such groups, which build up 
parallell structures to the unions. If this is the germ for the development 
of a workers autonomy or will end in an alternative trade union 
movement, is still open. · 

Interview about the new tendencies in the movement . 
This is an interview with a former leader of THKP-C - a revolutionary 
partywhich advocated armed struggle - surviving a massacre liquidating 
the leadership of that party and in jail until 1986. Today he advocates 
the oooperation of the left groups and an orientation towards the mass 
struggles. 
Question: ln the 70s the Turkish labour movement under the leadership 

of DISK (Revolutionary Union Federation) reached a large influence 
and extension. This spring we have seen for the first time since 1980 
mass action in the factories. This movement differs fundamentally from 
the union movement of the 70s. What are the differences? 
Answer: In the 70s DISK mainly organised private factories and left 

the state factories and public sector to Türk Is. However, as it came to 
confrontations in oonnection with the contract negotiations, it became 
necessary to advocate DISK as the organisation for all workers. DISK 
had problems to fulfil the expectations. We can characterise this period 
as the juvenile period of the union movement in Turkey. 
Concerning the present movement in the factories, formally it mostly 

involves Türk Is members, but this movement bas bypassed bath Türk 
Is and the former DISK. It is really a movement of the workers, a 
movement which bas developed despite of the unions. This movement 
doesn't follow any road prescribed by the functionaries, but bas decided 
on its own road and leaders. The unions have remained well behind the 
movement - that is the main différence with the 70s. 

The leaders which the workers movement has chosen are mainly 
people from the socialist movement which after 1980 have become 
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workers or managed not to be thrown out of the unions. But I must 
emphasise tbat they all keep a great distance to the concerns of the 
leftwing organisations. Neither do they stick to the old union structures. 
Workers councils and workers representatives play a bigger role to them 
than the union hierarchy. Sorne days ago I participated in a meeting 
where the workers voiced their distrust of the unions. They only identify 
with the structures they have built themselves in the factories. Like this 
it bas not been in Turkey previously. We are in a transitional situation. 
The influence of the umons is not completely broken and the workers 
councils have not completely established themselves. Most importantly 
they have not formulated any political demands in addition to the 
economical. 
There is another important difference from the 70s: the methods of 

struggle. Tuen, struggles quickly developed into bard and militant 
conflicts. Today we see that the workers put more emphasis on convincing 
each individual. Also when they leave the legal framework, the struggles 
are waged by large numbers of workers. And they appear legitimate in 
the eyes of the mass of the workers and the population. The workers 
show a great creativity and manage to include also those who don't want 
to take a great risk by struggling. 

I must now corne to the last and most important difference: the 
workers movernent of the 70s had not completely broken with the 
bourgeoisie. Theo the attitudes of large parts of the working class was 
influenced by the hope to ascend into the petit bourgeoisie. Today the 
workers realise the impossibility of this. In my opinion there exists for 
the first time among the workers a consciousness of"us and thern", they 
feel the contradiction between them and the bourgeoisie. That was not 
the case in the 70s. 

Interview with workers of the Istanbul cigarette factory Tekel 
This interview gives details about the worsened living conditions of the 
workers and how actions took place in the factory. First a canteen 
boycott, then ail together "to the doctor". The unions talked to them 
about a 250 percent wage increase. La ter they heard tha t the unions only 
demanded 90 percent from the government - that is less than the 1989 
inflation rate. 

(The ebove is offered as a summaryof events which we think are notvery 
well known. Echanges could give a different interpretation of the 
meaning of workers action in such a country, of the role of 'revolutionaries' 
etc. Many remarks about the latter in the Wildcat material has not been 
included. 
RH9/90) 



FRANCE 
French bank strike, Dec.89 - Feb.90 
No.13 of the French journal 'L'Aube Internationaliste' contains material 
on a two mon th strike a t B.N .P. (Sta te bank in France). I t is a complete 
report of the strike which began 12/12/89 on a wages claim in the 
Forei@ operation center, to last two months up to mid-February 90. 
Even if very strong in this part of the bank and even if spreading all 
over the country, the strike remained a minority strike. . 
A strike committe was established, consisting of union and non-union 
people. This committee was to be revocable by and its decisions 
subordinate to the general assembly of the Paris strikers. At first, the 
strike got the support of the unions, participating to the strike committee 
and controlling the discussions with management. Even so, the strikers 
in Paris kept the general assembly every day to decide how to go ahead 
with their movement, published a special independent paper ('Tache 
d'huile'), organised a lot of blackades of offices and public manifestations, 
and made a lot of different attempts to spread their'strike. A coordinating 
committee for the offices in struggle was also established. 
The unions in the strike were a trojan horse. As usual, they tried to 

keep the strike quiet, preventing its spreading, and organising useless 
token demonstrations. At the end, four of them ( of the five unions 
involved) signed a deal with management and ordered the end of the 
strike without putting it to a vote at the strikers' general assernbly; the 
strikers attacked and ransacked the local offices of the unions. Apparently 
only one union, the communist party dominated CGT, supported the 
strike to the end - but strikers denounced this union's double dealing 
using radical words in front of the strikers and doing everything to 
break the strength of the strike behind the curtain. 
(L'Aube Internationaliste con tains a detailed chronology of the strike 
and some reprints from the strikers leaflets and papers.) 

L'Aube Internationaliste ( address letters as follows: M Duchemin, cf 
o L'Herbe Rouge, 1 bis rue d'Alesia, 75014 Paris) No.13 also contains 
the following material: USSR: the long march towards democracy 
(with the chapters Sorne principles on capital - The various attempts 
of democratisation of the Russian state - The nature of the Russian 
revolution) - Extracts from the press of the 'milieu' (from 'Echanges' 
no.63 on lJK poli tax riots - 'Internationalist Perspective' on strikes in 
Russia - 'Communisme' on Algeria and Burrna). 
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No subscription price is given, but the price of this issue is 5 francs. 
L'Aube Internationaliste participa tes in the project putting out the 

journal 'Revue Internationale du Mouvement Communiste', together 
with the journals/groups Comunismo (Mexico), KamunistKranti (India) 
and the French groups Communisme ou Civilisation and L'Union 
Proletarienne. A presentation text of L'Aube ... hasbeen published in 
this journal. This text says that after some years of studies on questions 
like democracy and state, the character of the wars, socialism in one 
country, liberation struggles, parliamentarism ... some people decided in 
1983 to make a definite break with the 'marxist leninist movement'. The 
rejection of 'the democratic principle' moved these people cl oser to 'the 
communist Jeft', particu]ar]y the Italian ]eft with Bordiga and the 
German left with Karl Korsch. Tuen follows a commented list of 
theoretical texts from back issues of L'Aube Internationaliste. 

The Pro amme of the Communist Revolution.S ecial issue This is a 
spec1a issue ay m nru1s o t e journa o a_ grou_p we believed 
didn't exist any more, the Groupe Communiste Mondial or World 
Communist Group as it is called m this Enilish language journal. The 
GCM bas its origin in the in the 'bordiguist milieu in France in the 60s 
and 70s and for many xears published fhe journal 'Le P,rogramme de la 
societe communiste'. The main document m this specia] issue is "World 
Communist Group. Programme". It also contains guotations or extracts 
from texts of Marx/Engels and 'The communist left of ltaly'. Included is 
also a long Jist of 'Basic texts of our Marxist Historical Jine' (texts 1912- 
89, mainly of the 'I talian left') which t}Je_y sayis 'available in French only'. 
They might be available from the GCMin .French only, but a lot of these 
texts exist - many of them in qui te easily available éditions also today- in 
other languages Iike German and English. - 
On the tronfJ?..age of the journal there is a kind ofrresentation textwith 
the headline 'The line of the Historical Communis Party'. In the section 
of the text on 'Y esterday' the GCM adheres to the 'Historical invariance 
of the Communist Pro_gramme' (of Marx/Engels, Communist League, 
1st International, the Iêft of the 2nd Internalional, 3rd International, 
ltalian Communist Left). In 'Today' they talk about the 'Organic 
continuitv ... of the programmatic restoration of the World Communist 
Party with the view to its reformation .. .'. in 'Tomorrow' it predicts the 
'Organisation of the Proletariat into class thus into Communist Party, 
çentralist, organic and worldwide, for the realisation of the Communist 
Programme ... '. 
Tlïe GCM calls for distribution of and subscriptions to the journal. No 

subscription price is given, but the price of this issue is .f1. Letters should 
be addressed to: Le programme de la revolution communiste, BP 26, 
75965 Paris Cedex 20. 
An issue of a journal in French (no.3) is also available from the group, 

on 'The dictatorship of the prolétariat'. · 

The letter of Cavales (Commission Prison Répression, BP 163, 75463 
Paris Cedex 10 - in French) No.4/March 90: The tria] of the Clairvaux 
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mutineers -The trial of the St Maur mutineers • Spain: hunger strike of 
political prisoners (PCE(r) and GRAPO). . . . . . 
Leafletmsupportofa movement, 'dead pnson', initiated bypnsoners 
in the Moulins prison for several claims concerning ail prisons, and 
leaflet distributed by these prisoners (28/5/90). 

Radio Tomate (BP 182, 75623 Paris Cedex 13) Bulletin of a free radio 
giving short informations of the various groups using this radio. 

Nouvelles de nulle part • Bulletin d'informations Libertaires Est 
Ouest (c/o CNT, 33 rue des Vignoles, 75020 Paris) No.0/June 90: For 
the support of a libertarian movement in the East· The appearances of 
an anarchist activity in Po land· Reports and interviews from the Trieste 
meeting (participants from Poland, Yougoslavia, East Germany, 
Czechoslovakia, Hungary, the Russian anarchosyndicalist group KAS 
- List of addresses of anarchist groups in these countries. 
For a pamphlet in French on 'Russia 1989' available from the above 

address, see USSR section in this Echanges. 

A contre courant syndical et politique (Against the political and 
syndicalist current) (4 rue des Iris, 52100 St Dizier) No.13/march 90: 
When the west is moving east • The condition of women in Maghreb 
today • USSR: the cracks in an empire • Struggles in a factory: Case 
Poclain, St Dizier. No.14/ABril-MKi 90: The Socialist Party washes 
whiter • Who is responsible? ( n the nction of the unions and workers 
self organisation)· 0~ the transformation of the Post Office in France 
(first step to a privatisation)· Nuclear power without a future. 

Courant Alternatif -journal of the Organisation Communiste Libertaire 
gregore, P 1213 51058 Reims Cedex) · 

o.92 Jan.90: Romania (%en capitalism support a revolution) -El 
a va or: near the volcanos • The school and the immigrants' children 

- Restructuring the P'IT (post and telecom) • Anti-nuêlear struggle. 
No.,A:Qril 90: Inquiry on homes in LY.on and Bordeaux - 10 years of 
stnï esin French pnsons • Chile: the first difficulties for the popular 
Chilean movement • Poland: an anrcho-punk group. 
No.96/May 90: Against the racist crimes - A2ainst the government 
proiect of restructuring the PTf, a general strikê? - The prisons on trial. 
No:97 /June 90: The third world debt-The rising of nationalisms in the 
East - France, the leader of militarism -P'IT: the defeat of the strike 
against the government projects - Housing policy in Ile de France. 

Iztok - libertarian review in French on the eastem countries (BP 70, 
733o3 Paris Cedex 12) No.18-19/June 90: Special issue on China. The 
decline of the Deng dynasty. A society in crisis. The events of April 
June 1989. The Pekïng massacres; a lot of documents on the events of 
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the last year, direct interviews of students and workers involved and 
comments on the present situation in China. 

L'inter lcallste (GSED, 11 rue St Vincent de Paul, 13004 Marseille) 
· n - une 9U: 1790-1990: the revolution goes ahead • The end 

to a w at was orgotten, repressed and not sa1a ... • Everybody with 
James Schenkel. 
TGV (fast ~ed train project) To enlarge the basis of the stru_ggle 
agamst the TGV and the mana_gement of rand - leaflet in French IY/9/ 
90 from 'The mutineers of the living people roundabout'. (No address 
- copy at Echanges) 

Jnterro tlons ur la co~munaute humaine {Interrogations for a 
uman commumty c o . ·., BP 243, 15564 Pans Cedex 12) June 90: 

Presentation texto t e group (Our ideas, our activity, who are we'? .J!fe 
in France) • Translations from and an afterword fo Bob Black:' 1 ne 
abolition of work' • Correspondence (Mainly critiques from 'marxists' 
of the humanitarian position of Interrogations and answers to these 
letters) - List of available material • List of journals develQPing views 
similar to Interro_gations: The American joumals 'Anarchy', 'Demolition 
Derby' and 'Fiftfi Esta te'. 
(No subscription P.rice is given - price of this issue is 10 francs.} 
Available m.English is a 1 page text: 'On crisis ideology' (a critique of 

marxist theones and assumptiôns). 

Le. Brise Glace (BP 214, 75623 Paris Cedex 13) No.4 Summer 90: We 
havet(!_guesswhatwillcomelater-Aworkerma a iscussion etween 
Brise Glace and Alberto Francheschini author of be book-in Italian 
- 'Mara, Renato and me; history of the founders of the Red Brigades - 
Zionisn;!., abortion of the workers movement- Reports of intervêntions 
and leaflets on China, evictions etc ... 
"Nous voulons encore arler" e still want to s ak lncluded with 

nse ace .1s a ca or !l new magazine in . repc to appear in 
September, asking for participation and money (indicated pnce rs 10 
francs/li). It will be 'dedicated to subversion ofl:he social order' and 
will pubhsh: 'Information concerning struggles, strikes, riots and any 
open or latent form of resistance to capitalist aomestication' • Information 
on modem alienation, new techniques of suppressioUi economic trends,, 
etc .. .' Write to: Les Archives de I' Avenir, 7 rue J l' Gerbillon, 75000 
Paris. 
Le Frondeur (BP 105, 94402 Vitry Cedex) From this address a number 
of Joumals appeared throu_ghout the years. The last one was L'Unlsme, 
but differences developecfbetween __participants to this pr9iect - see 
Echan_ges 64 p.2. A new series of Le Frondeur now ap~ars. No.1 Jul - 
Sep.90: Editorial - Money: the impossible question - Revo ution an 
aQpearences - On the pamphlet 'Potentialitès situationnistes . 
. Subscription to Le Frondeur is 30 francs. The pamphlet 'Potenti~lites 
situationnistes - Propos sur la communication libre et ses ennemis by 
Y.loannidis is 40 francs incl. postage. 
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BELGIUM 

.. 

Perspective Internationaliste -Journal of the 'E:xternal Fraction of the 
ICC (In French and English. Available from the following names/ 
addresses: Destryker, BP 1181, Centre Monnaie, 1000 Bruxelles, Belgium; 
IP, PO Box 395, Montclair, N.J. 07042, USA; BM Box 8154, London 
WClN 3XX, UK) No.16/Winter 90: Section on "The economic situation": 
Bankruptcy in the Third World, Collapse in the East, Debt and 
Unemployment in the West: "Everything is fine" - Section on "Eastern 
Europe: Dictatorship or Democracy, One Disaster after another", with 
these articles: What is happeneing in the Eastern Bloc? The debate in 
our Fraction - Romania: Dictatorship or democracy, one disaster 
follows another - The ICC and Eastern Europe; a degenerating 
organisation makes a flip-flop - The changing face of imperialism. 

Communisme - Central paper of Groupe Communiste Internationaliste 
(In French, from BP 54, BXL 31, 1000 Bruxelles l, or GCI, c/o L'Herbe 
Rouge, 1 bis rue d'Alesia, 75014 Paris) No.31/July90: An issue devoted 
to Romania with the title 'Proletarian struggle and bourgeois control in 
Romania, Dec.1989' and the articles: Introduction - The 'socialist' 
accumulation -Management crisis in Romania; the bourgeois offensive 
- Revoit and control; the tragedy of the 'common happiness'. In 
addition chapter 4 of the series 'Contribution to a critique of economy'. 
Comunismo - Central paper in Spanish of the GCI (from BP 54, BXL 
31, 1000 Bruxelles 1) No.27/April 90: "1984" .. 85 .. 87 .. 89: worse than 
predicted-Argentina. the Monteneros accomplishes of the democratic 
consolidation of the impunity for torturers and murderers - The 
relationship of world forces between classes - Proposais for an 
international meeting. - 

Mouvement Communiste pour la formation du parti communiste 
mondial (ln French, from BP 1666, Centre Monnaie, 1000 Bruxelles 1, 
or Editions M.C., c/o L'Herbe Rouge, 1 bis rue d'Alesia, 75014 Paris) 
No.1/String90: Lookingattentivelyatthe USA-The USAState: main 
anticyc e capitalist weapon - Nothmg new in thee East, except for the 
capitalist recognition of the crisis - The modalities of capitalist exploitation 
- Romania: between state restructuring and proletarian outbursts. 
(This last article is also published as a pamphlet.) 
This journal, meaning the 'Communist movement for the formation of 
the world communist party', is a regroupment of two journals previously 
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SWEDEN 
Echanges bas started to receive some material from Sweden this year. 
We welcome this because both among Echanges participants and 
subscribers there are a number of Scandinavians. 

An independent, figbting trades union: The Syndicalists 
This is a presentation pamphlet in English (it also exist in a number of 
other Ianguages) of the Swed.ish synd.icalist uruon SAC: Sveriges Arbetares 
Centralorganisation - Central Organisation of Swedish Workers). 
Differently from a lot of other syndicalist organisations, this is to a large 
extent a functioning union, with around 13000 members. This pamphlet 
presents the SAC over 6 pages under the headlines: -SAC: a democratic 
union -SAC: a politically independent union -SAC: a socialist union - 
SAC's industrial programme -SAC and the fightagainst unemployment 
-SAC and the environment -SAC for international solidarity. 
Address: SAC, Sveavagen 98, 113 50 Stockholm. SAC bas recently 
started to publish an international bulletin in English, but this we 
haven't seen. 

Brand (Box 150 15, 104 65 Stockholm) Brandis a Swedish anarchist 
paper, quite widely read as far as we know. We have received a number 
of issues (most of them containing a separate sheet with at least the 
headlines of each article translated into English) and will make a more 
proper presentation in another issue of Echanges. No.34/Feb.90: Swedish 
refugee policy - A discussion on occupation of bouses (On the basis of 
a concrete example from Sweden, what should those arrested say in 
court? Should fines be paid? ... ) • Occupations in Amsterdam, Berlin 
and Hamburg • War in Copenhagen (On the attempts to crush the 
militant poJitical milieu BZ and the houses they have occupied) • 
Actions internationally and in Sweden against the Shell oil company 
presence in South Afnca • Political war against the Kurds (On a West 
German trials against Kurdish poJitical activists of the Kurdish party 
PKK) - Strike! A talk with the SAC secretary (About a strike on the 
12th of Feb.90 against the social democratic government 'crlsis package', 
eventually defeated in parliament, to impose a price and wages freeze, 
restrictions of the right to strike etc. In this strike movement many 
members of the SAC participated, and the strike contributed to the 
resignation of the government (followed some days Iater, it must be 
added, by a new social democratic government under the same prime 
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minister). This interview concentra tes on the SACactivity and problems 
of mobilising their members. Reproduced is also a speech from a SAC 
demonstration against the government) • Crazy anarchists stir up 
strikes? (On accusations about anarchists being behind a wildcat strike 
among assisting nurses at a hospital in the city of Malmo in J anuary) - 
The history of Shell (This article says tha ta t the beginning of the century 
Shell had stron~ interests in Russia and that in the aftermath of a large 
strike in Baku m 1904 they bought most of the oilfields. Shell's most 
important factories and refineries were in the Kaukasus area where the 
largest oil fields were situated. Large profits were made during WWI. 
With·the building of workers councils in the 1917 Russian revolution, 
one of the first tasks is to expropria te the oil industry and Shell's empire 
breaks into pieces. When a number of Western countries goes to war 
against Russia after the revolution, Shell convinces the british govemment 
to send troops against Baku and the oil fields. After 5 months of 
strug~les Baku falls, but the British army tries to advance further on so 
the 011 companies set up their own army called 'the wild division'. The 
people of Baku take up arms and struggles goes on for 3 days before 'the 
wild division' flies. For the second time the oil industry is expropriated. 
But British and tsarist troops besiege the city, Ieading to a famme, and 
eventually capitulation. The British took over the city again and a strike 
breaking out some days after is brutally repressed. Shell then financed 
the tsanst general Denim who with bis forces ravaged though Georgia 
and Kaukasus plundering and burning the cities sufporting the revolution. 
Eventually the regimew of Denim falls and Shel looses its oilfields for 
the third time. Shell then attempted a boycott of Russian oil and 
succeeded in making among others England and Italy to forbid Russian 
oil in their harbours. Shell's largest competitor Standard Oil saw its 
chance and started to negotiate directly with Russia. Shell also controlled 
oilfields in Turkey and Romania, and enormous profits were made 
during WWI and WWII, selling oil and petrol to 'both si des'. During the 
30s Shell was one of the companies contributing financially to the 
German nazi movement and supporting Franco in Spain.)· Boycott the 
1990 national census (This article calls for a boycott of the census and 
argues tha ta boycott campaign could be successful. The 1985 census was 
boycotted by 57000 persons, around 1 percent of the population, but 
there was no boycott campaign. 2 weeks after the deadline 200000 
persons had not sent in the registration forms, and it took the government 
a year to reduce this to 57000. The article says that a boycott of 5 
percent is a bad result (from the government point of view) - with a 10 
percent boycott the result is without value from a statistical viewpont. 
There are references to the West German census and the opposition to 
it some years ago - on this we can refer to the article "Who's afarid of the 
security state" in Echanges no.56) 
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Subscription to Brandis SKR 90 for 10 issues, payable to the postal giro 
account no. 4 78 24 80 - O. 

No Nation Bulletin No.4/May90:Thisisahandwritten 12pagebulletin 
of the People to People Friendship Association. There are references 
to a Manifesto, which we haven't seen, and that this Manifesto bas been 
spread to all continents. This issue does noty enable us to say precisely 
what the PPFA is, but appearently it bas to do with contacts and 
exchange of information, culture etc. between people from the developed 
and underdeveloped countries. lt contains material about: PPFA 
group formed in Lagos, Nigeria - Nigeria, my country (Remaries on 
Nigerian society) - Letters from contacts in varions countries -About 
the situation in Palau (A United Nations Mandate, administrated by 
USA since WWI and one of the US-Trust Territories in the Pacifie 
Ocean - now with a self-goveming sta tus but not fully independent. The 
Palauan constitution prohibits chemical and nuclear waepons on its 
territory. There is a strong pressure from the USA, linked to possible 
financial contributions, to allow this and other US military equipment 
and installations. The situation of the people of Palau is notwell known 
and the PPFA urges the spreading of information and protests a$ainst 
US pressure. (No Nation Bulletin is published 4 times a year. Subscnption 
is 5 US$ or the equivalent, money order or postal giro account 4807294- 
6, to PPFA, c/o Sôren Groth, Nygârdsplafân 36,610 70 Vagnhârad.) 

U.S.S.R. 
Sommer of discontent (Newsweek 9/7/90): In the Soviet Union, it's 
time to brace strikes -and possibly worse. · 

First congress of miners JNouvelles de Moscou 29/6/90): Report in 
French of the congress an the attitude of miners in Donetsk since the 
strikes of Summer 89. 

Political failure, a condition of the economic success? (L'autre journal 
no.2, June 90): An analysis in French of the political situatuion in the 
U.S.S.R. 

Mutinies in the anny (Nouvelles de Moscou 8/6f)O): A lot of information 
in French on the disintegration of the Russian army. 
(A copy of ail these articles are available at Echanges.) 
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~iven ). One partis an accountof all kinds of political parties and groups, 
independent unions, environmental groups etc. witli contact addresses 
and telephone numbers. Another part is a chronology of strikes, 
demonstrations etc. for the whole 1989. (Can be ordered from Nouvelles 
de nulle, c/o CNT, 33 rue des Vignoles, 75020 Paris.) 

Wen oder was vertritt Gorbatschow? Zum Vesen der Perestroika This 
is a German version of the article on Gorbachev and perestroïka which 
appeared in Echanges no.61. lt bas been published m no.55-57 of the 
journal Die Aktion, and those who can make use of a German version 
can write to Echanges. 

MEXICO 
Ford and other struggles 
An exchange of material on Mexico bas ta ken place for a while between 
a Norwegian and a French comrade, and some material on Mexico 
appeared in Echanges no.64. The sending of some material from US 
leftwing papers about showing solidarity with the Ford workers against 
comf,any repression and the murder of a worker, and giving the address 
of a Movimiento Democratico de Trabajadores de la Ford', brought 
the following remarks from the French comrade (July 90): 
"The American radical papers are full of addresses and of calls for 
solidaritywith the Mexican workers and the attempt to build 'independent' 
unions. There was even a boycott campaign agamst some beer made in 
a Mexican brewery on strike for weeks (see Echanges 64). There are 
two interesting aspects concerning these struggles: 
-More and more US firms are involved in the Mexican economy 
transfering their factories to this country and so developing more and 
more links with the US workers. 
-The attempt to build 'independent' unions is more complex. On one 
band the US left unionists can find some similarities with their own fight 
against the bureaucracy of their union and a combativity they are 
looking for among American workers. (I think they are very wrong on 
this point.) On the other band the official US unions can show some 
support as part of the bureaucracy strategy to settle the relationship 
labour-capital in the US." 
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lt should be mentioned that Mexico the Iast years bas seen a number of 
large stru~gles in other sectors than the ones mentioned in Echanges 
no.64. This includes health workers, other car workers than at Ford, 
gasworkers, university teachers, telephone workers, electricity workers ... 

Reprinted from lndustrial Worker (IWW) Feb.90: 
Mexican copper workers strike 
"Last Fall, copper workers employed-by the Cananea Mine - Mexico's 
largest - struck the the 100th time since a 1906 strike was broken by 
U.S.Rangers. Then, as now, workers struck for better wages and 
benefits. Now that Mexico is secure in its sovereignity, our fellow 
workers south of the border need not fear U.S. intervention to break 
their strikes - today the Mexican army takes care of such matters. A 
Mexican historian found that with the wages that drove Cananea 
miners to strike in 1906, workers today in Mexico's Federal District can 
buy only half as much food. "It's not that things were good for Cananea 
workers in 1906", Ruiz Harrell explains, "but that mexican workers in 
the Federa] District today have it very bad." (Information from Latin 
American News Update)." 

-For the address of and information about the journal Midnight Notes, 
which we reprinted some Mexico articles from m Echanges 64, see USA 
section in this issue. 

ITALY 
The regulation of strikes 

(Interview with a labour Iawyer, from no.29 of the journal Primo 
Maggio. In German in no.25 of 'Wildcat Info' - see Germany section in 
this issue of Echanges.) 
The interview is about the passing of laws regulating strikes mainly in 
the public sector. The main point about this law is that it actually exists. 
Concerning strikes, article 40 of the Italian constitution only says that 
the right to strike can be exercised "according to the laws which 
regu]ates it". For 40 years the unions have been opposed to a regulation 
of strikes through Jaws, seeing it as a dangerous involvement of the state 
in its own sphere and as a threat to their freedom of action. The line of 
the unions was the 'se]f-regulation' of strikes. , . 
In Autumn 87 however the union UIL (the smallest of the three main 
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national union federations CGIL-CISL- UIL) demanded a regulation 
by law of public sector strikes, which was passed in the summer of 89. In 
cases where the unions have their own rules about self-regulation, these 
take precedence over the law. In other cases the right of strike in public 
sectors can be exercised under certain conditions: a 5 day warning must 
be given, the length of the strike must be stated, and measures must be 
taken to allow a minimum of services within the sector affected. 
Examples are ~ven of sectors where a minimum service is necessary, for 
example: Hygiène and health - Public transport and traffic discipline - 
Production and distribution of enerw and goods - Post, telecommumcation 
and public radio and TV information - Education, particularly exams in 
public or state recognised schools as well as final exams at the various 
stages of a university education - Customs etc. . 
The question is asked if the law is pro or anti union. The answer is that 
the unions see their role of self-regulation as recognised, because the 
law says that union rules on self-regulation takes presedence over the 
law. In this sense the Iaw can be seen as supportive of the union line. The 
appreciation of the unions can also be seen in that the decision on 
minimum services take place through negotiations. lt can also be seen 
and practiced as anti union, regulating the limits of .a strike and the 
union freedom of action. 

Bolletina Bibliografico (Centra di documentazione di Lucca, via degli 
Asili 10, CP 308, 55100 Lucca) No.9/June 90: A list of journals (mostly 
Italian) received and kept at this documentation center. It contains 
descriptions of the contents of the journals as well as addresses and 
prices. (No price given for the bulletin.) 

This center bas material of the left publications in ltaly and on 
movements in various countries. More complete cataloges as weII as 
photocopies of material is available. . 

SPAIN 
SINEWS is the newsletter (in English) of the Spanish Information 
Network (note new address: 131 Spencer Place, Chapeltown, Leeds 
LS74DU, England) and has been published since 1984 - currently with 
two or three issues pr. year.SINEWS is a syndicalist publication providing 
information from the Spanish labour movement, particularly the syndicalist 
part of it. lt is openly in faveur of the CNT-U/CGT, which however does 
not mean that the views of the CNT-AITis not paid attention to. (About 
these groups, see Echanges 61 p.13 as well as Echanges no.63 and 64.). 
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The contents is partly the publishers' information about the syndicalist 
groups or the situation in various factories (mainly th ose with a relatively 
strong syndicalist presence ),and summaries or translations of articles in 
various syndicalist papers independent ones like the dockers union 
paper La Estiba. (There bas also been material about unions outside 
Spain, like the Dutch OVB and the Swedish SAC.) SINEWS is therefore 
a valuable publication for those interested in Spain and not reading 
Spanish publications themselves and a newsletter we can recommend a 
subscription to. 
Most back issues should be available and the calculations of the price 

for this and a subscription is a bit complicated so we suggest that those 
who are interested write to the above address themselves. Th ose writing 
should be aware that SINEWS is a publication with few economic 
resources, so you won't get anything for free. 

No.14/May 90 contains the following material: Eleventh Congress of 
CGT/CNT (Apart from some factual information, this article also ~ves 
interesting, but not surprising, details about tactical maneouvrmgs, 
competition for influence etc. which you also find in these kind of 
organisations - in this case between 'reformist' and 'radical' unions on 
questions like the composition of/voting power on various committees, 
if members of political parties can hold office in the CGT and the 
influence of large vs. small affiliated unions)- Opposition group forms 
in CGT (Against statutes revisions at the congress increasmg the 
influence of the unions with many members) - A short report from the 
FASA-Renault factory (CGT opposition to planned redundancies 
supported by the other unions in the factory) -- A contribution in an 
ongoing polemic between SINEWS and the UK journal Black Flag - 
Report from the Michelin factory (reprinted below - a typical example 
of some of the material which appears in SINEWS). 

Michelin united against new shift system of 'Sth Team' (from SINEWS 
no.14/May 90): 
"Rojo y Negro number 16, for Jenuety 90, reports tbet all the unions et 
the Michelin îectoty in Vitoria have been implementing a ban on 
Weekend working for six months. This is m opposition to the 
implementation of a fifth shiît, which would bring Vitoria (presently 
working three shifts) in line with the company's other isctoiies which 
have already moved from four to live. The unity of all the unions 
involved, which is a phenomena unknown for over ten years, bas 
converted the Works Committee into a genuine Coordinadora, and the 
workers are kept continually informed via regular assemblies. (At the 
present the composition of the Committee is CC00:8, UGT: 8, CGT: 
5, ESK-CUIS: 3. Massive demonstrations are held every Thursday, and 
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only 200 of the 9000 strong workforce is attempting to sceb, although 
the ban on Weekenq working makes this impossible anyway. Almost 
2000 members of the workforce are paying 600 pts (!3) a mon th into the 
resistance fund. 
At the end of December national officiais !rom UGT and CCOO 

attempted to begin negotiations on the fifth team system, but the local 
officiais of both unions clistanced themselves from this move and it had 
to be abandoned." 
(Note from Echanges: An article we saw in April 90 said that the 

struggle of the Michelin workers against around the clock operation of 
the factory was going on - then in its tenth month.) · 

La Estiba - bulletin of the Spanish dockers union Coordinedote ( c/. del 
Mar,97, 08003 Barcelona) No.55/April-May 90: On the bus struggle in 
Madrid (chronology and commentaries) -The plan for competivity: a 
qualitative jump in concerted strategy- Agreement for the US Pittston 
miners - Reports from Spanish ports and the dockers struggle. 

Etcetera - Correspondencia de la guerra social (Ap.1363, 08080 
Barcelona) No.16/July 90: Against democracy (The invention of 
democracy - Democracy and the market - The real democracy) -From 
Lenin-Robespierre to Gorbachev-Napoleon (by A.Ciliga )-Ret1ections 
on past and present • Workers struggles in Madrid (bus drivers - see 
Eclianges 64 p.21) and Barcelona (hospital) - Great Britain: the poil tax 
( a Ietter from a tJK contact, and the article on UK from Echanges 
no.63) - Correspondence from readers in Spain, USA, France and 
Germany - Reviews (Of variousJ·ournals, and of: Book in Spanish by 
A.Guillam6n on 'Mihtantism an political thought of A.Bordiga 1910- 
30 - Book by Tavares/Ilena on anarchism and syndicalism in Portugal 
since 1975). · 

Odio al capitalismo ( address letter as follows without mention of the 
name of the journal: À VVN, Apartado numero 25, 27080 Lugo) No.9/ 
July-Sep 90: Capitalist trends in Eastern Europe and the USSR, 
class strug~le and war - The marxist left in the Second International: 
Antimilitansm and war ( a part of the series 'Programma tic development') 
- Class struggle in the world: two problems and one necessity (On the 
limitations and weak points in the present proletarian upsurges and a 
criticism of economism, from an analysis of recent confhcts ). 

Cultura Libertaria - publication of Associacion Isaac Puente (Juan 
Gomez, Apdo de Correos 1687, 01080 Vitoria) No.18/June 90: The 
death of a friend 
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'Fontaura' - Books, periodicals and documents - Portugese books 
review: 'A revolution inside the social revolution' (José de Brito); 
'Education and workers movement' (Paulo Ghirardelli); 'Crime does 
not exist' (A.Da Silva Diaz); 'Anarchist utopia' (F.Luizetto). 
Associacion Isaac Puente keeps an archive in Vitoria which would 

like regular copies of any publications relating to anarchism. 

NEWGUINEA 
(Countries analysed or mentioned in Echanges are necessarily limited, 
due to the participants' capacities, interests and material available to 
them, as well as of course some kind of idea of the 'importance' of the 
different countries - even if this last point should not be overestimated. 
One of the countries not having been mentioned is New Guinea. We 
would like to reprint the following small item which we overlooked 
when it appeared, about strikes taking place quite some time ago in 
Autumn 1988 (taken from the Feb.89 issue of Counter Information). 
Anyone having more on this or later events could pass it on.) 

"1000 Papuan miners barricaded an airstrip in Tahubil, New Guinea in 
October when O.K. Tedi Ltd. refused to negotiate over wages and 
conditions. A pitched battle with tear gas throwing cops and soldiers 
followed. Strikers kept their spirits up by free shopping in bars and 
shops. 
December: The giant Bougainville copper mine ground to a hait when 
Papuans sabotaged power supplies." 

SWITZERLAND 

Confrontations Bulletin in French of the OSL (Libertarian Socialist 
Organisation) (OSL, c/o CRAC, Bd Carl Vogt 7, 1205 Geneve, or/ 
Vaud, CP 289, 1000 Lausanne 9) No.9/June 90: Democracy: the wword 
and the thing -Report from libertarian meeting in Trieste - With the 
Perestroïka, the KGB - The Russian empire between crisis and 
restructuring - Farewell to Vladimir Illitch - Thefhantasm of Tien An 
Men Square - Immigration: two of three things know aboutit. 



Against fascism and racism; Visit in brown (shit colour) Leaflet in 
French about the activity of fascist groups in Switzerland. No name 
and address-only the reference to two magazines: 'Reflexes', 14 rue 
de Nanteuil, 75015 Paris (French journal) and 'Antifa N-S-K', postfach 
1203, 8036 Zürich (journalin German). 

" LIST OF PUBLICATIONS 

"' Publications marked with * are practically out of print and 
might not be available when the order is received. Prices are 
in sterling for the publications in English and in French francs 
for the publications in French. Cheques or postal orders have 
to be in sterling or francs. Notes in any other currence could 
be sent if they are the countervalue of the total order. Prices 
include postage. Orders will be answered only if the 
corresponding payment is joined. They can be sent to the 
followmg addresses as well as any proposai (or meeting, 
discussion or participation the the Echanges activity: 

ECHANGES ET MOUVEMENT 
BMBOX91 

LONDON WC1N3:XX 
or 

ECHANGES ET MOUVEMENT 
BP241 

75866 Paris Cedex 13 
France 

PUBLICATIONS IN ENGLISH 

ECHANGES - Current issue of the Bulletin Echanges 
avauilable free. Subscription ( 4-5 issues a year) is f.5 and 
includes pamphlets and eventually books. Back issues are 
available, for most of them at the price of photocopying ( 4p 
pr. A4 double page) and postage. 
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Workers Councils - A.Pannekoek - Echanges · 
"Part 1 and 2 (1,00) 
Part 3 ( 50p ), Part 4 ( 50p) 

* Anton Pannkoek - His lire and work • "Marxism" • "General 
remarks on the question or organisation - Work Press 
Pamphlet (50p) 
The Hungarian Revolution - Council Communist Pamphlet 
(60p) - 
The experience or the ractory committees in the Russian 
Revolution - Council Communist Pamphlet (60p) 
*Cwmbach miners and women speak out (From the 84-85 
miners strike in a mining village in Wales) (60p) 
Poland 1980-1982.Class struggle and the crisis or capital - 
H.Simon - Black and Red (2,00) 
*Theses on the Chinese Revolution - C.Brendel - Solidarity 
{J,00) 
The New Movement - H.Simon - Solidarity (1,00) 
France - Winter 86-87 - An attempt at autonomous 
organisation -The railway strike - Echanges (SOp) 
The COBAS - A new rank and file movement - ltaly 1986-87 - 
D.Brown - Echanges (1,50) 
The refusai of'work, Faetsand discussions - Various 
contributors - Echanges (1,50) 

PUBLICATIONS IN FRENCH 

ECHANGES - Bulletin - specimen sur demande - abonnement 
SOF par an donnant droit a 4 bulletins et aux brochures ou 
livres publies dans l'anne - Des exemplaires des anciens 
numeros peuvent etre obtenus au prix des photocopies (0,40F 
une double page format A4) et des frais postaux. 
LIAISONS - numeros dejà parus; lOF; No.l,2,3. 
*SOCIALISME OU BARBARIE - ancien numeros (lOF 
chaque): 5/6,23 
*INFORMATIONS CORRESPONDANCE OUVRIERES 
(ICO) - ancien numeros (5F chaque) 
*LANTERNE NOIRE- ancien numeros; 9,10,11 
*RAISONS DE LA COLERE - ancien numero; 1 
La greve generalisee en France, mai 1968 - ICO (lOF) 
*Hongrie 1956 - A.Anderson - Echanges (lOF) 
"Un conflit decisir; Les syndicats combattent la revolte contre 
le travail - J.Zerzan - Echanges (SF) 
Wildcat, Dodge Truck, 1974 - Black and Red - Echanges (5). 
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Il 

*Le Z5 juin 1976 en Pologne - H.Simon - Echanges (lOF) 
Pologne 80-82.Lutte de classe et crise du capital - II.Simon - 
Spartacus (20F) L'insurrection ouvriere en Allemagne de 
l'Est, juin 1953 - C.Brendel - Echanges (lOF) 
A l'Ouest rien de nouveau, USA 1978 - Echanges (lOF) 
*Lutte de classe autonome en Grande Bretagne - C.Brendel - 
Echanges(20F) · 
To the bitter end - Greve des mineurs en Grande Bretagne - 
Mars 84 - mars 85 - H.Simon - Acratie (30F) 
*Thèses sur la revolution chinoise - C.Brendel - Echanges 
(lOF). · 
Grève à General Motors - collectif de Strasbourg (5F) 
Espagne, de l'antifranquisme à Paprès-Iranqulsme - 
C.Brendel et H.Simon - Echanges (20F) 
Cwmbach minieurs et femmes de mineurs parlent (5F) 
*Chronique de la revolution espagnole - H.Chaze/Union 
Communiste - Spartacus (20F) · · 
*Lenine philosophe - H.Gorter - Spartacus (20F) 
*Reponse à Lenine - H.Gorter- Spartacus (2.0F) 
*Remarques generales sur la question de l'organisation - 
A.Pannekoek - Viam Canada (5F) 

OTHER PUBLICATIONS 

Espagnol 
*La huelga salvaje en polonia el 25 de junio de 1976 - 
H.Simon - La Piqueta 
Deutsch 
Fiat - Arbeiterkampfe in Turin 1974-80 (DM 5) 
Polens Arbeiter auf dem Wege der Selbstbefreiung - H.Simon 
(Polen 1980-82) (DM 4,50) 
Der Grossen Planes '§timm und Gang' - Bildungsplan ais 
Illusion -T.Sander (Uber DDR) (DM 17,80) 
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